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The title is read “Control
Shift” and refers to a
combination of two keys on
a standard keyboard. CTRL
and SHIFT are both modifier
keys; they tell a computer
that the subsequently
pressed key should take
an alternate function.
All existing shortcuts that
include both CTRL and
SHIFT require the addition
of at least one more key;
CTRL + SHIFT by itself does
nothing. Similarly, the work
of shifting computation’s
control over society cannot
be accomplished alone.
This book catalogues my
individual approach with
the expectation of many
others to come.

↗ A manila folder simulating a computer folder. Computer folders are part of the “desktop metaphor,” a

standardized system of analogical terms used to describe the elements in an operating system’s interface.
This metaphor provides users with instantaneous knowledge about how to interact with their personal
computers by exploiting their knowledge of physical desktops.
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Notes on Reading (for a Database) 1

CTRL SHIFT makes a case for design under
contemporary computation. The abstractions
of reading, writing, metaphors, mythology,
code, cryptography, interfaces, and other such
symbolic languages are leveraged as tools
for understanding. Alternative modes of
knowledge become access points through
which users can subvert the control structures
of software. By challenging the singular
expertise of programmers, the work presented
within advocates for the examination of
internalized beliefs, the redistribution of
networked power, and the collective sabotage
of computational authority.

1

These notes serve as the
abstract. In Playgrounds,
Cem Eskinazi (GD MFA ’17)
recounts a conversation
with Anne West about the
advantages of an abstract,
in which she told him it
“makes a book searchable
when it goes in the library.”
I imagine the process of
making a book searchable
involves the distillation of
keywords from the abstract,
which itself is a distillation
of the ideas presented
in the book. That is, a book
becomes searchable only
after it has been abstracted
twice over.
In the Introduction, I
address “abstraction as
a means of control” as it
relates to computation. The
irony of writing an abstract
for this book, for the purposes of entry into a database, is not lost upon me.
To a library database, the
keywords serve as both
the beginning and end of its
reading; partial information
is taken as complete, and
this misleading totalization
mediates the search. This
abstract is written with the
expectation that it will be
so mediated. As such, it
is more a shotgun spray
of keywords than it is a
weighted summation of an
argument. I hope by this
proliferation to preempt an
inevitable abstraction and
use it to reach even the
tangentially curious reader.

9

Notes on Reading (for a Reader)

This book takes a few devices that may or may not be familiar to you.
That’s because this book is about computers. Wait, don’t leave just
yet! Let me first say that I don’t know much about computers. I want
to tell you it’s okay if you don’t either. This book collects some of the
strategies I’ve used to wrap my head around computation, which I
call “models” /*more on that in the Introduction*/. The thing
about models is that they don’t require you /*or me*/ to be an expert
on computers. They let us use our familiarity with other subjects to
think about systems we understand less. Between the two of us, we
can probably pool a significant amount of knowledge, and the potential there is what excites me.
This book is itself a model. The devices I mentioned are here to
bridge what you know about reading and writing with what you might
not know about computation. You’ve already seen the first device in
the previous paragraph: /* */ takes the place of parentheses. That’s
the notation for comments in C, C++, Java, JavaScript, Objective-C,
SQL, and PHP, among other programming languages. Comments are
used to leave notes in code for other people to read. For computers,
comments are asides, but for humans, comments provide additional
information about the program. In a piece of writing, parentheticals
serve a similar function.
The second device is the use of footnotes and sub-footnotes
/*footnotes to footnotes*/. You’re already familiar with footnoting, so I’ll only point out its heavy usage here. Computation deals in
information—collecting it, parsing it, showing it, hiding it. The footnotes simulate the proliferation of information in the Internet age and
gesture towards the details nested in every bit of content.
The third device appears at the end of every work section. I refer
to it as a “decision tree” /*though it doesn’t strictly follow
the decision tree form*/. In essence and in machine learning, a
decision tree works as a classifier, breaking down a piece of data into
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You are here

smaller bits until every bit falls into a discrete category. This book’s
decision tree breaks down the project that precedes it into its key
themes, then directs you to discrete areas of the book that address
similar ideas. Generally speaking, a decision tree is a decision support tool. A lot of decisions went into making this book, one of which
was the order of pages. The decision trees are there as support tools
to encourage you to follow your interests1—even if the book form
expects linear navigation, especially if your path diverges from what
the Author has set as the intended reading order.
The Author is an avatar, the fourth device used in this volume. In
fact, I’m writing as an avatar now: the Guide. The Guide is meant to
be helpful and approachable /*I hope it’s coming through*/.
I—as the Guide—will soon introduce the Griefer and the Interviewer,
in addition to the Author, all of whom are less concerned with being
helpful or approachable. On the Internet and in videogames /*computing!*/, an avatar represents you. It’s both you and not you. The
avatars in this book are both me and not me. They’re reminders of
the limited and limiting ways in which we are seen by computation,
at the same time they give voice to computation’s different forms.
The last device is the fact that this book is accompanied by
another: Manual. In computing, an output results from an input.
Manual collects the inputs—terms, references, lexicons—I needed
to generate the work presented here /*the output*/. You can read
more about Manual in its foreword.

1

See Documentation/Warren,
pg 137, for a cautionary note
on following decision trees.

This book is my contribution to the pool. Take it. Use it if you want. Or
if you don’t, make it something you do want to use. This is a book
after all. It’s made of paper. Even if you don’t know how to rewrite a
program, you know how to use pens and markers and scissors. Even
if you don’t know how to ship software, you know how to ship packages. This book is licensed under Creative Commons as ShareAlike,
which means you’re free to remix, transform, and build upon the material, and to redistribute it in any medium or format. I don’t know much
about computers, and I know even less about you, which means I
don’t know what you can do with what’s presented here. Your capability is beyond anything I can foresee. I hope you run with it and that
it brings you somewhere new. I can’t wait to meet you there.

12
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An Incomplete List of Models

Archaeology

Cuneiform

Dazzle

The Occult

Reading/Writing

Retro Games

Ghosts

Mechanics

Mythology

Stage Magic

Trojan Horse

Viruses

14
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The Griefer
“Griefer” is a term from gaming that refers to a player who deliberately
irritates other players using aspects of the game in unintended ways.
The Griefer is a manipulator. I mean that both in the sense of a
deceiver /*one who controls or influences cleverly or
unscrupulously*/ and a hacker /*one who alters text or data
on a computer*/. Keep your eyes open with this one—are they
manipulating you or something else entirely?

16
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In the Beginning Was the Command Line.
Neal Stephenson

Contrary to Neal Stephenson, in the beginning
was the command rather than the command line.
Wendy Hui Kyong Chun

Stephenson and Chun are both incorrect, if the “beginning” is construed as the origin of the phrase they are referencing.1 That phrase
is “In the beginning was the Word,” which opens the first verse in the
Christian Bible’s Gospel of John, and marks the first instance of the
“in the beginning was” construction as it exists in Western JudeoChristian memory.
Don’t worry. This essay is not a Christian essay. But it is an essay
about myths and words, belief and power. It’s also an essay about
computers. And finally, it’s an essay about graphic design, or at least,
the imperatives in my design practice.
Here’s the thing: I have a bone to pick. I’ve often been told that
my work is inaccessible, impossible to understand. In response, over
years of artistic, literary, and design practice, I’ve tried to inch towards
transparency, legibility, generosity. For the last year or so, I’ve been
using a model from classical mechanics — that of open and closed
systems — to evaluate my success in this endeavor. An open system
is vulnerable to change by outside input; a closed one is self-contained. What I’ve discovered is that making a truly open system is
extremely difficult, especially as code has become my primary
medium. I follow certain rules of software, as I must if I am to have my
programs2 run at all, but I diverge from best practices in that I write
programs meant to be broken.

1

Obviously, neither of the
opening quotations are
actually construing the
“beginning” as the origin of
the phrase. I’m deliberately
ignoring context in order
to establish intellectual
superiority. Contemporary
computing practices uphold
their own supremacy
by similar means. They
measure intelligence by the
ability to participate in their
purposefully rarified field;
all other forms of knowledge
(and the people who hold
them) are considered lesser,
dispensable. Later in this
essay, I will mention how
I am writing as software.
Part of doing so is a distrust
of the unknown reader’s
intelligence. Keep this in
mind when you find yourself
insulted; I am the Griefer,
after all.

2

A computer program is a
set of instructions that can
be executed by the computer
to perform a certain task.

3

↖ Papercraft model of the Apple Lisa.

Programs are built atop
assumptions about
users — what we might
do, how much we can
understand. Based on these
assumptions, components
are made more or less obvious to drive users towards
the interactions the programmer intends for them
to have. By “programs meant
to be broken,” I mean I build
in components that offer
a more expansive range of
possible interactions than
typically allowed. But of
course, this range doesn’t
encompass every possible
interaction; its limits are
determined by the limits
of the code, which is determined by the limits of my
imagination (and ability).

Tech(ne)cal Design
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Wait.

Tech(ne)cal
Design
INTRODUCTION

Essay

12665 words

80061 characters

I have a responsibility to get specific, even if I might confuse you,
so let me rephrase: I write programs in such a way that the assumptions3 contained within their control structures can be refuted by the
user,4 and that their refutation is made visible on the interface. What
the user sees might suggest that the system is open, is vulnerable,
has changed. But the program — the actual structure of the system — remains untouched. In order to change the program, the user
must know how to access the code, by which I mean both where to
find it and how to read it.

4

A user is a person who
utilizes a computer without
fully understanding how it
works. Don’t get offended:
I’m cribbing from the
Wikipedia article for “user,”
and the definition there
paraphrases a definition
from the Jargon File.† It just
goes to show how programmers thought (think) of the
average non-programmer.
†

5

6

The Jargon File is a dictionary of slang used by
computer programmers.
It was originally compiled at Stanford in 1975,
collecting terms from
MIT AI Lab and the Stanford AI Lab (SAIL), among
other centers of technological development that
defined the technology
we have today.

See README/Notes on
Reading (for a Reader),
pg 13, on paper, markers,
pens, scissors.
4.66 billion people (around
60% of the global population, though the vast
majority of that 60% are
in developed nations) in
2021, and that number is
just for Internet users. The
count for computer users
can only be higher. Source:
https://datareportal.com/
global-digital-overview

7

Imagine giving up mobile
phones, email, word processors, GPS, ATMs, video
streaming, online searches,
etc. You might want to, but
I doubt you will. Not if you
want to keep participating
in public life.

8

From “All Watched Over by
Machines of Loving Grace,”
written in 1967 by Richard
Brautigan. The poem anticipates a technological
utopia in which benevolent
machines act as the caretakers of humanity, who, freed
from labor, can return to
nature. There’s some debate
over whether the poem is
expressing the Cold War
era’s earnest optimism over
the promise of computing,
or if it’s an ironic critique of
the vision it presents.
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I can’t teach you how to code in an essay. But I can use the form
of an essay /*or book*/ to model a computer. Like computers,
essays and books have control structures. And like computers,
essays and books are hackable.5 If you’re here, you’ve already found
the essay, and I’m guessing you can read it. Maybe we can hack the
program together.
Okay, that’s my bone. I realize I probably lost half my readers as
soon as I said “code” or “software” or “program.” This is for those of
you still here, another half of whom would probably exit as soon as
I say “algorithm,” which will be soon, so here it is: we have to talk about
computation. You might not want to. It might be because you find it
boring. It might be because it makes you feel stupid. It might be
because you don’t see why it’s relevant to you. I can’t say the subject
isn’t boring, and I don’t know if you’re stupid, but you’d be wrong to
think it has nothing to do with you. You are, after all, a user. I can
safely assume that because this is an essay in a RISD Graphic
Design MFA thesis with astronomically less circulation than the
actual number of users in the world.6 I can also safely assume that
you — and most users — find it difficult to imagine existing today without being a user.7 And the last thing I’ll safely assume is that you had
no say in any of the decisions that brought about a world where not
being a user feels impossible.
I don’t know about you, but I don’t like having assumptions made
about me /*how did it feel, user?*/ or decisions made for me.
I don’t like being profiled or controlled, and I certainly don’t like being
exploited. Computational structures do all the above, and their power
is maintained through our belief that we can’t do anything about it
because we don’t know enough. We’re going to talk about computation /*whether you want to or not*/ because we’re in it, whether
we want to be or not, whether we know enough or not. Knowing and
not knowing is the stuff of computers, as well as all the other subjects
I said this essay is about. You’ll see me admit to not knowing at many
points, starting with the next paragraph. It’s an invitation to feel dumb
with me and explore what I discovered in my struggles. It’s an invitation to feel dumber than me and not have that stop you from trying.
It’s an instigation to fight me and fight with me. Still here? Let’s go.

MACHINES OF LOVING GRACE8
To begin, I have to start with some background on computers, about
which I know very little.9 Unfortunately, despite knowing very little, I
still know more about computers than the majority of the global population, and this essay is also about that misfortune. Notice my choice
of the word “misfortune” over other options such as “situation,” “phenomenon,” or “state of affairs.” Not only do you know that the majority
of the global population knows less than very little about computers,
but you also know how I feel about this fact, which gives you a sense
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of what my personal values might be. You could similarly infer by the
invocation of “fortune” that the “fact” is a product of malleable events
rather than an omnipresent and timeless truth. All of this information
is contained within a single decision to use one word over others. Oh
no, I’ve skipped ahead; I didn’t mean to get into how software works
quite yet. Let’s get back to background.

9

I started learning to code in
September 2019. I’m writing
this essay between February
and May 2021. That’s a little
over 1.5 years of having
even the slightest chance of
understanding what goes
into this metal object around
which I center ~18 hours of
my day, everyday.

10 An algorithm is a process

or set of instructions to be
followed in calculations
or other problem-solving
operations. It differs from a
computer program in that it
1) must solve something —
I could write a computer
program to print ‘asdlhgljw,’
but that’s not exactly solving
anything; and 2) must have
an end — a computer will
run an infinite loop program
if you code it (which I have;
it was an accident; my computer crashed).
11

The lineage of contemporary computers begins with Jacquard
looms, invented by Joseph Jacquard in 1801 to simplify the process
of weaving textiles with complex patterns. The operators of Jacquard
looms used interchangeable punch cards to instruct the machine to
perform automated tasks. This use of punch cards to instruct
machines was soon adopted by Charles Babbage, considered by
many to be “the father of the computer.” Babbage’s computer was
proposed as a mechanical /*rather than electronic*/ general-purpose calculating device, with “computer” being understood as
a machine that can be instructed /*programmed*/ to calculate
sequences of arithmetic or logical operations, and “general-purpose”
meaning “any math” rather than only, say, math relevant to ship navigation. But it was his correspondence partner, Ada Lovelace, who
wrote the first algorithm10 /*for this computer, and also ever11*/,
in the process of which she extended the conceivable applications
of the computer beyond pure calculation /*which was the limit
of Babbage’s imagination*/.12
Lovelace realized that if numbers are symbols that stand in for
abstract ideas /*what’s a “1,” anyway?*/, a device that manipulates numbers can manipulate any concept /*if mapped to

At least, in the sense that
we understand “algorithm”
today. The concept of an
algorithm, however, has
existed since the Babylonian
empire.†
†

See Documentation/
READ(ing)/WRITE(ing),
pg 108, for a Babylonian
myth.

12 See Documentation/Machine

in the Ghost, pg 160, on
extending the limits of
imagination.

↑ A portion of Charles Babbage’s
“Analytical Engine,” the first (partial)
computer.
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13 Negging (derived from the

verb neg, meaning “negative
feedback”) is an act of emotional manipulation whereby
a person makes a deliberate
backhanded compliment to
another person to undermine their confidence and
increase their need of the
manipulator’s approval. I’m
using it as a strategy to keep
you engaged. This is important stuff, and you might
gather from my bone that I
consider spite to be a highly
productive motivator.

numbers*/. Specifically, in the notes of her algorithm, she speculated

that a computer could be instructed to compose music or produce
graphics — an outrageous claim at the time, but perfectly commonplace today. And not only did she propose computing’s abstractive
potential, she also anticipated symbolic programming /*programs
that can be changed by the computer itself*/, which serves
as the basis of contemporary artificial intelligence. Lovelace foretold
the computer as a device for manipulating meaning.
Unfortunately, her algorithm was never tested, as Babbage’s
computer was never completed. It wasn’t until the 1940s /*a century
later*/ that the first digital-electronic programmable computers
were implemented. These computers were programmed using patch
cables and switches instead of punch cards, with the “program”
defined by the states of these cables and switches. Once a program
was written — a separate process, done by a /*almost invariably*/ male mathematician — it had to be manually set into the computer by reconfiguring the cables and switches. This manual
reconfiguration was the job of operators /*later to be considered the earliest of programmers*/, who were /*almost
invariably*/ women.
Let’s pause for a second. You might be thinking one of three things:
1. This is a lot.
Yes, it is. But I am writing under the assumption that you are intelligent
and inquisitive, which—believe it or not—is a critical stance I am taking
against the assumptions of contemporary computing and computerrelated design practices. You can stop reading now and prove me
wrong. Yes, I’m negging13 you.
2. I thought this was about computers. Why all the gender stuff?
Think about how you interact with your computer. You open up a
piece of software, whether that’s InDesign or Google Chrome, and
you go about using it. If it works fine, you’re only paying attention to
your task, not to your computer. But if something goes wrong, or your
computer doesn’t behave as expected, you’re probably frustrated,
even angry.
Digital-humanities-scholar-critical-theorist-multihyphenate
Wendy Chun posits that “programming became programming and
software became software when commands shifted from

↗ Women operators configuring the cables

and switches of an ENIAC (Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Computer), the
first general-purpose, digital-electronic,
programmable computer.
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commanding a ‘girl’ to commanding a machine.” She also argues that
programming languages are “the automation of command and control.”14 Though writing programs and operating computers are no longer separate /*gendered, human*/ occupations,15 the power
differential integral to a computer’s operation persists within its structures, logics, and vocabularies /*the command line*/. The history
of computers is inherently gendered, modeling larger control structures of which the concept of gender is one example.16
3. “So cool that women were the first programmers!”
Yes and no. Why do you think programming is cool? I’m not asking to
attack you; I also think programming is cool. I’m asking you to consider
your assumptions about programming — is it cool because it’s a rarified skill? Because seeing a
computer execute your commands makes you feel powerful? Because technology runs
society now, so it’s amazing that
women originated that force
despite the crushing weight of
patriarchy? The “yes” in my
answer comes from answering
“yes” to these questions; the “no” comes from the fact that programming was made to be cool in these ways.
Programming during the time of the first programmers was considered /*uncool*/ “women’s work,” a repetitive, tedious task best
suited for the gender of secretaries and weavers. Not to say these
professions are invalid or lesser, but that most of the parameters by
which we laud women programmers are part of the mythologization
of programming in the interest of capital.
Okay, let’s pick back up on computer background. I’m going to go a
little faster now, which means I’m going to be less specific, a tactic
I’m using to model what came next in computing: abstraction. When
programming computers meant manually pulling cables and switches,
computer programs were tied to individual machines. The development of programming languages — that is, the move from the physical
/*cables*/ to the symbolic /*human-readable alphanumeric
semiotic systems, or code*/— decoupled instruction from action,
program from machine. Programs written in a programming language
could theoretically be run by any machine, so long as it was properly
configured to read that language. This abstraction turned programs
into software, an immaterial set of instructions.
The move to software was claimed as a democratization of programming, an “opening” that would allow scientists17 to “’[program]
their own problems without the intermediary of a professional programmer.’”18 This “openness,” however, first required some hiding— of
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14 Chun, Wendy Hui Kyong.

“On Software, or the
Persistence of Visual
Knowledge.” Grey Room,
No.18, 2005, pg 33, https://
doi.org/10.1162/1526381
043320741.
15 That isn’t to say that there’s

no longer a gender gap in
computation (the majority
of professional developers
today are men, and sexism
has everything to do with
it) but that computer operations no longer require a
person (a woman) to pull
cables and switches.
16 See, for instance, Ryan

Kuo, “In Submission” in
Art Journal Open, 2017,
http://artjournal.collegeart.
org/?p=8621, on web
interfaces and whiteness;
or American Artist, “Black
Gooey Universe” in Unbag,
2018, https://unbag.net/
end/black-gooey-universe,
on the anti-blackness
inscribed into GUIs.†
†

GUI (pronounced
“gooey”) is an acronym
for “graphical user interface” and comprises
the interactive visual
elements that we use
to interact with our
computers, e.g. clickable
“folders,” “trash bins,”
app icons. Everything
represented in a GUI can
be accessed through the
command line for those
who know the code
required, which means
the visual is just bread
and circuses (addressed
in this essay under
“Optical Deceptions,”
pg 28).

17 The study of computers

and computation wasn’t
considered a “real” science
at the time, so “scientists”
here refers to physicists,
biologists, chemists, etc.
18 Sammett, Jean.

Programming Languages:
History and Fundamentals,
quoted in Chun, 31.
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the machine, as mentioned, but also of those women operators, who
were displaced by operating systems /*the switch configura-

tions (program), that allowed a computer to read software

↑ A 1974 advertisement for a Data General

computer circuit board. Personal computers
(computers for individual consumer use
rather than business or military) would not
arrive for another three years (the Apple
II, Commodore PET, and TRS-80 were launched

24

in 1977), but the language of “ease of
use” can already be seen here. Data General
claims to be “the computer company you
can understand,” but how much was hidden
to sell these boards under the guise of
simplicity?
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written in a programming language*/. That these operators
could be displaced is not indicative of their interchangeability with
the machine as it was; they were not thoughtless implementers of
instructions; they were interpreting them — “‘designing a strategy and
preparing instructions to make the computer do what [they] wanted
it to do to solve a problem.’”19 The displacement of operators, therefore, points towards what the machine became — a more powerful
automaton that subsumed the professional expertise of those women
inside the impenetrable logics of its circuitry.20
Meanwhile, the scientists supposedly empowered by software
gained none of that expertise, training instead in intangible symbols
to be interpreted by computers now capable of interpretation
/*therefore, capable of programming themselves*/. But if
fears of “AI takeover” are any indication, most people don’t want to
hear about computers becoming more powerful to the detriment of
humans. Not only that, but the computer industry at the time had yet
to convince customers that software was worth paying for; after all,
what are you paying for? It’s not the cost of hiring a human programmer /*to equate the two would be to acknowledge where the
programmer’s power went*/, and it’s not the material cost of production because there is no object. Software had to be believed in,
and the marketing engines of companies like IBM and Remington
Rand encouraged that belief by shifting programming’s action point
from the execution of programs to their writing.21 This narrative
/*myth*/ originated a cult of expertise by creating a separate business model of knowledge work that didn’t exist before /*when
programs were written by mathematicians*/. This is how programming was made to be cool — meaning, reserved for an elite.22
Software has undergone many more abstractions since. With
each abstraction, computers became easier to use, further beguiling
humans with the illusion of mastery over an “amenable” device. “Ease
of use” is achieved by hiding more and more of computation’s processes and structures; the result is an informal class system, 23
wherein those programming at a lower level of abstraction have more
information than those above. The user with no knowledge of code
at any level, whose only experience of computation is the visual interface, lies at the bottom of this hierarchy.
Software is characterized by what it makes visible /*visual*/
and what it renders invisible. When I used the word “misfortune,”
earlier, my choice to exclude other options was itself information. The
word I chose contained my feelings on global computational illiteracy; I suggested that this information collapse modeled the structure
of software. To address my writing strategies earlier and now is a
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19 Koss, Adele Mildred.

“Programming on the Univac
1: A Woman’s Account.”
IEEE Annals of the History of
Computing 25, no.1, quoted
in Chun, 35.
20 See Documentation/

READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg
108, for a meditation on the
powers contained in
computer circuitry.
21 Chun 31, 36.
22 See Documentation/Phraktur

Leet, pg 94, for “elite” in
gaming.
23 See Jo Freeman, “The

Tyranny of Structurelessness,” https://www.
jofreeman.com/joreen/
tyranny.htm, on formal
versus informal structures
in organizations, and how
informal structures in
the absence of formal (or
articulated) hierarchies can
be more insidious by virtue
of this inexpression.†
†

Though I agree with
Freeman in the context
of the informal class
system formed by the
computational literati,
I don’t mean to endorse
formal hierarchies,
though alternatives
elude me in the face of
her argument.

25

24 I’m using “computer” in

the context of this essay to
refer to the device, though
humans are also computers in that we calculate or
reckon, which is included in
the definition of “compute.”
25 Natural language† refers

to human languages that
evolved naturally through
use, without premeditation.
I’m using this term to distinguish from programming
languages (code), though it
can also be used to distinguish from constructed languages such as Klingon from
the Star Trek franchise.‡
†

‡

“Natural Language
Processing” (NLP) is a
computational subfield
dedicated to the development of programs that
would allow computers
to process, analyze, and
manipulate natural
languages. NLP is crucial
to AI softwares like Siri
or Alexa.

choice of visibility. Had I left it at “misfortune,” the information contained within would have been obscured, consciously noted by only
the most careful of readers.
In case you can’t tell, the portion of this essay dedicated to computer background is over. But within it, I’ve already begun to address
the other promises of the beginning. You can see that I’ve italicized
“believed in” and “writing” three paragraphs prior, as a visual reminder
that this essay is about belief and words. I did not italicize any
instances of “myth” or “power” because emphasis would have disrupted the flow of their contextualizing sentences. These /*writing,
editing, typesetting*/ choices are the choices of software. I am
attempting to write not software but as software. By this distinction,
I am modeling software’s inherent abstraction at the same time I am
calling attention to abstraction as a means of control.

Manual, pg 243, Star Trek.

26 Assuming you read the first

sub-footnote to the previous
footnote, I’m qualifying my
assumption because of the
advancement of NLP. The
interactive PDF version of
this thesis book is available
in RISD Library’s Digital
Commons to both human
readers and computational
scrapers. It’s possible that
by the time of reading, you
are a computer, and the
typeface in which this text
is set makes no effort to
prevent your reading.†
†

See Documentation/OneTime (Key)Pad, pg 380,
for a typeface that does
prevent your reading.

27 If you’ve been following

the footnotes, you’ll have
noticed my use of subfootnotes. Google Docs does
not allow for sub-footnoting,
which made for a very messy
footnoting process. It could
be that I should get better at
structuring my asides, but
I prefer to call it a “hidden
control structure” revealing
Google’s assumption that
its users have only — at
most — two levels of thought.
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AUTHOR(ITY)
I am writing this essay in a piece of software /*Google Docs*/
accessed via a piece of software /*Google Chrome*/, which is running on another piece of software /*macOS Catalina*/, which is
running on a piece of hardware /*MacBook Pro*/. If I were writing
in a programming language and you were a computer,24 this essay
would be software, and in reading it, you would be executing its commands. But I am writing this essay in a natural language 25
/*English*/ , and you are /*presumably*/ not a computer.26
Therefore, the extent of my power is to put words together to make a
point, and the extent of your power is the ability to choose whether
or not to agree with it. I say “extent” because neither of our powers
in the moment of writing or reading can impact the hidden structures
of Google Docs,27 or Google Chrome, or macOS Catalina, or the
MacBook Pro.
That doesn’t mean our powers are equal. Written convincingly
enough, this essay might make you execute its ideas. Meanwhile,
your reading it does fuck all to me.28 Remember how marketing
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shifted programming’s action point from executing programs to writing them, in order to bolster the imagined worth of software? The
worth might have been imagined, but belief in it is what perpetuated
it. Software’s /*and therefore, the programmer’s*/ power lies
in herding belief, as does graphic design’s, as does mine in writing.
I am presenting computation to you through several layers of
mediation: natural language, typesetting /*design*/, the printed
page. Software mediates similarly, through programming languages,
operating systems, the GUI.29 At each layer, software and I are first
obscuring computation, then deciding which parts
to reveal, consciously /*according to our agendas*/ or unconsciously /*according to our
values*/. Your engagement with computation is
kettled30 by our /*software’s and my*/ decisions, all of which were made well before you
entered the frame.
Alright, put away the guillotine. Though you
might not be a programmer, you have most likely
written an essay at some point. You, too, have
abstracted objects or ideas into words, made
choices about what to describe and what to omit, and controlled the
reader’s understanding through these choices. You’ve experienced
the power of being the writer of a work. That means you’ve tasted the
power of programming despite /*maybe*/ not being a programmer.
And if you’re anything like me, that is, if you don’t like being controlled,
you also don’t like controlling others. Your implication in power drives
you to find ways to redistribute it.
So you must have a feeling as to why I — despite being a programmer31 — am only writing as software. An essay is not beholden
to software’s rules, including those control structures that separate
programmers from users. Additionally, you are approaching this
essay not as a user but as a reader, and one with knowledge of writing.
You might not be able to read code, but you can parse my argument,
pick it apart, take it up, or throw it out. I am calling attention to my
writing choices /*the abstractions by which I exert control

↖ Spread from Decoding

Dictatorial Statues by Ted
Hyunhak Yoon. In the preface,
Dutch poet Bernke Klein Zandvoort
writes, “[I]nformation was compressed into a symbolic form: the
depiction of a person. Therefore
the statue could be regarded as
a code, or a collection of codes.”
I call this information compression a “collapse” on the previous
page, but the same principle
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applies—abstractions (whether
statues, software, words, or
graphic design) carry messages,
meanings, ideologies. The power
to “herd belief,” as I put it, is
the power to decide how obvious
this information is or how much
of it is distorted or hidden.
Using the example of dictators
exemplifies this idea; I am not
calling designers (or myself)
dictators.

28 In the sense that I wouldn’t

know you’d read this essay
unless you were to initiate a
conversation with me about
it. Even then, the ball would
be in my court to respond.
29 See sub-footnote under

footnote 16.
30 Kettling is a police tactic†

used to control crowds
during protests. A large
ring of cops surrounds the
demonstrators, then moves
to contain them within a
limited area. Protestors can
only leave if the cops allow
them to, and it would only
be allowed through a single
exit controlled by the police
cordon. Kettling enacts the
power discrepancy between
cop and civilian through the
restriction of what civilians
can do. I use the word deliberately here as a metaphor.
†

See Documentation/
Predictive Patterns, pg 187,
footnote 3, on computation’s abetment of police
tactics.

31 But don’t get confused

when I use “we” and “users”
interchangeably. I’m also
very much a user. There are
many levels of computational hierarchy, and my
limited knowledge of code
probably puts me just above
users with no knowledge of
it at all. That shouldn’t keep
you from fighting me. It’s
certainly not keeping me
from punching down with
my negs.

↑ A guillotine such as those used

during the “Reign of Terror,” a
period of the French Revolution.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica page
on the Reign of Terror (where I
pulled this image) betrays the
same belief as whoever coined the
designation—that the revolutionaries were dictators who ruled
through fear.
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32 If you Google “optical

deception,” you’ll mostly see
results for “optical illusion,”
a much more pacifying
construction. “Seeing is
believing” won’t work here.
33 Krug, Steve. Don’t Make Me

Think!: A Common Sense
Approach to Web Usability.
Berkeley, Calif: New Riders
Pub, 2006.

over your interpretations*/ to expand your existing capacity.

If you know how I’m manipulating you, the extent of your power — to
make choices regarding application of my ideology — grows.
Addressing one’s choices is not typical of writing. Great writers
obfuscate their decisions; their constructions become a matter of
style, to be studied and interpreted in seminars across the country.
Meanwhile, literature where the writer’s hand is too evident is often
criticized as “ham-fisted” or “belabored,” both of which this essay
might be. I take that risk because this essay is an analogy for software.
Your understanding of my writing on a structural level evens out the
power discrepancy between us. I want to believe that achieving parity
here can open the possibility of a similar leveling between programmer and user.

OPTICAL DECEPTIONS32
Software is difficult to understand. It’s intended /*designed*/ to
be difficult to understand so that it is accepted as presented. You
don’t need to understand software to use it, a characteristic continuously leveraged and amplified by the “don’t make me think” school
of user experience design.33 This school assumes users are stupid
and distracted and designs accordingly — replete with cues, handholds, and signifiers that draw them down the intended pathways,
the following made easy, seamless, seductive. The exaggeration of
the visible overwhelms the user’s attention, choreographs it away
from the possibility of glimpsing the hidden control structure dictating their movements.

↑ Depiction of a two-way mirror, an

optical deception. From one side, the
mirror appears to be simply that; from
the other, it’s a window through which
an unseen party can surveil the other.
A really fitting analogy for computer
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interfaces, which—as interface designer/
computer scientist Bret Victor puts it—
are just pictures under glass.
↗ Comic by Instagram user @shencomix.
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Is this practice so terrible? Shouldn’t design be accessible?
Perhaps in a vacuum, it could be considered benign or even generous.
But we are not in a vacuum, and computational structures control
nearly every aspect of our existence. Software’s intermediation
between computation and the populace is a corallment. By restricting
engagement to only the area it chooses to make visible, it perpetuates
a myth of accessibility through the drastic limiting of access. Software
reifies the imaginary power of programmers which would otherwise
be debunked.
My use of “imaginary” here should not imply that programmers
don’t have power, but instead that programmers, in fact, don’t fully
understand computation either. Sure, they haven’t known everything
about what they make since the 1950s, when the invention of programming languages started hiding the operations of hardware. But
hardware is so much more complex now, meaning their ignorance is
multiplied by an order of magnitude.34 Their power, therefore, doesn’t
come so much from knowing per se as it does from excluding others
from knowledge.

34 The exclusion of program-

mers from full knowledge is
coming to a head in the field
of machine learning, aka
“AI (Artificial Intelligence),”†
where the internal processes
of black boxes‡ have become
so complex as to preclude
interpretation by even those
who instantiated them.
†

I prefer to use the
term “machine learning” instead of “AI” as it
applies to current computational developments.
Despite the machine’s
self-directed learning,
the algorithm by which it
functions and the datasets it receives as initial
training material (aka
the basis of its processes,
priorities, and values) are
created by humans subject to biased thinking.
“AI” obscures this caveat
by attributing greater
selfhood to computers,
which has the effect of
coating human bias in a
veneer of objectivity.

‡

In machine learning, a
black box is a system
whose inputs and operations are completely
hidden. Black box models
are created directly from
data by an algorithm,
supposedly removing
humans from the process
of determining the logics
by which the machine
combines variables to
make predictions.

35 See Documentation/Distance

Learning Chalking, pg 150,
on Zoom school.

We know to recognize exclusionary power in the context of
social class — voter suppression, redlining, inequitable educational
access. Many of us know to be outraged by these practices. But how
often do we think about the technology used to disseminate voting
information? To assess financial risk? To run Zoom school?35 What
acculturation keeps us from making those considerations? The
structures behind social stratification aren’t separate from or solved
by computation; they’re undergirded by computation to the point of
dependence. This is computational class in action: that programmers —themselves members of society  —   c an encode their
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36 An anecdote on a smaller

scale: In January, I called
Apple to troubleshoot an
issue with my laptop. I
was eventually referred to
a Senior Technician, who
asked me to screenshare.
I had been working on a
website, so my JavaScript file
was still open; upon seeing
it, the technician immediately dropped his customer
service voice and skipped
several steps in protocol to
direct me into the hidden
operating system report
files. His exact words before
doing so were “you look like
you know what you’re doing.”
I wonder whether I would
ever have seen those report
files otherwise. It’s possible
I would’ve just been told to
ship my laptop to Apple, the
way so many Macbook users
have been told after an ineffective hour at the Genius
Bar. I don’t know anything
about operating systems,
but even the suggestion that
I might was enough to save
me the time, the hundreds
of dollars, and the labor
and stress of spending two
weeks without the most
crucial tool in my education
and my employment.
37 “Open source” refers to

software released under an
open source license, where
the software’s code is made
freely available for personal
and commercial use, modification, and/or redistribution.
38 For example, Uber ( valued at

billions of dollars, which is
decidedly not free) was built
atop open source software.
39 An insight from writer and

editor Paco Salas Pérez.
40 Atanasoski, Neda, and

Kalindi Vora. Surrogate
Humanity: Race, Robots, and
the Politics of Technological
Futures. Duke University
Press, 2019, p. 56.
41 “Technoliberalism” is the

technologically-inflected
and -accelerated version of
neoliberalism. Neoliberalism
takes the economy to be
separate from society,
advocating for free market
competition with minimal
state intervention as the best
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assumptions, ideologies, and ignorances into softwares that have
real material repercussions in other people’s lives36 without ever
being seen as doing so.
Do we demand for all software to reveal its bones, by which I
mean the open sourcing37 of its code? The “open” from “open source”
stems from the “opening” of computation with the invention of programming language. If you remember from the section on computer
background, that was a moment of hiding /*of the machine and
of early women programmers*/, which doesn’t exactly spell greater
access. I’ll also add that open source as a practice and a movement
exists alongside the idea of ownership; going from a single owner to
any number of owners is rendered largely inconsequential under the
potential for property /*and therefore, jurisdiction, control,
etc.*/.38 And most crucially, open sourcing doesn’t change the point
of access or induction into the priesthood of computation, which
requires not just the ability to see code but to understand it.39
Considering openness to be virtuous by default is a fallacy. In
Surrogate Humanity, authors Neda Atanososki and Kalindi Vora write,
“Collaboration and sharing through technological platforms can be
positioned as part of a progressive politics. Collaboration and sharing,
in this sense, are politicized.”40 They proceed to elaborate upon the
appropriation of the socialist vocabulary of sharing, collaboration, and
the commons by technoliberalism41
in service of declaring its own liberatory potential, all the while stripping those words of their
anticapitalist ethos in the
programs they supposedly describe. Similarly,
demands for transparency of information from
tech giants, governments, or institutions  —  under the assumption that
transparency is inherently revolutionary— will inevitably disappoint.42
And not only will it disappoint, it might also backfire, placing pressure
on systemically vulnerable groups and individuals to reveal more
than is safe.43
Now let’s discuss transparency specifically in the context of software. “Direct manipulation” is a style of human-computer interaction
design used in GUIs44 /*which is usually the type of interface I’m referring to when I use the word in this essay*/.
This style encompasses how the general user interacts with their computer: through visual object-symbols. Clicking on a folder is one example. Clicking-and-dragging to draw a rectangle in Adobe Illustrator is
another. The Wikipedia article on transparency defines it as “operating
in such a way that it is easy for others to see what actions are performed.”45 Direct manipulation is all about “empowering”46 the user
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through immediate visual responses to their actions,47 which should
imply that it enables transparency. But even if you’re seeing a rectangle appear as you drag, you still don’t know what Adobe’s assuming
about you, what data is being collected into Creative Cloud, or how
that data will be used to develop features that’ll keep you using Adobe
products.48 That information is contained in the software’s code or
buried in Adobe’s Terms and Conditions, neither of which you’d be
inclined to read /*if you can*/, even if it was placed in plain sight.
You’d be focused on this rectangle and wondering if it’s good enough
to turn in for crit tomorrow.
Speaking of crit, John Berger’s Ways of Seeing is a popular reference here in RISD’s Graphic Design department. Berger opens the
book with “Seeing comes before words … it is seeing which establishes
our place in the surrounding world. We explain that world with words,
but words can never undo the fact that we are surrounded by it.”49 He
later argues that presenting an image through words is mystification,
“[a] process of explaining away what might otherwise be evident.”50
Berger was clearly writing in 1972 because the present day, constructed by and experienced through computation, turns these statements on their heads. In software, words /*code*/ come before
seeing /*interfaces*/. Programming /*words*/ establishes our
place in the surrounding world
/*computational hierarchy*/.
Seeing acts as Berger’s mystification /*by hiding the control structures of software

behind seductive graphics*/.
If computation reverses the roles of seeing
and words, can “mystification” be similarly
reversed? Could it be instead a process of
explaining what might otherwise never be
evident? Can words undo the fact that we
are surrounded by this particular /*hidden, obscured*/ version
of the world?
Words are signifiers that always point to something else /*the
signified*/. They mystify, in that they inherently obscure that other
thing through intermediation /*abstraction*/. Words are not meant

↑ Eadweard Muybridge, The Horse in Motion,

1878. Walter Benjamin (whose book, The
Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical
Reproduction, serves as the basis for
several of Berger’s arguments) used these
photographs to argue that photography
proves what we could previously only sense;
before Muybridge’s study, whether all four
of a horse’s hooves leave the ground during
a gallop had yet to be confirmed. But like
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means to achieve human
progress. The free market
competition in technoliberalism is that between digital
technology firms, operating
under the belief that the
private sector’s technical
expertise will provide better
solutions to society’s problems than those developed
by publicly-accountable
powers. Funny thought,
considering the role of tech
firms in perpetuating many
of those problems.†
†

See pg 29 of this essay,
on exclusionary power.

42 Information is released

all the time. Whether it’s
parsable — considering scale
(in the case of, say, policing
data) or industry-specific
terminology (which assumes
insider expertise) — is
another matter entirely.
There’s also the matter of
tailoring what information
is released, which might
provide the illusion of full
transparency with little
recourse to determine if
it’s true.
43 See: the demand for people

of color to make themselves
legible to whiteness,† or
the recent online trend of
obligating fellow members
of social media platforms
to disclose their name, age,
race, gender, mental health
diagnoses, triggers, etc. in
order to “build trust” with
other users.
†

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo,
starting pg 62, on legibility to whiteness.

44 Seriously, see sub-footnote

under footnote 16 if you still
don’t know what this is. GUIs
are going to come up again.

Berger, Benjamin was clearly writing from
a different time. We now have image editors, Snapchat filters, deepfakes (machine
learning used to swap the likenesses of
people in images, which can create con
vincing porn of celebrities or videos of
politicians making fake speeches [or porn
of politicians, I suppose]). Under computation, photography deceives as much as it
proves, making the visual misleading.
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to be transparent. The way I’m highlighting my word choices might
make it seem like I’m being far more transparent than other texts that
don’t take the same literary conceit. But I’m not being fully transparent,
not even close. If I were to stop to explain every word choice, you’d
hate that. I’d hate that. This essay would be impossible to write or
read because I’d use words to explain other words, and then I’d have
to explain those words, in an infinite self-referential loop51 that precludes comprehension.
So let’s be more deliberate with words. What calls for openness
or transparency are actually demanding is not the ability to see the
entirety of a thing /*whether software’s code, the inner work-

ings of administrations, the upper echelons of management,
or an author’s cogitations*/ but to understand what it’s doing,

and through understanding, to reclaim the power /*however small*/
to decide how to act in relation to the thing. In the context of this
essay, that power is the power to decide whether or not to believe
and enact what I’m saying. And trust me, I want you to understand
what I’m doing, not just what I’m saying /*you’re intelligent and
inquisitive, right?*/. These “transparent” forays into my writing
strategies are in actuality yet another level of abstraction — words
that refer to words that are referring to software. The abstraction of
these words is necessary for you to take power.

45 “Transparency (behavior).”

Wikipedia, Wikimedia
Foundation, 9 May 2021,
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title=Transparency_(behavior).
46 See Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg

81, on software that tries to
empower.
47 This is also known as “feed-

back” in user experience
design. Feedback is a visual
signal that the computer
has processed the fact that
the user has done a certain
action, e.g. how an icon in
a MacOS dock bounces to
let you know that you’ve
successfully clicked on it to
open an application.
48 You’re also not considering

the possibility that your idea
of “design” might increasingly consist of “things one
can do with Adobe products.”
49 Berger, John. Ways of Seeing.

Penguin Books, 1972, pg 7.
50 Berger, 15–16.
51 See Documentation/

INTO THE ABSTRACT
Earlier, I used the word “model” to explain how this essay “models”
software’s inherent abstraction. That was Chekhov’s Gun, and here’s
where it fires: my design practice centers around modeling. Let’s
consider the relevant definitions of “model” from Oxford Languages:

Ouroborouroborouroboro…,
pg 372, for an infinite
self-referential loop.

1. a three-dimensional representation of a person or thing or of
a proposed structure, typically on a smaller scale than the
original.
2. a simplified description, especially a mathematical one, of a
system or process, to assist calculations and predictions.
And my amendments:

↑ A model of the human respira-

tory system, popular as a school
science experiment. The two
balloons inside the bottle are
the “lungs,” the plastic tube
is the “trachea,” and the rubber
stretched across the bottom acts
as the “diaphragm.” Obviously
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none of these materials are the
actual stuff of the respiratory
system—they’re analogies for
the system. The transparency of
the bottle isn’t what makes this
experiment comprehensible; even
if the human body were transparent, without a medical background,

we wouldn’t understand what
we were seeing (even after the
initial horror). The fact that
a model of a lung is not a
lung itself is what makes its
functions legible to any child
familiar with balloons.
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1. a three-dimensional representation of a person or thing or of
a proposed structure, typically on a smaller scale than the
original.
2. a simplified description, especially a mathematical one, of a
system or process, to assist calculations and predictions.
3. a depiction of a system that is not the system itself, but
rather presents the system’s structure, functions, and/or
logics through an analogizing process.
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52 Watson, Sara M. “Data is

the New ‘___’.” DIS Magazine,
http://dismagazine.com/
discussion/73298/sara-mwatson-metaphors-of-bigdata/.
53 Ibid.
54 Certainly new enough that

I can remember a world
in which not being a user
was possible, and I’m not
that old.
55 I placed three metaphors —

“readymade,” “arena,”
“fathom” — in one sentence
to demonstrate how readily
we use them, though it’s
usually considered bad writing to mix metaphors. I had
originally written “grapple”
instead of “fathom” to go
with “arena,” but decided to
reserve such active verbs for
the next section.
56 If you’re here for a definition,

for Christ’s sake, try harder.
Again, see sub-footnote
under footnote 16 on pg 23.

A model is not the system itself; therefore, it’s also an abstraction.
Visual communication — graphic design — requires the development
of a symbolic language, an undertaking akin to the development of
symbolic programming /*the use of programming languages
rather than physical cables and switches*/. What ties the
abstractions of graphic design, words, and software together is language. The analogizing process of modeling takes language as a
shared site in which symbols from more comprehensible realms can
be bridged to the incomprehensible structures of computation.
Modeling builds metaphors.
We use metaphors to understand abstractions all the time.
Technology critic Sara M. Watson gives the example of the word
“fathom” used in tandem with the abstract concept of an “idea”:
The word fathom is a measurement of depth of the ocean, but it
has also come to mean the ability to understand something.
Fathom comes from faethm, meaning ‘the two arms outstretched.’
Its 6 feet or 1.8 meters measurement is based on a standard
human scale. The length of rope dropped overboard is handily
measured across the span of a sailor’s armspread. The term makes
the metaphorical jump to describe concepts that we are able to get
our arms around; ideas are things to be grasped.52
Though we can’t see, touch, or
otherwise sense ideas directly,
“fathom” gives us a bodily metaphor
for how we might relate to them
/*grasping*/. Watson continues
with a quote from author James
Geary on the purpose of metaphor:
“‘to carry over existing names or
descriptions to things that are either
so new that they haven’t been
named or so abstract that they cannot be otherwise explained.’”53 Our
computational world is both new54
and borne of abstractions. In other
words, metaphor — by Geary’s
description—is a readymade arena
in which to fathom computation.55
In fact, computers /*as users
know them*/ are made of metaphors. We open “documents” in “windows,” save them to “folders,”
and delete them in “trash bins.” These objects comprise something
called the “desktop metaphor,” a standardized system of analogical
terms employed in GUIs.56 Neal Stephenson — the speculative fiction
author I opened with — writes in the same essay:
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Most people who shop for OSes [operating systems] … are comparing not the underlying functions but the superficial look and feel.
The average buyer of an OS is not really paying for, and is not
especially interested in, the low-level code that allocates memory
or writes bytes onto the disk. What we’re really buying is a system
of metaphors.57
Interfaces comprise the “superficial look and feel” of operating systems /*software*/. They consist of symbols standing in for programs and operations that are not programs and operations
themselves; therefore, they are metaphors operating at a high level
of abstraction. At this level, UI58 designers are hired to keep folders
/*icons*/ within proprietary OS brand systems without departing
from the look of /*manila*/ folders, lest users become confused.
Remember how software was abstracted time and again towards
“ease of use?” Each instance established another metaphor. When
we use computers, we’re just interfacing with the topmost metaphor
in a very tall stack.59
Let’s pause again. You might be thinking, “wait a second. If metaphors are what hide computation from us, how are they supposed
to help us understand it? Is the field that makes folders yellow or blue
suddenly going to overturn the desktop? Won’t abstracting again
only take us further from the computational structures undergirding
our decidedly not abstract existence?” Congratulations, you’ve
arrived at the wall I’m constantly banging my head against. If you ever
see me say “graphic design can change the world,” it’ll be bracketed
by ~* *~, which is my preferred way of denoting ironic inflection. After
5200 words, I admit that’s a profoundly dissatisfying conclusion to
leave you with.
I hope you’re dissatisfied. I’m writing as software, and Wendy
Chun notes that you /*we*/ “are not … aware of software’s constant
constriction and interpellation (also known as ‘user-friendliness’)
unless you find yourself frustrated with its defaults.”60 If you’ve read
this far, you have followed the logics, structures, and vocabularies I’d
constructed into this essay under the assumption that they were
building up to something. I’ve been riding the razor’s edge between
“user-friendliness” and “user-hostility”61 in addressing you, a careful
manipulation designed to keep you reading despite the antagonism,
to suggest that it comes from a place of care. By outright admitting

↖ A sailor casting a lead line to measure

water depth (in fathoms). For as long as
humans have sailed, mariners have been
concerned with the depth of the water
around them and the possible obstructions
within. This understanding was necessary
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57 Stephenson, Neal. “In

the Beginning was the
Command Line.” 1999.
Retrieved 3 March 2021,
http://cristal.inria.fr/~weis/
info/commandline.html.
58 “UI” stands for “user inter-

face” and is usually seen
together with “UX” (user
experience) as “UX/UI,”
which litters the resumes,
portfolios, and LinkedIn
profiles of designers seeking
to work in tech. You’ll see
projects labeled as such later
in this book. I’m not above
tech money.
59 Conveniently, “stack” is also

a frequently used computational metaphor. It refers to
a number of things: a type of
data structure; a set of software components designed
to operate together in a
single unit; a kind of architecture in computer memory.
In all these cases, the stack
metaphor describes how the
last-added component is
easily retrievable, while the
ones added earlier require
removing the ones on top.
60 Chun, 43.
61 “User-hostile” is the opposite

of “user-friendly” and
describes machines, systems,
or interfaces that are difficult
to use or understand, especially for someone untrained.
In that sense, this entire
essay is “user-hostile”
because I use a lot of big
words and academic
references and it’s about
computers, which — at their
core — are user-hostile by
this definition. But something that’s difficult to
understand isn’t necessarily
“hostile” (without the “user-”
prefix). The definition of that
word is “marked by malevolence,” or “antagonistic,” or
“of or relating to an enemy,”

to safely navigate the surrounding sea.
I’d say we could take a note from sailing
to find how deep computation goes and
the obstructions that lie beneath the
(sur/inter)face.
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which would be a really
uncharitable view of anything that doesn’t make itself
readily legible to us. But
when I say “user-hostility”
here, I am referring to deliberate antagonism. Current
computational structures
are not just user-hostile but
hostile, and I’m co-opting
their nerfed† vocabulary as
a reminder of the nature of
their machinations.
†

To “nerf” is to make
something weak or
ineffective, a term often
used in gaming circles to
complain about updates
to games that strip characters of certain abilities.

the impotence of my discipline, by undercutting your expectation that
I have something worthwhile to say, in frustrating you, I am placing the
core of my power — to herd your belief — in jeopardy.
Will you keep reading? Will you stick with me even after I’ve
revealed that I, the emperor-writer, have no clothes? Remember that
software had to be believed in to instantiate its value. The following
is a value proposition for graphic design, for modeling as a design
practice under contemporary computation. Models, by my amended
definition, are inherently not the thing itself. Modeling-as-design, however, aspires to bridge this ontological gap by your participation, by
your belief, which spurs action.

62 Edwards, Paul N. “The Army

and the Microworld.” The
Closed World: Computers and
the Politics of Discourse in
Cold War America. MIT Press,
1996, quoted in Chun, 39.
63 Two notes: first, the term

“computer,” even when I’m
specifically talking about
devices and not humans,
encompasses far more
than metal rectangles (Nest
thermometers, for example,
are not rectangular but are
computers). Second, I have
no idea how long I’ve been
at my metal rectangle writing this essay. I’ve essentially
been living in Google Docs,
with the “real” world as an
abstract idea that will only
remanifest (I hope) when
I log off.

know too much, they could break their microworld’s confines. They
might then turn their attention to the accumulated microworlds that
together underlie the “real”64 world. How then would programmers
keep their power?
That computation uses metaphors, however, shouldn’t imply that
its motives for wielding them /*to steer and coddle65 users*/
are the motives of all abstractions. In her essay “Making Sense of the
Unknown,” tech researcher Maya Indira Ganesh writes, “Metaphors
are vital thinking tools. … [B]ecause there can never be any direct,
unmediated access to reality, metaphors are the irreducible lenses
through which thought happens.”66 If all reality requires mediation,
that means computation can’t possibly have a monopoly on metaphor.
Better still, “don’t make me think”67 has already decoupled metaphors
used for understanding from metaphors deployed for ease of use.
The abstractions and obfuscations of the former are what enable
those precluded from knowledge to shake the paralyzing malaise of
the invisible to act upon the incomprehensible.
In their book, Metaphors We Live By, cognitive linguists George
Lakoff and Mark Johnson argue that metaphor serves as the basis of
the human conceptual system, which in turn structures what we do
and how we do it:

64 I put “real” in quotation

marks here and in the
previous footnote because
I hate the use of that word to
refer to the world our bodies
inhabit. It implies that the
digital world is fake, which
is a belief that plays squarely
into computation’s hiding
of its material repercussions.
Also, computers have very
physical dependencies.
See Jettisoning the Frame by
Will Mianecki (MFA GD ’21)
on network infrastructure.
65 See Documentation/

ScreenThumb, pg 312, on the
infantilization of users.
66 Ganesh, Maya Indira.

“Making Sense of the
Unknown.” The Rockefeller
Foundation, 08 July 2020,
https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/blog/making-sense-of-the-unknown/.
67 See pg 28 of this essay, on

“don’t make me think.”
68 Lakoff, George and Mark

MICROWORLD TO MACROWORLD
The way metaphors are used in computing is unsurprising given this
take by Stanford researcher Paul N. Edwards, wherein he states that
computers produce a “microworld”:
A simulated world entirely within the machine itself, that does
not depend on instrumental effectiveness. That is, where most
tools produce effects on a wider world of which they are only a
part, the computer contains its own worlds in miniature. In the
microworld, as in children’s make-believe, the power of the programmer is absolute.62

The concepts that govern our thoughts are not just matters of the
intellect. They also govern our everyday function … Our concepts
structure what we perceive, how we get around in the world, and
how we relate to other people. Our conceptual system thus plays
a central role in defining our everyday realities.68

Johnson. Metaphors We
Live By. The University of
Chicago Press, 1981, pg 3.

Computational metaphors arise from conceptual systems predicated
on the assumptions of the programmer class. When we don’t think
critically about computers, we automatically accept and believe those
assumptions /*namely, that users can’t understand computers*/. We then behave according to these deceptive paradigms.
An example of the dangers of faulty metaphors can be found in
the same essay by Ganesh, where she writes on the conceptualization of the Vietnam War by Lyndon B. Johnson’s administration:

If you missed my first footnote /*wow, you probably think I’m

just an asshole*/, I wrote about how contemporary computing

practices narrow the measure of intelligence to include only the ability to participate in their exclusive field. Microworlds operate via a
similar narrowing. In the moment of using our computers, our interactions with the world at large taper into a single metal rectangle.63 If
within we encounter physics or shops or friendships, it’s because a
programmer put them there. Programmers wrote the rules that allow
for these simulations and that govern their limitations. So of course
the metaphors of software hide the workings of microworlds; if users
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↖ Still from The Matrix Reloaded (2003).

The Matrix franchise is one of the most
well-known takes on the simulation hypothesis, which speculates that the world as
we know it is a computer simulation. The
version popularized by philosopher Nick
Bostrom adds that this simulation is
created by our far-future descendants, who
have achieved the computing power necessary
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to generate their forebears with a convincing level of consciousness and fidelity.
Though computers today are nowhere near
this achievement, they are fully capable
of generating “worlds in miniature.”
At the risk of sounding like a Red Piller,
The Matrix has the Matrix, and we have
the desktop metaphor.
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[It] was ultimately a dispute between those who described the
situation as ‘more like Munich’ — thus demanding escalation
rather than peace-making — or ‘more like Korea’69 — a quagmire
to be avoided. In fact, the truth lay in between, not as a blend of
previous episodes. Both metaphors were misleading in different
ways, and yet they were used extensively in debates and
decision-making.70
Metaphors — distorted ones — determined the flow of the Vietnam
War, which, like computational hierarchy today, had real material
repercussions in people’s lives. Developing alternative metaphors
with which to think through and act upon computation is the value
proposition for modeling-as-design. Opposing conceptual systems
can take us out of the microworld and into the wider one, where the
programmer’s power need not be absolute.

↑ Visualization of an algorithmic

tree by creative technologist
Yusuke Sugomori. Trees are commonly-used to demonstrate the
programming concept of recursion,
a method for solving a problem
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by solving smaller instances of
the same problem. In a tree such
as this one, each “leaf” is in
fact a smaller version of the
preceding “branches.” Extending
the metaphor to modeling offers

a way to imagine the possibility
of dethroning computation:
by taking power in the smaller
instances that together constitute the whole.
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NEW MODELS
Developing a metaphor /*modeling*/ involves establishing a logic
to govern its internal relationships. If we “fathom” an idea, then we
grasp it. We can then imagine a variety of actions also afforded by
the length of our arms; we can grapple with the idea, embrace it, or
smother it. Software works similarly in that it, too, is developed by the
establishment of a governing logic. To write a program is to lay out
this logic in code. To model is to write a program that is not the system
itself, but presents a system’s structure, functions, and logics — its
programming — through analogy. In fact, the “if/then” construction
above demonstrates a programming concept called a “conditional
statement,” applied through natural /*rather than programming*/
language. You have just read and understood a model of a program.
Earlier, I accused you of having tasted the power of the programmer through writing. I encourage you to taste it again — to program
through modeling. When we say something is a metaphor for something else, we’re laying out a logic that maps the points of correspondence between those two things. With an understanding of just one
of those two, metaphor offers a surprising reconfiguration of presuppositions via the forging of new relationships.
The power of reconfiguration is suggested in critic Darko Suvin’s
concept of “cognitive estrangement,”71 which describes a certain
characteristic of hard science fiction:72 the presence of a “novum.” A
novum is an entirely new device or machine that is nevertheless made
plausible by a scientifically-sound narrative logic. A novum makes
perfect sense to us despite its newness because it is explained by
a familiar paradigm /*science*/.73 That this device could feasibly
exist in our world as much as it exists in an unfamiliar science fictional
setting estranges us from the givens /*assumptions*/ of our world.
This conceptual distance allows us to question, to imagine, to resist.
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69 See Documentation/Non-

Binary Binary Codes, pg 126,
on the Korean DMZ.
70 Ganesh, ibid.
71

Suvin, Darko. Metamorphoses
of Science Fiction: On
the Poetics and History
of a Literary Genre. Yale
University Press, 1979.

72 “Hard” science fiction is

science fiction characterized
by commitment to scientific
accuracy and logic.
73 To clarify, I don’t mean

organic chemistry (or
whatever scientific subfield)
is familiar to all readers. I
mean we experience science
constantly, e.g. gravity (physics), or a hot drink warming
our hands (thermodynamics). A sci-fi setting doesn’t
have to take these scientific
principles as givens, so a
novum that follows them
will be instantly recognizable
despite its non-existence in
our world.
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74 A portmanteau† of “sab-

oteur” and “auteur,” this
subhead precedes a section
on sabotage and auterism,
though I should qualify the
latter. Auterism is narrowly
defined as a theory in film
criticism that upholds the
director as the author of
a film, as opposed to the
screenwriter. A director
achieves the status of an
auteur when his‡ body of
work reflects a personal
style or perspective that is
greater than the summed
skill of the screenwriters,
camera operators, actors,
cinematographers, etc. in
his films. I’m less interested
in auterism’s adulation
of individual genius and
more in its redefinition of
authorship* in response to
a new medium, as well as
its prioritizing of subjective
frames over technical
expertise. Also, I don’t know
anything about film theory.
Don’t @ me.
†

‡

“Portmanteau” in this
usage was coined by
Lewis Caroll in Through
the Looking Glass. For
another Caroll reference,
see Documentation/
Warren, pg 136.
Auterism is obsessed
with men, from what
I gather from lists of
auteur-directors.

* See Documentation/

READ(ing)/WRITE(ing),
pg 108, on authoring
and authority.

75 In footnote 23, I wrote that

“computer” in the context of
this essay will refer to the
device and not to humans,
though humans are also
computers. By using “computer” to refer to humans
here, I am modeling the
reprogrammability of words.
“Computer,” which has corresponded to “device” thus far,
has briefly been remapped
to correspond to “human.”
76 You are again reading and

understanding a model of
a program. Changing the
meaning stored in a word
is another programming
concept: variables. A programmer writes a word that
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Cognitive estrangement allows for reconceptualization by briefly
taking us out of our world — just long enough to get the view from
space /*to use a metaphor; sci-fi isn’t always set in
space*/. We then return with new perspectives that shift our relationship to the systems on the ground. If the system is computation
and our relationship to it is one of unknowing, models are novums in
three ways:
1. They bridge the known and the unknown.
2. They propose relationships to computation we could
not otherwise conceive, mired as we are within it.
3. They are new.
“New” should not suggest that a model must be entirely novel to our
world. In this way, models are not novums /*models are not the
thing itself, remember?*/. As users, we have inevitably internalized computation’s metaphors. Therefore, any model can be novel,
so long as it builds a metaphor that reconfigures one’s relationship
to computation. A “new” model is new to you, and by its newness lets
you act in contradiction to computation’s pervasive assumptions.

SAB(AU)TEUR74
That isn’t to say a model can’t be new if it comes from our existing
relationship to computation. The term “metaphor” originated in the
literary realm, and words are symbols that hold meaning, like numbers
in Lovelace’s vision of computing. While computers /*devices*/
can manipulate any concept mapped to numbers, computers
/*humans*/75 can program and reprogram words /*metaphors*/.76
Models can become new, by hijacking computation’s metaphors to
map alternative points of correspondence.
Much effort was expended to make software easy to use and
easy to believe, cultivating a shared familiarity with interface metaphors and UI elements77 across a vast population of users. These
inroads, forged by command lines, can be commandeered,78 and
design is suited for this task precisely because it is the field that
makes folders yellow or blue. Designers have already been thinking
about computation’s metaphors in direct relation to user action.
Modeling-as-design can reconfigure this relationship by decoupling
interface defaults from computational agendas.
I taught Web Design this past wintersession, where we made a
quick foray into UX/UI principles in between finishing HTML/CSS and
starting /*interaction-oriented79*/ JavaScript. This lesson covered what certain interface elements signify and what user behaviors
are usually prompted by them. In the introductory lecture for the
class, I had broken down HTML/CSS/JavaScript /*the three coding languages used in frontend web development80*/ as
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follows: HTML = Content; CSS = Form; JavaScript = Behavior. Placing
UX/UI in between Content/Form and Behavior had to do with my
agenda, which was to indicate that the correspondence between
an interface element and a behavior had to be constructed. The
behaviors prompted by interfaces are not unassailable truths
but cultivated associations.
I’d be wrong /*and insufferable*/, however, to claim that
my ~*generous*~ insight somehow enlightened my otherwise
~*ignorant*~ students. In response
to my first assignment, in which
I’d asked for website proposal
/*paper*/ sketches, my students
not only presented the look of
their sites, but also described
what different clicks, scrolls, and
hovers might do within them.
Clicking, scrolling, and hovering
are behaviors; behaviors can’t be
visualized in a single paper sketch.
And yet, without knowing any JavaScript, my students were already
conceiving of behavior as an integral, separate consideration in the
design process.
Most of my students came into the class with no coding experience and therefore, /*presumably*/ no understanding of software.
Their instinctual knowledge of programmable interactions came from
being lifelong users, which would place them at the lowest rung of
computational hierarchy. You might think this anecdote is about learning to code as a vehicle for class mobility, and, you know, despite me
ragging on computation this entire time, I actually love programming
and love sharing that ability with others. But fuck that “pull yourself
up by your bootstraps”81 bullshit. This anecdote is about organizing
as users. I’m not describing my students’ aspirations for site functionality to be patronizing about their ability to implement it; I’m
describing a collective faculty for conceiving of 1) the invisible, and
2) a strategy to wield it for their own ends.
My students are users, as am I /*I’m writing this essay in
Google Docs, remember?*/. They are also designers, as am I. A
sketch of a website is a model, by my definition, and its power lies

↑ Screenshot of User Inyerface,

a website that describes itself as
“a worst-practice UI experiment.”
The user is challenged to fill out
a series of web forms in which all
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the typical visual cues are scrambled.
Try out the game, and consider the
Pavlovian conditioning of our behavior
by UI design decisions: https://
userinyerface.com/.

can then be redefined later
in the code, as many times
as needed, by swapping out
the value stored within it.
“Fathom” holds more meaning now as “grasp an idea”
than as a six-foot measurement of ocean depth. We
can make “fetch” happen.
77 UI (user interface) elements

are interface components
like back buttons, scrollbars,
lightboxes, and hamburger
menus. They look pretty
similar across apps and
websites because “good”†
UX/UI means the user
shouldn’t have to spend
any time figuring out how
to interact with something
unfamiliar.
†

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo,
pg 79, on white technologists presuming their
own goodness.

78 Couldn’t resist the wordplay.
79 A caveat in case you’re one

of the students from the
class, which means you
might remember that we
started basic JavaScript
before the UX/UI lecture.
80 “Frontend” web development

means writing code that
is executed in the user’s
browser, on individual computers. Backend, meanwhile,
refers to code that runs on
a server, which could also
be an individual computer,†
but is usually located
remotely.
†

See Documentation/P3&P,
pg 234, for individual
computers as servers.

81 I had to resist making a pun

here about Bootstrap, which
is a popular framework† for
frontend development.
†

A framework is a reusable skeleton for a software system, designed
by collating various
dependencies (other programs or collections of
code required to run the
system).
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82 At least, according to a story

(myth) stretching all the way
back to the first use of the
word in English. The Online
Etymology Dictionary says
the word probably originated elsewhere, but I’ll stick
with the version that serves
my point.

in the fact that it is not a website. In sketching, the user-designer isn’t
clicking or hovering or scrolling according to pathways preconfigured by programmers; they’re thinking about clicking or hovering or
scrolling in the abstract. That is, they’re imagining what clicking or
hovering or scrolling might do, unfettered by coding ability or lack
thereof, unrestricted by the hiding and herding of implemented softwares. And anyone presented with the sketch, most likely also a user,
understands that sketches are changeable and that their belief in it
is conditional.
Graphic design, through modeling, acts as scaffolding, creating
spaces in which users can feel comfortable with not knowing, can
leverage not-knowing to imagine new possibilities. The hurdle of
expertise is supplanted here by the fact that we are users. Our implication in computational systems en masse is exactly what allows for
a collective faculty, and our myriad familiarities with other subjects
and frameworks provide endless metaphors through which we can
approach an understanding of not just the system but the actions we
can take within it.
Let’s go all the way back to computer history for a second. I had
stated that contemporary computing came out of the Jacquard loom.
Do you know what else came out of it? The word “sabotage.”82 The
story goes that weavers displaced by Jacquard looms threw their
wooden workers’ shoes — or sabot — into the machinery to repeatedly halt production. They didn’t need to know how Jacquard looms
were built, or even how they worked. They just needed to experience the effects of the loom /*their displacement*/, know only
that the weaving process /*regardless of whether by machine
or human*/ is delicate, and use what they had on hand to disrupt
that process. Their understanding of weaving, mapped onto a
machine they didn’t understand, established the possibility of collective bargaining.

That computers and sabotage both originated with the Jacquard
loom suggests to me an imperative to sabotage. Sabotage is an action
arising from experiencing the effects of a system and remapping the
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functions of whatever tools we have towards obstructing that system.
In this arena, the role of graphic design is not to explain computation
but to work with the tools we have to think about, interface with, and
struggle through computation. A tool used for sabotage is always
recontextualized for that purpose, always abstracted away from its
innate purpose, and gains its power to sabotage from that abstraction.
In creating and deploying these abstractions /*metaphors*/, modeling-as-design operates as techne.
“Techne” is the Greek root of the word “technology” and translates
to “craft” or “art.” More specifically, techne refers to the knowledge of
the craftsman or artist, manifested only by making or doing; techne is
applied knowledge. Technology’s impact on society doesn’t come
from what it is but what it does, which brings me to the final valence
of modeling and a core imperative in my design practice: interaction.

83 See Documentation/Chaos

Agent, pg 220, on the “predestination” of algorithms.

MYTHICAL ⇆ MYTHOLOGICAL
In design, the term “interaction” tends to imply the involvement of a
computer, or rather, the presence of a computer interface. The prefix
“inter-” in both “interaction” and “interface” means “between,” and
herein lies a contradiction: interaction suggests reciprocal action
between the user and the computer when interfaces preclude
exactly that.
To clarify, interfaces foreclose not the exchange of actions but
the suggested reciprocity. I wrote earlier on direct manipulation, the
style of human-computer interaction design concerned with providing immediate visual responses to user actions. I gave the example
of Adobe Illustrator to demonstrate how these visual responses disguise the outrageously lopsided correspondence between user
action and computer response as a one-to-one relationship. So when
I say interaction is an imperative of my /*admittedly computer-involved*/ practice, I mean that my practice demands the reciprocal
action implied in the word /*or at least, the pursuit of it*/.
Modeling aspires to do unto computers like they do unto us.
The way a system responds — its behavior — is determined by its
programming. The array of programmable responses in a computer
is /*for now*/ finite, and many of the decisions that go into writing
a program are predicated upon the programmer’s assumptions of our
behavior. The herding enacted by computational control structures
is in service of keeping us within the limits posed by those assumptions /*inside those microworlds*/, where any action we might
take has already been foretold.83 To do unto computers like /*not

↖ A meme posted to the Reddit forum

COMPLETEANARCHY by user no_war_but_class_war.
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84 See Documentation/One-

Time (Key)Pad, pg 380, a
typeface illegible to both
computer vision and OCR.
85 See Documentation/

Predictive Patterns, pg 186,
on computers, patterns,
and prediction.
86 See Appendix/The Spectre

of Computation, pg 421:
“Interaction is the test of
a system.”
87 I actually subscribe to a

non-exclusive relationship
between scientific validity
and mythological thinking
as put forth by anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss
in his collection of lectures,
Myth and Meaning. He
presents the Canadian First
Nations myth of the Skate
and the South Wind, a tale
of half-humans and half-animals organizing to fight the
South Wind, which by blowing constantly, was making
it impossible for them to
hunt and gather. The skate,
a member of this band, was
instrumental in the capture
of the South Wind due to its
morphology; as a flatfish,
it was very wide when seen
from above or below, but
extremely thin when viewed
from the side. When shot at,
the skate had only to turn
to show its profile to escape
the arrows. Lévi-Strauss
states that this characteristic
of the skate — of having two
opposing states — can be
viewed as a binary operation
like those used in modern
computers. The myth might
not be true from a scientific
standpoint, but this property
of the myth (the concept
of a logical binary) can be
viewed as such because
computers “have provided
us with an understanding
of binary operations which
had already been put to
use in a different way by
concrete objects or beings by
mythical thought.” Therefore,
the merits of science lie
not only in its practical and
intellectual achievements
but in that it is “becoming
able to explain not only its
own validity but also what
was to some extent valid in
mythological thinking.”†
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as*/ they do unto us is to obfuscate ourselves84 from their predictive

analytics. When we model, we bring in paradigms from other areas
of knowledge — the considerable blind spots in computation’s narrow
view of capability. By reprogramming our behavior through modeling,
we increase our chances of discovering a vulnerability in computational assumptions, rendering the system unresponsive /*a crash*/.
If modeling allows us to conceive of new actions towards a system, the only way to test their effects is to do them to a system86
/*apply the knowledge*/. Models — as designs, as scaffolds, as
abstracted tools—become technologies through interaction. Modeling
encourages us to imagine what actions could be put into practice,
but an interactive model allows us to practice putting those actions
into practice. Here we can practice fighting, practice sabotage, gain
a taste for victory and clues to where it could lie next.
85

I now turn to myths, which, I assure you, is not just an eleventhhour pass at my promise. Interaction aspires to reciprocity between
user and computer to propose a similar exchange between the mythical and the mythological. I’ve used the word “myth” only twice before
this point /*non-self-referentially*/, and both times to refer
to narratives that affirm the expertise of programmers. The connotation then was of falsehood, which arises from the word’s association
with things archaic, from before the advancement of science provided proof of the concepts ancient stories tried to explain.87 The
derivations of “myth,” however, reveal a more nuanced application,
within which lie my hopes for modeling.
“Mythical” refers to things having the quality of myths, that is,
imaginary or fictitious; it encapsulates the aspect of falseness in
“myth” that informed my previous usage. “Mythological,” on the other
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hand, refers to things from an accepted tradition of mythical stories,
e.g. Greek mythology. This latter valence shows how the invocation
of something false /*the expertise of programmers*/ can also
be an acknowledgement of its significance as a cultural force.
Myths are extended analogies that play fundamental roles in
human groups, whether they be foundational stories or attempts to
understand natural phenomena. They’re reserved for systems that
operate at a scale metaphor can only scrape. Myths undergird societies; myths encapsulate values; myths are political. In this way,
myths are also software. And like myths, software had to be believed
in to pass from the mythical to the mythological.
All mythological things are mythical, but not all mythical things
are mythological. Mythical figures and narratives are made mythological through canonizing, a unidirectional process. Applied in this
context, the reciprocity of interaction suggests that a narrative made
mythological can once again become mythical, that a once-canonized framework can revert to mere fantasy. Interaction turns a oneway system into a two-way street; if the mythologization of
programming is overturned /*removing programmers as the
arbiters of knowledge*/, the priesthood of computation loses its
power to prevent the mythologization of other ways of knowing.
Modeling can therefore become a mythologizing process.
Expertise has never been a precondition for myth-making, not
for early peoples, not for the computational elite. The measure of a
myth is not its accuracy but the number of people who believe it, and
how it drives their behavior towards what it explains. My proposal of
modeling as a mythologizing process contains a desire for my models
/*and yours*/ to become powerful by these metrics. By abstracting,
by obfuscating, by mystifying, metaphorizing, and mythologizing, we
can put forth challengers to the predominant myth that says we don’t
know enough to participate in computation — to fight its practices,
control its reach, or break its structures.

†

Lévi-Strauss, Claude.
Myth and Meaning. New
York: Schocken Books,
1979, p. 23–24.

88 In software development,

“Ship it!” is slang for delivering a software product to
the customer (user). It can
also refer to sending code
to the next step in the development process. Whether
I mean it as the former or
latter I leave to you, to decide
by the way you take what
I present in the remainder
of this book.

SHIP IT88
You’ve reached the end of this essay, congratulations. It didn’t teach
you how to code, but it was modeling software within a book that
models a computer. The control structures of computation work to
keep you within their bounds, as do those of books. So let me tell you
here: you can read all or none or part of this book. You can put it down

↖ “Task Tester” interface in Among Us,

a mobile game in which players, as crewmates, attempt to identify which among them
are imposters. The imposters, meanwhile,
must sabotage and kill the crewmates
without being detected. The Task Tester
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appears in the game’s free-play mode,
where users can practice the actions of
the imposter role before starting an official round, in a very direct example of
an interactive platform that allows one
to “practice sabotage.”
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/*or close the tab, if you’re reading the PDF*/. You can use

it for a purpose it wasn’t meant for, like, say, as a coaster. You can
take it apart. You can throw it away.
Not that I want you to do that. I spent a lot of time and effort to
make this book something you’d return to, something you’d think
about, something you’d believe, something you’d enact. My models
are collected under /Documentation, but consider them models only
if they help you understand. After all, in a computer, they would be
softwares. A metaphor about computers that precludes knowledge
is nothing but a computational metaphor.
The above list of things you could do with this book is by no
means exhaustive. Nor is it prescriptive. I’ve listed to get you to imagine what other things you might do with this book, and then, how you
might do them to computation /*and possibly, to my models*/.
I was writing as software, and now is the time to exercise your power,
as reader, as user, and — by modeling — as programmer. Try, as you’ve
tried here. I believe in you.

↖ A stock image depicting a Macbook Pro

anachronistically placed in the context of
a Dionysian bacchannal. The mythologization
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of a computer that—in my estimation—
invites the mythologization of non-computer
things as well.
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The Interviewer
To call the Interviewer an interrogator would be too dramatic.
After all, the avatars are a conceit of this book, and the following
conversation took place before its conception with a less
considered voice. So I will only point out that the Interviewer
has an agenda: to gather information. They choose to lay out
this agenda in full, but what about interviewers who do not?
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Ryan Kuo is an artist who is sometimes mistaken
for a developer 1 or a UX designer. He utilizes video
games, productivity software, web design, motion
graphics, and sampling to investigate the elusive
figure of whiteness. His pieces are “process-based
and diagrammatic,” yielding circuitous structures
that “often invoke a person or people arguing …
not to state an argument about a thing but to be
caught in a state of argument.” 2

1

By "sometimes," I mean I mistook him. I thought he was a
developer.

2

From Ryan’s website bio.

Ryan’s work has appeared at Queens Museum
(NYC), bitforms gallery (NYC), TRANSFER (LA),
Stroom Den Haag (The Hague), Goethe-Institut
China (Beijing), left gallery (Berlin), Goldsmiths
(London), and MIT Media Lab (Cambridge, MA).
He was the editor for several years at KILL SCREEN,
a magazine specializing in literary video game
journalism, and now daylights as a technical writer
for a database company. He holds a Master of Science in Art, Culture, and Technology from MIT.
The following is an edited transcript of our conversation, held over Zoom on January 29, 2021. The
transcript of the conversation is preceded by a
transcript of an e-mail I sent before our meeting,
in which I laid out the topics I hoped to cover and
from which we quickly deviated.

w/
Ryan Kuo
CONVERSATION

93 minutes

Transcript

8332 words

↖ Ryan Kuo, OK. (2016).

macOS application, software box,
printed insert, digital wallpaper.

46166 characters
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Hi Ryan,
Too long of an email to send this late, but here are the “buckets” of conversation I’d like to touch upon
tomorrow. Of course, I’m fully open to — and possibly more interested in — deviating from this outline if that’s
the way things go. Would an hour be okay for a duration cap? We can do shorter or longer, your interest
and availability depending.

OPEN VS. CLOSED SYSTEMS
I often evaluate my own projects using the “open
vs. closed system” framework from classical
mechanics.1 Closed systems don’t exchange any
matter with their surroundings and are not subject
to external forces. The question I ask myself is “is
this an open or closed system?”

contended with, but often just deployed. I’m interested in digging a little deeper into your multivalent
take on white space in “In Submission” — as neutral,
as invitation, as concealment. Same for formlessness as the fantasy and pure form as the violence
of rule makers.

USER EXPERIENCE
1 See Manual, pg 113 and 31,
Open and Closed systems.
I was reminded of this question at
Again, because I’m in GD / * a n d
several points while going through 2 “Ryan Kuo Discusses Race as teach Web Design*/, I’m fascinated
Technology with Media
your work and previous interviews —
by your approach to user experience
Scholar Wendy Chun.” Art in
2
America, September 3, 2019.
and what I would identify as a tension
in your interview with Wendy Chun
where you describe The Way I See It 3 “A Conversation with Ryan
between the unintuitive pathways of
as “a game that doesn’t take player
your narratives and the familiar interKuo.” Conversation Project
NYC, November 11, 2020.
input”; again in your conversation
faces you use to present them. I’d like
with Tommy Martinez,3 about Faith as 4 Kuo, Ryan. “In Submission.”
to talk about your UX thought proArt Journal Open, 5 June 2017.
a bot that says exactly what you mean
cesses, especially as they relate to the
for it to say; again in “In Submission,”4 5 Katzman, Celine. “Artist
way you conceive of a user or audiProfile: Ryan Kuo.” Rhizome,
and the questions you ask about
ence,
as touched upon in both The
30 November 2017.
Conversation Project and your
unseen protocols and the location of
a work submitted into and through an 6 Manual, pg 168, The Box Man Rhizome profile.5
inconsistent system. I’d like to talk 7 Manual, pg 192, Inter Ice Age 4
about agency, acquiescence, and 8 Manual, pg 180, “The Enigma KOBO ABE
positionality as it relates to your
In your conversation with Tommy,
of Amigara Fault”
/*our*/ role as a creator of works
you mention Kobo Abe as the writer
/*systems*/ implicated within or forced into
you feel closest to for his blurring of the distincengagement with preexisting structures.
tion between subject and object. I’ve only read
The Box Man6 and Inter Ice Age 4,7 but I’d love to
chat more about some of the literary moves you
FORM AND WHITE SPACE
Because I’m in a Graphic Design program, “form” identify in Kobo’s work as having particular resoand “white space” are everyday terms — ideally
nance with you.

Also, do you read Junji Ito? Your referencing of the frame as void — as hole — and the desire to occupy it
reminded me of “The Enigma of Amigara Fault.”8 At least with The Box Man, I think there’s some confluence
in thinking about how objects shape subjects, or how they become inseparable, in both these stories.
Thanks, and looking forward!
Kit
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9

10

11

12

KIT SON LEE I asked about open versus closed systems because
that’s the way I approach my own projects or evaluate them. Is this
vulnerable to change by user input, or am I architecting this solo? How
am I conceding my power, as the person who made a work, to someone
who is interacting with it?9 Looking at your work — like the Queens
Museum site or Alibi — people can get lost in that process. How do
you think about giving agency to the person interacting with
See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
your work? Do you care? Where do you see yourself in terms
pg 19, on the difficulty of
opening a system. See also
of
the dynamics that are created as somebody who is making
Documentation/Censor, Cipher,
that
kind of work?
Cede & Seize, pg 348.

RYAN KUO We’re starting with open-closed systems, which is
a binary I’ve encountered a lot. I’m not familiar with the discourse
around it as it relates to classical mechanics, but I’ve mostly
encountered it in the context of being a game journalist. I think
more about the distinction between Chess and Go.10 Chess is a
game where there’s a theoretical limit to the number of games
that can be played. The game at a high level is based on how
much you can fit into your brain, how much you can memorize,
how much you respond to a mechanistically expanding set of
possibilities. Go, on the other hand, is based on very simple rules,
but it’s designed such that it allows for a lot of loose emergence
and loose numbers, with very organic responses that can
See Manual, pg 288, Chess;
and pg 295, Go.
reach infinity, or at least approach infinity.

That’s the basic rubric in my head about the two, but I don’t really
approach my work with those terms in mind. I feel like a lot of
my work could be considered a closed system, if you look
See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
at
it in purely mechanical terms. But I’m not sure if it
pg 30, on the fallacy of considering openness to be virtuous
actually is closed in the sense that you mean. I have a bit
by default.
of a knee-jerk bias against open systems, or valuing
Procedural generation is comopen systems,11 only because I’ve heard them being
monly used to create 3D modtalked about in the context of procedural generation12 or
els, textures, and even entire
game levels (in the roguelike
other brute force coding solutions that can create infinite
genre in particular, e.g. Manual,
possibilities. Having a player or an agent inserted into
pg 296, Hades). It operates by
combining human-made
an open system that’s been designed by some presumassets with algorithms† that
ably godlike figure, and then losing them in it, and then
leverage the randomness made
possible by computational projust allowing the system to generate infinite possibilities
cessing power, which means
and
responses and meanings — it always seemed a little
data doesn’t have to be manually generated.
too easy and a little suspect to me.
†
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Maybe my relationship to that sort of open system is a function
of how little I actually code — I’m not really a coder. The most
coding I’ve done is some JavaScript for the Queens Museum website, or for Alibi. I don’t have any formal programming background,
so there’s a technical limit to what I can do or what I can accomplish. A lot of the connections that emerge in the systems I create
are the result of hard-coded interactions and content. It’s like, you
can read a very short poem and see exactly what the limits of that
poem are. But you don’t stop there. The
poem can be inexhaustible. So coming
from a poetic standpoint, or even just
as a writer, I’m pretty invested in the
idea that I can put a finite number of
things into a system that has clearly
delimited rules.13 I’m not making a
point about how constrained that
system is, or how hard the limits are;
I’m trying to create a kind of shape or
flow of something back and forth (I’ve
called it “vibration”), and that’s what’s limitless or inexProgram/Tech(ne)cal Design,
haustible about it, despite being within bounds that I 13 See
pg 39, on writing as framedon’t pretend to be anything other than closed or finite.
work for programming.

I’m teaching Web Design right now, which is almost purely technical
HTML/CSS/JavaScript, but I’m mostly self-taught. It’s wild to pretend
like I know what I’m saying or doing, or have to formalize it enough to
teach it. I try to emphasize that despite the logics and syntax, there’s
no single way to code, but all my lectures end up feeling like, “this is
exactly how you code.” There’s a weird push and pull there.

16

I think the pleasure people get out of coding16 is the ability to have
an idea for how something should be made to work, and then you
happen to put together the right syntax. I have a tendency
Wendy Chun’s “On Software”†
to
clean up code and make it very elegant, just because
attributes the pleasure of coding to a similar foreclosure
it’s so nice for me, and it’s so satisfying when it works.
from knowledge that affords
But I don’t really want to get there from ground zero. I’m
the pleasure of “user-friendly”
design.‡
very happy to just crib from StackOverflow.17
†

Program/Tech(ne)cal De
sign, pg 23, footnote 14.

‡

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Des ign, pg 35, on userfriendliness.

17 StackOverflow is a popular

question and answer site for
programmer and one of my
greatest teachers.

I’m shocked to hear that you don’t have a formal programming background. I just assumed you did. You’re making software kits — I don’t
know how to do that.

Yeah, I don’t know how to do it either. I don’t know any coding.
I don’t know any programming languages. I couldn’t
is a hypermedia
write anything from scratch if you put a gun to my head. 14 Hypercard
system created by Apple in
1987, predating the World
Family Maker was created in SuperCard, which is an
Wide Web. “Hypermedia”
independently-developed update of HyperCard.14 It’s
works the same way as a
hyperlink but is graphics- and
just about painting windows and UI elements. There’s
media-based rather than texta proprietary scripting language that helps, called
based. Anytime you click an
image link, you’re technically
SuperTalk, which is almost natural language15 so I
interacting with a piece of
learned it pretty fast, but I always had really little
hypermedia rather than a
hyperlink, but only the hardpatience for trying to learn, at least the way that it’s
core hair-splitters will insist
been taught.
on the difference. When com-

↑ Ryan Kuo, Volumes (2018–19).

Commissioned by Queens Museum.
The site expresses and attempts
to contain anxieties around being
framed by institutions with the use
of tables to index its materials.
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An algorithm continually garbles
the grid below, disregarding information hierachies and often displaying fragments, half-truths,
and untruths.

puters were almost entirely
text-based, Hypercard was
revolutionary for its index
card-like interface that let
users visually “stack” cards
populated with interactive
content (data) like images,
checkboxes, buttons, etc. to
create navigational pathways.
15 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,

I want to go back to what you were saying about open and closed
systems in terms of games. How would you define a game? I ask
because for me, a game requires human input. But I really enjoy that
you call some of your non-user input pieces “games.”

↑ Ryan Kuo, Alibi (2019). Taking

the show’s curatorial statement
(which was written as a murder
mystery), Alibi creates a web

dossier that revises and rearranges
itself as the viewer digs up passages in search of clues, getting
lost in a maze of their own making.

pg 26, footnote 25, on natural
language.
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I guess I’m less interested in what a game is in terms of openclosed systems, or the role of human input. My definition of a
game is probably as broad as what the Surrealists might have
considered a game. It’s a kind of idle pursuit, or a perverse kind
of fascination. I think that links to a personal investment in
unstructured play. I’m really interested in play as it relates to
feelings of boredom or self-loathing, or just … emptiness. That
has to do with what it was like growing up in a really small town
in a big house as an only child in the woods of West Virginia. Just
violence, playing with boys and killing animals, doing things like
that. There’s a lot of investment in play as a meaningful
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pursuit for 21st-century productivity and self-edifica- 18 See
pg 30, footnote 41 on neo
18
tion, which is just, frankly, neoliberal.
liberalism.

I guess what anyone’s trying to get out of having a player or user input
is to have something reacting, or something happening in real time.

Yeah. I want to touch on user input as “agency.” You know, I’m
always the first — and sometimes the only — imagined audience
for my works. I’m always designing or writing or scripting with
myself in mind, and it’s to feed the process that I’m in, in the
moment of scripting of that thing. With Family Maker, I didn’t
come in with a predefined system or idea of how it would work.
I just connected the different windows together as I was thinking
about inventing them. Then I would go back and script some
more. It’s a layering process.

I think most games now are based on various ways of considering rule sets and thinking about the player’s position in those
rule sets and what it might mean. That’s fine, I like a lot of that
stuff. But as for play in my work and my process, when I work in
the studio, I’m interested in getting transfixed by something and sucked into something. One thing leads to
another, and that, to me, is playing. That’s playing at
something. That’s playing with something. It doesn’t
have to be consistent. Like Calvinball, where the rules
are made up as you go along.

You make up the rules; you change the rules as you see fit —
to serve you, or you serve the rules.
When you’re working at that level, you can adjust a rule and see
what changed structurally and what cascaded from there. Maybe
something results from that.
If I think about a game designer, I would want to be able to play
not with the game but with the designer. With the stuff I’ve made,
maybe I’ve called them games accidentally in the past. They’re
made with game engines, but I don’t know if I’d consider it a
“game” that the computer plays with itself. Because the computer
isn’t trying to do anything. It’s not thinking about anything. It’s
not feeling anything. It’s just an event that keeps coming on. It’s
happening in real time, and that’s what’s important to me about
having these real-time generated game engine pieces — that
they’re happening at that moment.

↑ An instance of Calvinball played by the

game’s inventors, Calvin and Hobbes, from
Bill Waterson’s eponymous comic.
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19

With game engines, I’m interested in just not having user input
lately. The more secondary reason is that I started out as a photographer: I’m interested in working with camera angles,
sequences, and timing, so not having user input is a way to isolate
that stuff. But more importantly, I feel like the tools in game
engines are just there to drop a player in, and there’s too much
framing already. There’s too much prefiguring of what this experience is meant to do. Like, this is meant to be the avatar, and this
avatar’s meant to look around, and when you click the avatar, it’s
supposed to do something — usually shoot something. I don’t
like those assumptions.19 So cutting the player out is a way of
seeing more clearly, getting closer to the material I’m
See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 19, on assumptions.
working with.

I like video games, but there’s an attention span consideration. I
think about the attention economy20 and what people are being
made to attend to in an experience of a digital work. I’ve always
had very little patience for games. The general wisdom
20 “Attention economy” refers to
an economic approach to
is that when we were kids, we had time to play games
information that treats human
all
day and get really good at them. But even as a kid with
attention as a scarce commodity. The term was coined by
a lot of time, I just didn’t feel like it. So now, I don’t want
psychologist and economist,
to assume that someone’s going to sit and dig through
Herbert A. Simon, who posited
that attention was the “bottlethis virtual maze, or whatever it is I made up. With my
neck of human thought.” The
UI-based
pieces — I don’t have any UX background
explosion of information on
the Internet has pushed webeither, sometimes people assume that I’m a UX designer
sites and digital services to
or something — I’m thinking in very light and very dumb
compete more and more vigorously at capturing the eye of
terms. Like, okay. If they were me interacting with this
each user using customized
work
(and I think a lot of people are like me when they
(ad) experiences, novel interactions, or sensationalized
go into a gallery setting), and they see where to click,
headlines.†
they don’t fucking feel like it. They don’t want to click
through. If there’s a 50/50 chance they actually do click,
† See Documentation/Viral/
Vulnerable, pg 274; and Hot
then whatever comes next has to be as obvious or comTake Game Lab, pg 196.
pelling as it can possibly be.
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21

That actually segues nicely into my user experience question. You
mentioned that you think of users as fundamentally lazy and bored,
and of play as coming out of self-loathing or emptiness. It’s a very
interesting take on approaches to interaction or experience design.
The camp of experience design thinking reinforced by Silicon Valley
is “don’t make me think,”21 which I personally hate. But being lazy or
bored or self-loathing is different from being dumb. You do write in
poetic ways, and people tend to get turned off by anything that isn’t
plain language. How do you get people to continue engaging,
See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
to the point that they might get any of the things you’ve put
pg 28, on “Don’t Make Me
into your work?
Think.”

I don’t really have a neat response to that. I’m guessing the Silicon
Valley model, to some extent, is tying an ideology or a value
system about human nature to this idea that people are dumb.
And that’s where I turn off because who are you to claim that this
is how people are, and therefore, that’s how they should be
attended to?

It’s objectively patronizing that those systems are built with
that idea of a user in mind.
22

But of course, I’m responding to that practice, insofar as I’ve
internalized it as a lifelong user. Maybe what complicates what
I said previously is that there’s an element of sarcasm or embedded resentment in the way that I’ve taken up that
22 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 20, footnote 4.
approach to user experience. So that’s one thing.
Another thing is that I’m thinking less in terms of what people
need or what people are like than in terms of temporality and
velocity. I’m usually thinking about sequencing: how a nonlinear
system can be a bunch of sequences that keeps filling out. So
when I think about how the next click has to make something
really cool spring out, it’s not so much about value or meaning.
It’s more about how quickly things are happening.

↑ Ryan Kuo, File (2016–).

Accompanied by File: A Primer
and File: A User's Manual.
File is an evolving piece of technical documentation on itself and
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is inspired by agile methodologies—a software development practice where developers continuously
work in collaboration with end
users to discover requirements
and solutions.

The work begins as a discussion on
the contingency of digital files
and grows into a cipher for the
artist-worker.

CTRL_SHIFT/PROGRAM

For example, with my Keynote video File: A Primer, the really
important thing — the material thing — is the frame rate. The
60fps23 animation of Keynote software is what makes that slideshow what it is. It wouldn’t work if I exported the file as a 24fps
video. I had to do a screen recording of the Keynote software
while previewing it live. I’ve previously talked about the seamlessness of slideshow softwares and interfaces, and
23 “Frames-per-second.” Frame
when I talk about seamlessness, I’m really talking about
rate is the rate at which a video
material register. 60fps is just more slippery and fluid
device produces images. 60fps
is the frame rate in browsers;
than 24fps, so it’s going to feel that way. And I wanted it
a slower framerate is what we
to feel that way because we have embodied memories
are perceiving when we experience lag.
and knowledge and familiarity with what that kind of

w/Ryan Kuo
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frame rate connotes.24 I’m trying to trigger a shared collective white collar or bourgeois unconscious that’s been
shaped by a couple decades of graphical user interfaces25
and working in offices and PowerPoint.

24 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,

pg 41, on collective faculty as
users.
25 Or, “GUIs.” See Program/

Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 23, footnote 16, sub-footnote †.

Going back to the poetry thing, with the File video, that writing
is very understated. I’m not coming out and saying, “this is the
problem with white people.”
[laughter]

That writing is maybe two layers removed, and each of those
layers has one or two other readings attached to it.26 I had to write
that way for that work because the visuals were so like,
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
“ffff — [rapid waving gesture].” I had to embed the words 26 See
pg 27 and 33, on the necessity of
with a lot to liberate.
abstraction in writing.
I was recently talking to a curator about showing that work in a
show, and she’s fine with it, but she just doesn’t get it. [laughter]
Whatever is accessible in that work, or whatever is immediate
about it, is happening on a material register or a temporal register.
But it could also completely fly over someone’s head. So it’s maybe
a deeper question: how much do I care about being understood?

How much am I trying to provoke someone into thinking
that they can or cannot understand me?
27

With what’s coming out of my mouth? When I write?

27 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,

pg 35, on “riding the razor’s
edge” between user-friendliness and user-hostility.

I want to talk a little more candidly about that question of caring about
being understood. And I say “more candidly” because it’s a fundamental problem I’ve always had with my work, across every medium
I’ve worked in. The biggest criticism I’ve gotten from people is that it’s
inaccessible. Or that even when I explain it, they’re like, “there’s no
way I could have gotten that because there’s so much going on, and
I need to know so much, and I need to sit through the whole thing or
interact with the whole thing to get everything.”

Well first of all, why is that a problem? Why is having to interact
with the whole thing a problem?

[laughter] Obviously I agree. But at the same time, my knee-jerk reaction is to be like, “well fine, you don’t have to get everything.” The way
I’ve compartmentalized it for myself since undergrad is to
28 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 25, on “ease of use.” I’m
include levels of access for folks depending on how long
aware that I’m damning myself
they want to engage with the work.28 This was back in 2011 or
by associating my methods
with such.
2012, so I was making physicalized meme29 sculptures that
were essentially toys. And I would see professors coming
29 Coined by evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins in 1976,
into the gallery with their kids, and their kids would play with
the term “meme” describes a
these toys, and I was like, “alright, that’s the first level of
unit for carrying cultural
ideas, symbols, or practices
access, and I’m okay with that.” And then I’d ask
that can be transmitted from
myself, “what’s the next level of access? Is it someone mind to another through
imitable channels such as
one
reading the wall text? Is it someone actually
speech, writing, or gestures.
poking around in the screen-based bits?” From
Memes are like genes in that
they self-replicate, mutate,
there, I’d determine what people might get at difand evolve. I (and probably
ferent junctures and whether I was okay with that
most of us) use the term to
refer to Internet memes,
being the end of the narrative.
which share many aspects of
the base definition but are
s p e c i f i c a l ly t ra n s m i t te d
through online channels (e.g.
social media), largely for
humoro us purposes. Sup
porters of the concept regard
memes as cultural analogues
to genes in that they self-replicate, mutate, and respond to
selective pressures.

But now I’m at a place where I feel I don’t necessarily have to concede
these things. I could demand that this is the way I want to present my
work and not care whether someone has levels of access that are
easier in the beginning. Or I can devote my energy to being much
more “kind” and handhold-y all the way through.
To get back to File, you said you had to write at a level of remove for
that work, but I would argue that a lot of the writing in your pieces is
never quite outright about whiteness. I think it was OK. that had the
Chinese translation? I really liked what you said in your interview with
Tommy Martinez30 about the feeling of being talked at rather than
engaged with being something that can be easily translated.

The experiencing of white interaction is more translatable
than a didactic explanation of what whiteness is and does.

31

30 Wrong attribution. The line in

question is from Ryan’s interview with Wendy Chun, cited
in footnote 2 of this chapter.
31 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,

↗ An in-progress shot of one of

my undergrad meme sculpture-toys,
accompanied by the 2011 disco chicken
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pg 43, on techne and the distinction between didactic
explanation versus working
with experience as tool.

meme it was meant to translate (yes,
I am embarrassed to include it here).
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Is there an experience that you’re encoding, or an emotional
overlay coming from your positionality, that makes your work
more accessible for people who have experienced that
anger and less for those trying to parse your work from an
outsider or critical view?
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Really, I don’t even think of it in terms of my work. Everybody
just knows. For example, when I’m talking to a few others at work
and there’s somehow no one white in the room, everyone knows.
You can catch each other’s reference point. Anyone who’s not
white will see that script, and they’ll get it in one second. I’m
happy to have that experience in my life because it validates that
it’s not just me. Far from it, actually. It’s so common, so blatantly
there that we all instantly recognize what it is.
On the flipside, the misunderstandings can run so deep. The
interview I did with BOMB Magazine32 was actually conducted
by a really good friend of mine, who is white. He initially misconstrued — I think unconsciously — the entire point
32 “Alien and Sedition: Ryan Kuo
of that piece. He said something like, “Why do I need
Interviewed by Kent Szlauder
my whiteness simulated for me?,” and my response was,
bach,” BOMB Magazine, 18 July
2018.
“It’s not for you!”
[laughter]

How deliberately am I speaking to those people at the same time?
More like, have you noticed that split in how people engage with your
work? Whether it’s curators or visitors seeing your work in galleries.

Well, I would like to have more interactions with curators in general. I feel like I’m in a vacuum here, despite maybe all appearances to the contrary.
[laughter]

“It’s not for you, it’s for me!” [laughter] But I’m just saying, if the
misunderstandings start there, there’s no helping it. As far as
being understood, when you talk about hand-holding and helping people with work, I’m more and more feeling like this is the
same as when white people ask you to explain yourself and your
position.33 Obviously, art is there to be encountered and to share
experience, so it’s not like I’m saying “fuck you if you don’t get
it.” But I do think that

When people make a point of saying — maybe in a pedagogical
setting, and the way I’ve been told — “you need to activate
the work for me,” or “I have to go through this whole thing?,”
they’re making themselves really dumb. They’re formalizing
their own dumbness.
33 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,

You said a lot that I wanted to respond to. With OK., for example,
that’s probably the most direct that I’ve been. I’m not trying to be
direct in general, but that work wasn’t good until my partner
pointed out that something was missing. So I was like, “fuck it, I’ll
just say it.” I just said it, and that window is just me saying it for
the whites in the room. And that was the best part of that work.

pg 31, footnote 43 on the
demands placed on people of
color to make themselves legible to whiteness.

↖ Cheat sheet for Ryan Kuo,

And often, the dumbness and the whiteness go hand in
hand. I don’t know if it’s always necessarily about whiteness, but with cases like this curator who doesn’t get
Primer, it can’t be helped.

OK. (2016). OK. is “a procedural
whiteness simulator that prompts
the user to generate a white
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monologue” (Kuo). The work is
packaged in a software box with
the depicted cheat sheet included.
The physical printout—a single

sheet of paper—acts as a tactile
manifestation of the ideological
thinness of whiteness.
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I guess if I’m thinking about myself as the first audience of my
work, I have no desire to think about how to step people through
these ideas more methodically or carefully because it feels like
I’m dumbing it down for myself. It feels like I’m actually lowering
my own standard or lowering the bar for what can be understood.
When I can go into a room full of Asian people and everyone gets
what I mean about the white guy or whatever, if everyone can
just get it, why should I take any more time than that? Why can’t
it be instant, and why can’t you go there immediately and start
from there?
That’s something that comes up during student crits, especially for
international students or students of color who are doing work based
on their own cultures or associations. Of course we’re all pulling from
our own personal experiences to make work, but if we have 10 minutes
of crit time, we spend eight of them trying to explain that standpoint
to the room with two minutes left for feedback on the work itself.
Versus the fully American white kid who can assume everyone has a
shared base of knowledge and can go straight to some of the more
interesting or personal aspects.

Assuming the user of a work is a normative white person is less
what I’m doing with “designing for dumb people.” That’s just the
bone I’m throwing, and if they can catch that bone, we’ll proceed.
I got this feedback on a fellowship application: They thought my
work was really well-documented and the practice was polished,
and they were really into it. They said they found it to be a “slow
burn,” that they got more into it as they spent more time with it.
That’s really pleasing to me because I actually like spending time
with my work. The more time you spend playing, the more things
come up. So if someone is actually doing that, and they’re getting
that much out of the work, that’s great. But the feedback also
recommended that — for the sake of an application — I jump to
the more instantly compelling stuff first. There’s an acknowledged contradiction there that they didn’t have the answer for.
So you know, the reason I have an Asian therapist now is because
I don’t want to spend half my therapy session explaining cultural
stuff to him. I would rather have him tell me, “what you just
talked about is very common.” That’s actually where I want to be.
I don’t want to spend my time normalizing what I’m doing for
someone else; I want an audience to bring me to a place.
The reason why I keep pushing on questions of audience or how you
make sure people understand might be because of my own overt or
covert experiences with racism. I can’t imagine growing up in West
Virginia because I grew up in LA’s Koreatown, which is the largest
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↑ Still from Ryan Kuo, File: A Primer (2018).

Made using Keynote’s built-in tools for
automating digital presentations, the video
instructs the user on attaining whiteness.

w/Ryan Kuo
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concentration of Koreans outside Korea. So my experiences
of racism were less overt and had everything to do with learning how to talk to white people. The way I experienced racism
as a kid was in the way that I, as a nine-year old, was expected
to talk for my parents in banks or whatever because I knew
more English. I didn’t feel violence so much as the subtle
weirdness of it. Like, “this doesn’t seem normal.” My experience of racism started from a place of language, with language being the way I interfaced with non-Asian people and
language being the big model minority way of having access
into certain spaces.
And you know, code-switching is something I still do now when I talk
or write. But as I’m saying all of this out loud, I’m realizing that, yeah,
of course I’m going to feel more pressure to be understood or to write
in a way that is understandable to a general white-assumed “user.” If
I’m trying to integrate into these structures or work with them, then I
must be legible to them in these ways.

There’s something refreshing about seeing your pieces and getting
that tone. I said in my first email that I really like the tone of your work
and the emotional valences that you integrate into these almost sterile interfaces. Recognizing the sarcasm and anger or even bitterness
that inflects the literal text in front of me really draws me to your work.
Would you say that you generally start from that emotional space?
Like, say, the feeling of wanting to punch up at whiteness for your
pieces that deal with whiteness.

As someone who started as a photographer, I always found it
difficult to locate material to work with. I’ve made jokes about
how l’m not good at physical reality, but I realized the other day
that I’m really good at cooking, so that’s not true. But I don’t make
objects, and I’m not an illustrator. So how do I make visual things
that can be in a room?

I mean, I have the same model minority conditioning. I’ve taken it
with me everywhere, so I totally get what you’re saying. People
said the mask was off during the Trump years, but for many people
in this gigantic country, there was never a mask. Growing
up in Whitetown, USA, racism was like going outside and 34 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 30, on the dangers of transthe air was bad. If I was visible, there were problems.34 So
parency for those outside of
I have no illusions about whiteness in America.
power.
As for the extent to which that shapes my relationship with Asian
assimilation culture, I’m hyper-ambivalent about it, so the least I
can do is be sarcastic about it. I can probably do a lot more, but at
the very least, I can have thinly-veiled sarcasm.
I’m aware that I’m working with white tools in a white way, and
I hope that people understand — well, many people don’t understand — that there’s a layer between me and what I’m presenting.35 A lot of white UX people really like some of the white UX
work that I’ve made, and I don’t know if they get that it’s
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
a mockery of them. I’m making a white minstrel show. 35 See
pg 33 onwards, on the utility
Maybe that’s a stretch, but you know what I’m saying.
of abstraction.

↑ A photo of business signage in

Koreatown, Los Angeles. I found it
through a Google search and recognized the building; it’s a couple
of blocks away from where my family
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lived in the late 2000s. Koreatown
is about three square miles of
neighborhood where outdoor text
is as likely to be in Hangul as it
is in English.

↗ Spreads from Kill Screen #3: The

Intimacy Issue, edited by Ryan Kuo
and Chris Dahlen. Published January
1, 2011.
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The other day, I was looking at some of my old video game
reviews, and I was like, “oh, this is about whiteness.” I thought I
was complaining about things like how people talk about games,
but no, I was actually complaining about whiteness.
I’ve come around to the notion that whiteness is one of the key
materials that I have to work with, but it’s immaterial and very
slippery and you’re constantly wanting to get away from it. In
order to lock it down, I often have to feel angry. When I’m angry,
that means my body is responding to something, which means
that there’s something material happening. If I’m not angry and
I’m trying to talk about whiteness or whatever, it’s just academic.
Didactic. It’s not going to be very good, and it’s just going to be
saying stuff for the critical race theory people in the room. That’s
not what whiteness is for me. I have to make work; it has to feel
like I’m actually working on something and through something.

w/Ryan Kuo
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So usually, I’m super pissed about something, and then I’m able
to direct that anger at a certain medium or format or set of ideas.
One of the projects I’m working on this year is about one of the
amendments in the Bill of Rights. I’m really burrowing into it
and getting into a kind of legal critique about the word- 36 Citation provided by Ryan
Kuo: Harris, Cheryl I., “White
ing and how it has to do with whiteness as property
ness as Property.” Harvard
36
and white expectation. But it’s always some configuLaw Review, Vol. 106, No. 8, p.
1707, 1993, UCLA School of
ration of signs and signposts, pieces or scraps of eviLaw Research Paper No.
dence that point to whiteness that I can triangulate
06-35, https://ssrn.com/
whiteness out of.
abstract=927850.

The Bill of Rights or databases or dry things like that tend to be
sites with a lot in them. It’s not that I’m projecting my emotions
onto those surfaces; it’s more that I’m trying to draw out the
things, qualities, or tendencies in these formats that would be
angering for people once they see how much they overlap with
more obvious things, like the white guy in the room. I’ve had
white people encounter some of my more obviously boring or
apparently boring pieces and be really turned off, like “I’m not
into that.” And I’m like, of course you’re not. I look at this really
boring piece, and I look at you, and I see the same thing.

There’s some relationship between the sterility of my mediums
and the level of my emotional response. With Family Maker, it
had to be really cold because there’s a lot of feeling there; the coldness lets me bring up that
feeling indirectly because it’s cold. I’m doing
another small project about databases37 (I work
in a database company) that thinks about a
database and the assumptions that go into
architecting the database.38

[laughter] Nice.

The database is one of the pillars of modern
society, of capitalism, of transactions. All these
assumptions around what it means to be among others and share
things with others go into this dry, seemingly innocuous, almost
actively boring thing.
37 Forthcoming 2022 in DATA

browser 08: Indexing Imaginar
ies, published by Open Hu
manities Press: http://databrowser.net/db08.html. From
the site: “The DATA browser
book series explores new
thinking and practice at the
intersection of contemporary
art, digital culture and politics.
The series takes theory or criticism not as a fixed set of tools
or practices, but rather as an
evolving chain of ideas that
recognise the conditions of
their own making.”

38 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,

pg 19, footnote 3, on how programs are built on assumptions.

↑ One of Facebook’s many server

farms. A server farm is a collection of computer servers, usually
maintained by organizations to
provide functionality far beyond
the capability of a single machine,
i.e. my Macbook can act as a
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server, but I definitely can’t
run Facebook from it. Server farms
are a requirement to manage massive
databases, which begs the questions: what’s in the data? And
who’s architecting the way it’s
handled?

Regarding seeing dryness and sterility as a sign that there might be
something to deal with in there — that segues into another one of my
initial questions. In your Art in America interview with Wendy Chun,
you also talked about starting work from a place of
complaint: “It’s often a complaint about the preponderance of rules that want to go unsaid but are overbearing, imposed, and not working. There’s a hole
somewhere in these rule structures; I want to occupy
that hole.” Reading that gave me the image of — is it
compressor foam? There’s this kind of foam that
starts out liquid but expands when exposed to air.

If you’re trying to break apart a structure, all you need
to do is find a tiny crack, put the liquid foam in there, and
when it expands, it pushes everything outwards until the
structure breaks.
We were talking about model minority stuff a little
bit ago, and I can’t help but think: there’s your
approach to, say, the Bill of Rights, where you get
really into it and break it apart by dealing what’s
already in there and what’s missing and the void
that’s left, and then there’s the experience that I was talking about, of
being a model minority and going into something but to integrate into
it. When I said I approached racist structures with language, it was
that I saw a place where I could be, but only in this way. How do you
work inside these white structures without getting lost in them?

↗ I was way off. It’s not “compressor foam,”

it’s “demolition grout,” and it expands with
water, not air. The images are of Dexpan™
brand demolition grout in package and use.
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↖↑ Screenshots of Ryan Kuo’s

Family Maker (2017–2018). A Mac
application that helps the user
navigate family dynamics that may
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or may not be familiar. Designed as
a “puzzle box,” the user unlocks
and explores various configurations
of familial relating. According to

Kuo, the work “has been conceived... as a poetic support that
can give form to the unnameable.”
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It feels like it could be a personal question as well as an artistic
one. Do you mean in both ways or — ?
Yeah, in both ways I guess, because it’s expected that those two
things are indivisible for artists of color. From an art-making stand
point, I was really hesitant about dealing with race for a very long time,
and it was only in 2016 that I first started making work having to do
with racialized experience. It was still heavily encoded — like, it was
sci-fi shit — but I showed a piece at OUTLET Gallery in Brooklyn, and
the response I got from the people of color who saw it … it was the first
time that I’d heard from anyone that they immediately understood
my work.
And that was cool, but at the same time, that was still in a white box.
The only way that I could have encountered this audience of people
of color who could relate and who got something out of it was through
this white box channel. And from a more general standpoint,
39 Codify Art is a Brooklyn-based
I work with a collective called Codify Art,39 and some of our
artist collective I co-founded
in 2014 with Jarrett Key, Jon
impetus for forming that collective was a recognition that
Key, Liz Morgan, and Leandro
we were super pedigreed. We’re all people of color, but we
Zaneti. Our mission is to create, produce, showcase, and
all went to Ivy League schools. So we’re going to use that
support work by artists of
power to get inside white institutions and open the door for
color, particularly queer, trans,
and women artists of color. To
other people.

I’m also pretty aware that in the high-functioning part of my life,
like the professional or institutional side, I’m manipulating not
just language but my own body to make myself more legible and
approachable to white people and white institutions and white
expectations.

When we talk about the model minority, I think of it as an act
of modeling, like modeling a character.
40

If the white people who invented the term think it means you’re a
model example of a minority, I tend to assume that means
40 On pg 33 of Program/Tech(ne)
cal Design, I say my practice is
I’m a minority modeling white people. It’s a great kind of
predicated on modeling. I
privilege actually, being able to “model” a people. I was at
transcribed this conversation
after I’d written that portion of
this conference called Where Are the Black Designers, and
the essay and was pleasantly
Antoinette Carroll said something like, “it’d be great to
surprised to find the language
of modeling already in play
stop having to read white people’s minds all the time.”
here, deployed in a context
That
resonated because I was like, “oh yeah! What we do,
that adds an additional layer
to my meaning.
day in and day out, is read white people’s minds.”
So if I’m doing it, if I’m in there manipulating and using those
tools, in an art context I’m always doing so demonstrably. I’m
saying, look, I can do this [whiteness]. Maybe I can do this better
than you can. I can do this better than you can, not because I have
your expertise, but because I understand what’s under this. I
understand why this is here, what drives the need to have this.
That to me is a better knowledge than white expertise. If you
consider white expertise to just be more material, you can appropriate it and see where it comes from, what’s underneath it.

this end, we’ve curated exhibitions, conducted workshops,
organized community events,
distributed small grants, published zines, and run supply
drives. Our success in infiltrating white institutions to
accomplish the above can be
measured by our CV.

I grew up playing classical piano (of course), and I was actually
very serious about it. Maybe for a lot of East Asians, it stops at
“great, you can play these masterworks and get into Harvard or
whatever.”

But I always thought that was a tricky gray area to be in because the
temptation to leverage that for yourself is strong. Once you’re in it
and you’re experiencing it, you start thinking you can have those
things. I think it might be less of a problem for you, so maybe this is
just me doing therapy, but that’s something that did stick out to me
in your approach — the way you see this whiteness and this sterility,
and then you’re like, “I’m going to go in there.”

The one line answer is that I have a constant fight-or-flight
instinct that has to do with where I grew up. I’m very aware that
I don’t like those spaces, so there’s that. But I also don’t think I’m
going deep into the center of the hole and staying there. What I
meant by sarcasm is that there’s always a built-in distancing. I’m
trying to think about where that distance or buffer comes from.
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[laughter]

41

But for me, it’s like my relationship to English. I can play piano
better than you. I understand Beethoven better than you. I can
play Bach better than you. I can speak English better than you. If
you’re trying to argue with me, I will turn over that stone and
find three other stones under it, and then I’ll turn over those
stones, and so forth. There’s an inherent threat in being
See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
able to use those tools so well and being aware that we
pg 43, on the co-opting of
tools for sabotage.
can always deploy those tools.41

w/Ryan Kuo
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I was on a lot of Internet forums when I was 17 or whatever.
People would try to argue with me, and I would just be like, “no, I
know what you’re going to say before you say it, so let 42 “Own” is gamer/leet† slang for
me just say it for you.” And I would just say what they
the utter domination of a
player (rather than simply winwere going to say, and it would kill off whatever they
ning) and is used more generwere going to try to own42 me
ally on Internet forums to refer
to the sound defeat of the other
with. It’s that kind of impulse.
party in an argument.‡
†

See Documentation/Phrak
tur Leet, pg 95, footnote 1.

‡

In Metaphors We Live By,
cited in Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 37, footnote
68, the authors write on
the conception of argument as combat.

That’s real. I love weaponizing language,43 especially knowing that
we’re good at it for these reasons of necessity. Sorry, by the
43 Language and text manipulation can be found in the followway, that this turned into me picking at really personal shit
ing works in Documentation/
about feelings and race and all that.
Geocitis (pg 86), Machine in the
Ghost (pg 160), Ghostwriter (pg
168), Magnetic Flux (pg 250),
Viral/Vulnerable (pg 274),
Censor, Cipher, Cede & Seize (pg
348), and One-Time (Key)Pad
(pg 380).

Oh no, it’s all good. It’s all connected.
Okay, last thing. I do want to talk about Kobo Abe. Which books of his
have you read?

The Box Man was the first one … no wait, Inter Ice Age 4 was the
first one. I was barely able to get through that. And then The Face
of Another, and then Woman in the Dunes. I learned about [Inter
Ice Age 4] from a Japanese Professor of American Literature,
Takayuki Tatsumi, who wrote a series of essays called Full Metal
Apache. He writes about various kinds of science fiction and film,
so if you’re interested in sci-fi, he’s a great resource.
My interest in Kobo Abe comes from being someone who
approaches literature with an analytical bent (maybe as a
Modernist reading habit). I’m trying to see what they’re doing

↑ I was trying to find a good

example of the kind of arguing that
happens on Internet forums and
stumbled upon a Wikihow article,
titled “How to Avoid a Flame War.”
Wikihow somehow manages to be the
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pinnacle of online humor by accident, as evidenced by this clearly
fake example of flaming (the act
of posting insults, which almost
always include profanity).

↗ Book covers for The Box Man,

Inter Ice Age 4, The Face of
Another, and Woman in the Dunes.
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with the form, or as part of their engagement with the form. With
Kobo, that’s the subject. Translation is probably really important
here44 because in Japanese, you don’t necessarily state the subject of the sentence. My experience of the English translation of
The Box Man was starting from an understanding that a subject
44 I don’t speak directly on
is here, and I’m reading from this subject position, and
translation much for how
there’s
a box, and there’s a kind of mediation happening
often I’ve used the word to
between the inside and the outside. But as I’m reading,
describe my work in the past.
However, in its use here for
that differentiation gets continuously complicated.
Japanese to English and in the
context of Program/Tech(ne)
cal Design, translation can be
seen as modeling. Translation
rarely creates a one-to-one
relationship between source
and destination, and a good
translation will break structural accuracy to better communicate meaning. A translation is not the thing itself — à
la my definition of “model”
(Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 33) — which is the characteristic that allows for understanding.

Going back to what I was saying about closed systems, there can
be a hard limit, but even just looking in different ways
45 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
at
the same wall or barrier or line between two states
pg 39, on the power of reconfiguration.
can make you read it differently.45
In Woman in the Dunes, there’s a moment where Kobo alludes to
a different kind of experience than the one embodied by the box
man, or what Kobo is imparting to the reader of The Box Man. The
protagonist is running through different possibilities
46 A decision tree has a flowchart
structure and is used to map
for how he might get out of the sand pit — should he
possible choices and their conmake a break for it? Should he not? What if he stays
sequences, costs, and utilities.
In role-playing games (for
another day? It’s like a decision tree in modern role playexamples, see Manual, pg 291,
ing games.46 He eventually settles on the possibility of
Dungeons & Dragons for tabletop or Manual, pg 299, Kingdom
being wrong but trying to escape anyway. As he’s stepHearts for videogame), a deciping
up the ladder, it collapses, and he sinks into the
sion tree is when a player is
presented with multiple
sand. He finds himself buried in the sand, and the sand’s
options, often in the form of
running through his fingers, and there are infinite
dialogue, with their choice
affecting the outcome of the
grains of sand just running through his fingers — and
story. See README/Notes on
that for me was really poignant. Because Kobo is talking
Reading (for a Reader), pg 11,
for the use of decision trees in
about a kind of unaccountability of experience. What the
this book.
protagonist is experiencing is in excess of what he can
47 We often defer to computation
understand or what he can calculate.47
to process excess of information, but not all unaccountable
experiences can be computed
into understanding. See
Documentation/Cli-Fi Chimera
Lab, pg 360.

w/Ryan Kuo
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So I think of The Box Man, and this is also the case with Alain
Robbe-Grillet, but there’s a playful way of sketching out an objectively geometric layout, only to leave some piece out of the puzzle.
You can only revolve around it and try to imagine what might be
in that hole.
I like feeling that something is just — [sigh]. It goes back to what
I was saying about being lazy, but I like feeling like I can’t master
this thing.

I don’t want to be a master of this thing. It’s not that it’s mastering
me; it’s that there’s no master.
It’s always going to be continually escaping me. In summary,
that’s what I’m trying to do
with my work.

Maybe it’s a wordplay thing, but people objectify me based on
what they think I am, which is based on what I looked like. But
those projections don’t continue into the expectations they have
for what I’m thinking or feeling unless they’re subjecting me to
different [conditions]. I know I’m caught in these enmeshed structures, but the person that I think I am can only materialize in these
fleeting moments when I’m responding in certain ways or resisting in certain ways.
So not having a fixed subject and object relationship to the world
is pretty important to me. I like when people understand that
that’s actually something to be questioned or not assumed at all.
What I don’t like is when it’s overtly assumed. That’s what I don’t
like about first-person game engine cameras, or — you’d
48 In my initial email to Ryan, I
mentioned benevolence48 — about white technologists
had described my thesis as it
who are brutally assuming benevolence in the work they
was in December 2019: an
inquiry into “Benware,” which
make. They assume that they’re good and that they’re
means “benignant or benevodoing good, that they’re “the good guys” or whatever.
lent software.” The essay written in March 2020 in which I’d
Like the word “malware.” If there’s a thing called “malarrived at Benware is included
ware,” it must come from a culture where there’s an
in this book as Appendix/The
Spectre of Computation, pg 413.
assumed goodness. There’s a lot under that assumption.
In the writing I was doing when I got to the idea of Benware — benignant or benevolent software — I was talking about malware and how
malice is relational. Malware is called “MALware” because it assumes
malicious intent, and it’s implied that the harm is to the user. But if
malice is relational, then malware is also relational and therefore, subjective. Malice or harm can be reversed or overturned or redirected
in some way.

[laughter] Ta-da!

I was reading a lot of phenomenology at the time, stuff that’s very
much about subject-object positions. I often think about myself
as an object taking up space or moving through a system, or I see
myself as objectified.

↑ In Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, I

wrote that “the power differential
integral to a computer’s operation
persists within its structures,
logics, and vocabularies” (pg 23).
This diagram depicts an approach to
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database organization called
“master-slave architecture.”
“Master” and “slave” are common
terms in computing, which essentially makes my argument for me.
The New York Times recently pub-

The last thing I want to ask — I was gonna ask you a different last thing,
but this is probably better — is about a line in your Rhizome interview.
You were talking about how your foundations were in music and video,
so once you understand how the basic actions of a program can let
you develop a sequence, you’re into it. But you follow up with, “At the
same time, I’m struck by how arbitrary and slightly desperate it feels
when a software program is trying to empower you. The operations
are so removed from the creation.”

lished an article on the fight to
replace this terminology: https://
www.nytimes.com/2021/04/13/technology/racist-computer-engineering-terms-ietf.html.
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Benware came out of a recognition that I can’t do a lot of stuff with
only 1.5 years of coding knowledge, which means only 1.5 years of
having any chance of understanding computational structures.49 But
at the same time, I was trying to figure out how to combat “don’t make
me think” with experiences and interfaces that are just
49 As I mentioned in footnote 40,
this interview was conducted
annoying enough to force you to think about what’s actually
before I arrived at modeling
happening without making you go away. If this experience
(Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 33), which argues against
is supposed to be a tool for thought, it’s supposed to be
considering coding knowledge
“empowering” to the user, insofar as it reveals the underlying
to be the prerequisite for
understanding computational
network structures that we’re stuck in by virtue of being a
structures. I recommend that
user of a computer or the Internet.
framework over this one.
What did you mean by “arbitrary and slightly desperate?” I’m not
saying [with mock-defensiveness], “What do you mean ‘arbitrary and
slightly desperate’?” I’m genuinely curious about the feeling you get
when you encounter a software that’s trying to empower.

I can’t remember exactly what platform or a software I was thinking about when I said that, but I could have been thinking about
something like NewHive,50 which is supposed to be a really
empowering tool for artists. It’s “empowering” because you open
it up and it gives you this palette of tools, and you can just use
them to do artistic stuff. It’s spoon-feeding, patronizing because
I can immediately see the limits. It’s like giving an adult a Lego
set and saying that you can create anything with this.

When I think about empowerment in software, it’s usually
that it’s directly tied to a certain feature set resulting from
a commercial software product development process.
So when I see a specific toolset with a specific cursor that does a
specific thing in the name of empowerment, I find that to be
desperate. People really want you to
50 NewHive was a publishing
use this thing. They want you to trust
platform and social network
geared towards artistic prothem, trust that it’s good for you, and
duction, referred to on the site
that they mean well and want you to be
as “expressions.” Each expression took the form of a single
happy with it. It’s like “please play with
full-screen webpage where
these toys. Please like this.”
users collaged text, links, photos, videos, drawings, music,
GIFs, etc. via a drag-and-drop
interface. The site was geared
towards new media and
post-Internet art and was utilized by many established artists in the genre.
↑ Ryan Kuo, Tables of Content

(2017). HTML tables, iframe.
Commissioned by Art Journal Open.
Comprised of a branching sequence
of 92 tables, the project renders
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the content of Kuo’s essay, “In
Submission,” on Internet content,
white space, and whiteness. Kuo
writes in another essay in the
series, titled “Building a Table,”
“[W]hat is really absurd is a table

that makes sense, an abstraction
that reads as a figure. This figure
claims that the world is an exchange
and things are its tokens. A claim
resting on a contradiction might
as well crumble when we touch it.”

CTRL_SHIFT/PROGRAM

↗ Screenshot of an “expression” on NewHive.

My image system meant I had to make it green,
but a lot of NewHive content (including this
example) is extremely colorful.

w/Ryan Kuo
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I don’t know what I meant by arbitrary — what was that in
response to?
You were answering a question about diagram and table-making, and
how you wrote about that process in “In Submission” as part of “a
three part series that addresses the broader ways in which publishing content online requires submitting to the politics inherent to it’s
designed protocol.”

Oh yeah. That project was about Wordpress, and it was in response
to my editor telling me that I can do anything as long as I was
working in Wordpress. What I was trying to get at in that piece of
writing was the weird feeling of trying to show your work on
Vimeo and Cargo and Squarespace and NewHive and Instagram,
and all these platforms have their own tool set. I guess by “arbitrary,” it was maybe a clumsy way of saying that it’s all proprietary.51 It’s not yours. It’s conceptually — if not literally — someone
else’s property. The ground you’re showing your work on
is not yours and might be taken away from you at any 51 See Documentation/National
Treasure, pg 261, footnote 6
moment. It’s like you’re in someone’s house, and they
for more on the network of
give you a toy and say, “please have fun while you’re here.”
ownership in Web services.
So in terms of empowering a user, I would want to experience
[the software] in between the lines of whatever features or interaction tools are there. I don’t want it to be tied one-to-one
between a new feature and a new action. I’d want it to be about
triangulating between the things I’m given, where I am, and how
much openness there is, and finding different ways of configuring and deploying these tools or techniques.

But in order to do that for the largest number of people, I’m writing a
script to automate most of the initial compiling of the book. That
means that I’ll have scripted the process. I’m going to be open sourcing the script itself,54 but there’s a barrier to entry in terms
53 See Documentation/Ghost
of people knowing how to modify JavaScript or not. That’s
writer, pg 168.
the tension I’m grappling with when I think about how much
54 See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
I should concede in the name of giving this to the maximum
pg 30 on the non-openness of
number of people.
open source.

You’re making the script, and it’s for people who already have
that level of expertise versus you’re just going to teach people
how to do this, but then you’re teaching people how to code.
I mean, I’m kind of doing that right now, by accident. RISD’s not supposed to know this, but my web design class is completely open.
Anybody can join, anybody can audit, all the materials are in the Slack,
everything’s recorded and set to public on Zoom. I was very
55 I don’t build out this argument
elsewhere, so here’s the gist: 1)
candid about not being very experienced, but I do want
thinking everyone should
people to learn. Whether everybody should know how to
know how to code means
believing that access to comcode and that code is in English are criticisms I have,55 but
putation should always have a
because we exist in this time, with all the things that we use,
highly specialized language as
a barrier to entry; and 2) for
a big step in contending with contemporary conditions is
those who do code or wish to
computational literacy. That’s where the desire to teach is
code, the fact that programming languages use the Latin
coming from.
alphabet means computation
is inherently biased towards a
hegemonic Western system.

The most benevolent impulse I see in designers is when they
foreground the possibility that I might do things they’d never
have foreseen.
Admitting “I don’t know what you can do with this”
means believing and enacting the ethos of “the community will exceed me.”52

52 Computational class hierarchy

is maintained by the jealous
guarding of expertise. To
admit to not knowing is to
cede even those assumptions
that go into the hiding and
herding behaviors of software.
See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 25, on computational hierarchy, and pg 19, footnote 3 on
assumptions.

I’m trying to figure out how to do exactly that, but I’m stuck in the
recognition that “the operations are so removed from the creation.”
In the Ghostwriter project I mentioned in my email,53 the process of
censoring was a really interesting experience, which led to a desire
to make it possible for other people to experience it for themselves.
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/*Wrap-ups, thanks, and goodbyes*/

w/Ryan Kuo
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The Author
The Author is a creator and speaks as such. That is, they speak
as the authority on their work, as well as the subjects addressed
within it. Citations are minimal here, as are references to the
Author themself. They affect omniscience to mask their subjectivity
so that you accept their decisions as truths. Remember they
did not create in a vacuum, and remember also that you are not
reading in one.
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“ … I couldn’t tell you whether the order in which you read will make
logical sense, or whether it would support my arguments. I cede that
power to you, or to a future me, to dynamically make new interpretive
connections as you see fit.”

The above quote is excerpted from a note to the
reader, found nested in the work’s console.1
Geocitis is a website organized in a single vertical
scroll and presents the content of my thesis
compendium, a document created prior to thesis
year, in which I laid out my foundational principles, relevant projects and references, and a
critical position.2 The note explains that the
vertical scroll is not the only way to navigate the
content; the pink buttons /*key terms*/ and
blue underlines /*key concepts*/ act as links
that jump the reader to other sections of the
scroll with similar thematic elements. The jump
order is randomized with every refresh of the
page, hence the cession of power noted above.
The title “Geocitis” is derived from Geocities,
a now-defunct web hosting service that was
once the third-most visited site on the World
Wide Web. Geocities operated around the premise of 29 “neighborhoods” categorized by interests, e.g. “HotSprings” for health and fitness, or
“Area51” for sci-fi and fantasy. The largest neighborhood was known as “Heartland,” which — due
to its declared function as the “Main Street [of]
cyberspace ” — encouraged its digital inhabitants
to make a general /*rather than subcultural*/ homepage. However, the supposed
neutrality of Heartland was anything but. With a
stated emphasis on “parenting, pets, and hometown values,” Heartland reflected the interests of
a specific demographic, the same demographic
that had the disposable income to become early
adopters of the net: wealthy, white, and American.
In leveraging a spatial metaphor for the Web,
Geocities provided a point of entry to the Internet

Geocitis

↖ Isolated view of a block of key term and

key concept jump links.

Website

for the lay consumer.3 However, by calling its
users “homesteaders,” Geocities turned the
spatial metaphor into an understanding of the
Web as unoccupied territory for claiming, a
narrative most relatable to a user base characterized by Western settler colonialism. Its attempt
at making the Internet accessible only extended
the skewed power dynamics inherent in computation’s lineage.4
By ceding control over the carefully constructed arguments in Geocitis’ text through a
randomized reading order, the work encourages
the reader to make their own narratives. The
pervasiveness of digital technology in contemporary existence discourages suspicion of the
metaphorical structures that undergird it; in
making new connections, the reader undercuts
my power as writer, and by so doing, practices
turning a critical eye to the computational metaphors that had heretofore escaped scrutiny.
The “-itis” in “Geocitis” is the suffix of infection.5 In 2021, Geocities is obsolete. Geocitis
hopes for its own weakening through the reader’s
viral sabotage, until the concerns elaborated
within are obsoleted as well.

1

2

In browsers, the console is a
web-based application that
allows the execution of commands on a server directly
from a browser. The Web
console also displays informational messages explicitly
logged by JavaScript code
running on the page, which
is how the note was added.
The critical position is presented in full in this book
as Appendix/The Spectre of
Computation, pg 413.

3

Previously, the Internet was
the purview of specialist
institutions, the military in
particular.

4

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 19, on the complications of accessibility, and
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 22–23, on the command
and control built into computation.

5

See Appendix/The Spectre
of Computation, pg 413,
for an exposition on
design-as-virus.
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↑ The cursor is a spinning circle

comprised of three arrows, referring to the “conceptual loop” I
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Geocitis

often make by stringing disparate
references together in a work.
The User Log keeps track of the

jump links the reader has clicked;
the aggregate can provide insight
into the reader's proclivities.
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↑1 A project view. Since can be found in

Documentation/Since, pg 180.
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↑2 Diagram of a conceptual loop. The

themes included in this particular loop can
be found in Documentation/Non-Binary Binary
Codes, pg 126.
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↑1 The blue underlines activate on hover

as a squiggling animation.

Geocitis

↑2 Geocitis was made at the beginning of

COVID-19 lockdown, and the exacerbation in
social hierarchy informed many of the
work's arguments on computational class.
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to the reader along with a series of
research questions. A question is logged in
the console each time the reader clicks on
a jump link.
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Documentation/Warren, pg 136
Documentation/Outópos, pg 324

NON-LINEAR READING

↑ The browser console displaying the note
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 22
Documentation/Magnetic Flux, pg 250
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

CONTROL

Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Appendix/The Spectre of Computation, pg 413

DESIGN-AS-VIRUS

highping
lowping
bastard
Phraktur
Leet

Phraktur Leet is a visual metaphor that structurally connects gamer
culture and white nationalism. At its base, the font is a Fraktur,
referring to the use of Fraktur by the Alt-Right, especially in Germany
where it hearkens back to Nazi Aryan nationalism. Its interpolation
axis — instead of increasing weight or width — transforms Latin
letters into their Leet1 counterparts.

In 2013, independent game designer Zoe Quinn
released Depression Quest, a text-based game
designed to convey the experience of depression through a series of fictional scenarios based
in part on their own experience. It was very favorably reviewed in gaming media but received
backlash from gamers who didn’t consider it a
“real game” and didn’t like that it included “politics.”
In August 2014, this typical grievance of the largely-male gaming community escalated into the first
instance of a highly-coordinated online harassment campaign, organized across Reddit, 4chan,
Twitter, and IRC channels. Quinn received death
threats en masse, in addition to being hacked and
doxxed;2 they eventually had to leave their home
for fear of attack. This coordinated assault is what
came to be known as “GamerGate.”3
GamerGate was extensively covered by Milo
Yiannopoulos in Breitbart, which served to introduce the then-small Alt-Right to the gaming
community, thus politicizing gamers through
white nationalist rhetoric. The campaign strategies developed during GamerGate became
organizing channels for Alt-Right agendas, leading all the way up to Trump’s election and the
Unite the Right rally.
Phraktur Leet’s interpolation is /*intentionally*/ messy and fragmented before
coalescing into a whole on either end. The fragmentation that happens in between illustrates

↖ “high-ping” set at the latin end of

Phraktur Leet’s interpolation, “low-ping”
set somewhere in the middle, and “bastard”
set at the leet end. “High-ping bastard”

Variable Font

how the mainstream public couldn’t draw a line
between gamer culture and white nationalism
until it was too late, possibly due to the decentralization of their organizing channels. Even
when the typeface is “clean” on either end of the
interpolation, the Latin is a super display that
works poorly at smaller sizes, and leet orthography is intentionally difficult to read, reflecting the
illegibility of online gamer and Alt-Right spaces
to the general population.

1

Leet is a system of modified spellings that uses
orthography as gatekeeping,
substituting letters with
homoglyphs constructed
using numbers, punctuation, and other letters to
visually represent them.
Leet originated in 1980s
hacker bulletin board systems, where it first served
a cryptographic function
by making it difficult to
text-search† for indicators
of illegal practices. Leet
was soon adopted by the
gaming community, where
its base vocabulary and
grammar expanded to
include terms like “pwned”
for trash talk (i.e. “we pwned
the other team”) or “n00b,”
used to disparage newbies.

†

See Documentation/OneTime (Key)Pad, pg 380, on
how computers read text.

2 “Doxxing” is the act of

searching for and publishing private or identifying
information about someone
on the Internet, typically
with malicious intent.
3

GamerGate is considered the first large spark
in today’s culture wars
and encompasses more
instances of harassment
than just Quinn’s. The same
strategies were employed
shortly thereafter to harass
a number of non-men in
gaming spaces, a high-profile example being Anita
Sarkeesian, a media critic
covering women in games.

and “low-ping bastard” are terms used in
the gaming community to refer to players
with notably slow or fast Internet connections, respectively.
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gg
↑ A “g” set in the Latin end.
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↑ A “g” set in the Leet end (aka a “9”).

Phraktur Leet
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diesen
bus
steuert
ein
deutscher
fahrer
98
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diesen
bus
steuert
ein
deutscher
fahrer
↖ The text reads, “this bus is

driven by a German driver” and is
a reference to a sign posted on a
bus in Dresden in 2019. As a

Phraktur Leet

passenger noted, “The implication
[is…] I am one of the good ones
and not, a ‘foreigner.’” The sign
was set in blackletter, which in

Europe is largely understood to
be the font of the Nazis.
↑ The same text in Leet.
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a variable font illustrating
the messy trajectory between
gamergate and the alt-right.

phraktur leet

a variable font illustrating
the messy trajectory between
gamergate and the alt-right.

phraktur leet

a variable font illustrating
the messy trajectory between
gamergate and the alt-right.

phraktur leet

##

– /\ ’ * ? “
. $ < € {} ¥
=
` ! ^
↑↗ The typeface features a mix of heavy

blackletter strokes and hairline details.
Some punctuation and symbols are entirely
hairline.
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Phraktur Leet
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abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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%&
@;
Phraktur Leet
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↑ “Leet” is derived from “elite,” the

preferred term by leet-using gamers to
claim prowess. “n00b” is the opposite,
meaning “newbie” and used to disparage
less skilled players.
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Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 65
Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

(IL)LEGIBILITY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 34
Documentation/Geocitis, pg 86
Documentation/Making Do, pg 302

METAPHOR

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 40
Documentation/P³&P, pg 234

DECENTRALIZATION

leet/noob
continuum
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing) connects the advent of writing systems to
the formation of contemporary digital computing through a series
of imaginary circuit schematics derived from cuneiform.1

The book is framed by a preface describing the
Mesopotamian myth, “The Theft of Destiny,”2 in
which a monster or lesser divinity known as Anzû
steals the god Enlil’s sacred tablet. This eponymous Tablet of Destiny was inscribed with cuneiform writing and impressed with cylinder seals,
rendering it a permanent legal document that
conferred Enlil his supreme authority as ruler of
the universe. Cuneiform, as the earliest known
writing system, instantiated the legal document
as a form.
With the invention of programming languages,
computers became readers /*the computer
must read code to execute it*/. But for
computers, the process of reading is simultaneously the process of writing; a computer never
reads code without executing it. This simultaneity
is encapsulated by the term “read/write,” which
refers to systems that both input and output,
receive and transmit.
If the advent of writing resulted in a binding
form of authority, what does it mean that a computer writes? Code is the /*human*/ programmer’s domain, but its effects are completed by a
machinic author.3 The fictional circuits in
READ(ing)/WRITE(ing) speculate on the internal
processes of computer hardware, asking after
the authorities it might confer to itself; meanwhile,
the page numbers — denoted in both binary and
decimal /*human-legible*/ figures — muddle
the assumed prioritization of a human reader.4
Each of the circuit components are labeled
with a different early digital computer model,
documentation of which is collected in the endnotes. The photographs themselves tell their own

READ(ing)/
WRITE(ing)
On Authoring and Authority
Book

story of authority; when people appear, they are
mostly /*white*/ men, from whom the few
women depicted are taking direction.5 Preceding
these photographs is a retelling of “The Theft of
Destiny,” from which I omitted the latter half
detailing Anzû’s destruction and the tablet’s
retrieval. By ending with the moment of theft,
Anzû is recast as the protagonist, encouraging
the reader to relate to this “lesser deity”
/*underdog*/. His triumph suggests the possibility of stealing authority’s tools in any of the
contexts suggested in the book, or anywhere else
for that matter.
As an Easter Egg,6 the cuneiform transliterations in the book, when read in order, phonetically spell out “In the Beginning was the Word.”7

1

Manual, pg 308, cuneiform.

2

Manual, pg 211, “The Theft
of Destiny.”

3

See Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 25, on the
subsummation of human
expertise into hardware.

4

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 26, footnote 25,
on Natural Language.

6 “Easter Eggs” is a term for

messages, images, or
features hidden in video
games, films, or other
(usually electronic) media.
See Documentation/National
Treasure, pg 260, for another
use of Easter Eggs.
7

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 19, for the relevance of this verse.

5 “[P]rogramming became

programming and software
became software when
commands shifted from
commanding a ‘girl’ to commanding a machine,” Wendy
Chun, quoted in Program/
Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 23.

↖ A pseudo-schematic connecting the cuneiform-

derived circuits featured in the book.

4.75” x 7.5”

64pgs
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing)
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing)
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing)
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing)
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing)
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↖↑ The cuneiform featured in the book and

their corresponding circuit derivations.
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READ(ing)/WRITE(ing)
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endnotes of the UNIVAC 490 at the Ballistic
Research Laboratories in Maryland. The
UNIVAC 490 was developed in 1961 by the US
Navy for use on combat ships.
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Notes on Reading (for a Reader), pg 11
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 27
Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 56
Documentation/Geocitis, pg 86
Documentation/Outópos, pg 324

READING & WRITING

↑ A photograph included in the book’s
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 26
Documentation/Magnetic Flux, pg 250
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

AUTHORITY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 33
Documentation/Warren, pg 136
Documentation/Making Do, pg 302

ANALOGY

A DMZ is not a border; it is a zone demarcated by borders, designated
to hold that which does not belong to either side of it. A DMZ requires
a binary but troubles that binary with its contents. What or who thrives
in a DMZ, in the uncomfortable neither-nor of our understanding?

Non-Binary
Binary Codes
Foldout

5.85" x 8.25"

8pgs

Poster

16.5" x 23.4"

In computing, a DMZ is set up by an organization
to protect its local area network /*LAN*/ from
attacks coming from an untrusted network, most
often the internet at large. A DMZ allows the
organization to offer external-facing services by
creating a buffer area in which the organization
chooses what to make publicly available and
what to keep private. The DMZ belongs to neither
network bordering it; it is neither as secure as the
internal network, nor as insecure as the internet.
In Korea, the DMZ is a strip of land that
halves the peninsula and serves as a buffer area
between North and South Korea. It was set up in
1953 as part of the Korean War Armistice
Agreement, which is to say, the war never ended,1
and the DMZ acts as a territorial reminder of this
liminal state. As of today, the DMZ has inadvertently become a wildlife reserve, with hunters and
real estate development relegated to the North
or the South.
I refer to this work as a shitpost2 due to its
inclusion of a zombie, a furry,3 and a Diogenes
joke.4 It’s also a genuine engagement with my
longrunning interest in binary oppositions /*or
rather, what exists between them*/ arising
from my positionality as a diasporic /*neither
Eastern nor Western*/, yellow5 /*neither
black nor white*/, and non-binary /*neither
man nor woman*/ individual.
The work presents without explanation a
myriad number of these large concepts. In explanation’s stead, it attempts to encourage engagement through the use of thermochromic ink,

↖ The poster’s DMZ-shaped swash of thermochro-

mic ink, made partially transparent to reveal
the furry, the zombie, and the cyborg.

which obscures the “neither-nor” region between
binary images in the shape of the Korean DMZ.
With body heat and time, the ink fades to transparent, revealing the content underneath.
“Non-binary binary code” is how I’ve
described my foray into computation,6 within
which I’ve continuously sought alternative points
of entry between “backend” and “frontend,”7
between “programmer” and “user.” The listed
binaries are specific to my navigations; the warmth
of touch as a key suggests the reader’s own experiences as a personal means of investigation.

1

An armistice is merely the
indefinite cessation of
hostilities and not a formal
end of war.

2

According to Wikipedia,
shitposting is “posting
‘aggressively, ironically, and
of trollishly poor quality’
posts or content to an online
forum or social media,”
though I use the term for
anytime I insert my very-online low-culture references
into academic contexts.

3

The term “furry” describes
a subculture that — in the
broadest sense — is interested in anthropomorphized
animals with typically
human characteristics (such
as talking or walking on two
legs). Many members of the
community create fursonas
(portmanteau of “furry” and
“persona” to act as avatars
in both physical and online
spaces. So to be specific, the
image used in the poster is
probably a fursona.

4

The story goes that when
Plato defined man as a
“featherless biped,” Diogenes
brought a plucked chicken
into the academy, saying
“Behold! A man!” A shitposter
before his time.

5

I use the term “yellow”
rather than “Asian” to be
specific about my privileges
as a light-skinned East
Asian and also as a commitment to organizing with
black and brown people.

6

See Appendix/The Spectre
of Computation, pg 423, on
Non-Binary Binary Code.

7

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 41, footnote 80,
on frontend and backend
development.
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↑ The front of the poster with the thermo-

chromic ink in its opaque state.
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↑ The back of the poster. The

dragon imagery visually transitions between the shape of the
Korean DMZ and “firewall” (a
computing DMZ); it also refers to
the use of the dragon as a symbol

Non-Binary Binary Codes

for secret intelligence satellites according to Trevor
Paglen’s I Could Tell You but
Then You Would Have to Be
Destroyed by Me (reference provided by Will Mianecki).

→next The poster with the thermo-

chromic DMZ faded to reveal the
content underneath.
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↑→ Spreads in booklet form.
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Non-Binary Binary Codes
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The booklet’s form allows for visual
juxtapositions between the front and back
sides of the poster.
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 34

TACTILITY

↑

Documentation/Hot Take Game Lab, pg 196
Documentation/Making Do, pg 302

HUMOR

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 28
Appendix/The Spectre of Computation, pg 413

BINARIES

The phrase “go down the rabbit hole” first appeared in Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland but did not enter into widespread use until the
Internet provided a seemingly endless void of distraction to fall into.
Warren draws from these nonlinear navigational practices, as exemplified in Wikipedia and Hypercard,1 to create its own interconnected
database of burrows, dens, and false ends.

The content of the site maps Aristotle’s ten categories2 to ten categories of magic effects3 and
demonstrates each with an animated illustration
of a rabbit alongside a variety of magical ephemera. Clicking into the different parts of the collages leads the viewer into a variety of magical
topics, ranging from props to Sacred Geometry,
with each page containing a definition or elaboration of the term. These writings are themselves
populated with hyperlinks, and as the reader
clicks through, the topics spiral deeper and
outwards to encompass subjects as diverse as
Orientalism,4 nootropics,5 machine learning,6 and
object-oriented ontology.7
Though the path permutations created by
following different hyperlinks suggest an infinite
scope, the system is in fact closed,8 designed to
loop back into surface-level magical topics, and
sometimes just acting as an unexpected exit to
the homepage. This structure utilizes the
/*stage*/ magic technique of “forcing”9 to craft
a contained series of interconnections between
disparate fields. By virtue of the consecutive
nature of clicking-through, an intentional narrative arises, dictated by the choices I’ve made in
bridging disparate topics to each other. Their
relationships are further reinforced by the written
“definitions” on each page, which sacrifice encyclopedic accuracy to nudge the user down the
intended pathways.10

Warren

↖ One of the rabbit collages, illustrating

the Aristotelian category “Time” and the
stage magic technique “Restoration.”

→next Entry views of the website.

Website

The hyperlinks function like decision trees11
in that they provide branching paths at each
juncture. However, the use of forcing exaggerates
the fact that a decision tree offers only the semblance of choice. The categorical parameters are
predetermined, even as the increasing granularity at every level suggests a truth distilled from
boundless options. The rabbit holes in Warren
model the construction of perception in computational systems, at a time when the early
Internet’s promise of freedom proves increasingly illusory.

1

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo,
pg 56, footnote 14, on
Hypercard.

2

Manual, pg 306, Aristotelian
Categories.

3

Manual, pg 316, Ten
Categories of Magic Effect.

4

5

6

Orientalism is a term established by academic Edward
Said in his eponymous
1973 book, Orientalism,
and describing the West’s
characterizations of the East
(“the Orient”) as inextricable from imperialism.
Nootropics are drugs or
supplements that claim to
enhance cognitive function.
See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 29, footnote 34,
on machine learning.

7

Object-oriented ontology
is a school of thought that
rejects the privileging of
humans over nonhuman
objects, positing that objects
have their own being outside of human perception.

8

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg
53–55, on closed systems.

9

A technique wherein a participant is seemingly given a
wide array of choices and is
therefore astounded when
their choice is correctly
identified, e.g. correctly
identifying the participant’s
card after it has been picked
at random from a deck.

10 See Program/Tech(ne)cal

Design, pg 28, on “Don’t
Make Me Think.”
11

See README/Notes on
Reading (for a Reader), pg 11,
on decision trees and their
use in this book.
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Warren
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↖↑ Selection of the many winding entries,

some with obvious associations and others
forced into relation through the text.
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Warren

141

↑→ The index contains a full list of

entries to provide perspective on how
deep the warren goes.
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↑next Site homepage. Each rabbit thumbnail

gets larger to allow for clicking into the
various collaged parts.
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Warren
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Substance <-> Production

Place <-> Teleportation

Time <-> Restoration

Quality <-> Transformation

State <-> Escape
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Affection <-> Prediction

Relation <-> Penetration

Action <-> Transposition
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Quantity <-> Vanishing

Warren

Position <-> Levitation
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Catalog, the book that served as the starting point for this project. Thayer Magic
sold various magician's props in the early
20th century.
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Documentation/Geocitis, pg 86
Documentation/Outópos, pg 324

NON-LINEAR READING

↑ Illustrations from the Thayer Magic

Documentation/Machine in the Ghost, pg 160
Documentation/Chaos Agent, pg 220

MAGIC

Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 55
Documentation/Ouroborouroboro…, pg 372

CLOSED SYSTEMS

Distance Learning Chalking (DLC) is a crowdsourced map of public
wifi locations to help students without steady Internet access
participate in distance education under COVID-19. The website
utilizes a computationally-generated glyph system based on
warchalking — the practice of drawing chalk symbols to mark open
networks1 — to denote wifi spots and their capacity to run common
distance learning softwares.

DLC’s first function caters to the student in need
of Internet access. The markers on the map
contain information about each wifi spot most
relevant to the student, i.e. whether there’s a
purchase required, whether the network has
enough bandwidth to run multi-person Zoom
calls, or whether they have to be within an establishment to connect. The second function is the
ability to generate and add markers to the map,
which comprises the crowdsourcing aspect of
the project.
When schools started shifting to online
learning in March 2020, it was clear that administrators at RISD and elsewhere took for granted
that all students would have the hardware and
the Internet access necessary to attend, which
was very indicative of /*economic*/ class
expectations at these institutions.2 Because DLC
is a website, it still requires hardware and Internet
access; therefore, it doesn’t solve the problems
posed by economic disparity entirely. The project aims only to make things even a little easier
for those students carrying an outsized burden
under COVID-era education, an ethos inspired
by the mutual aid practices3 that proliferated in
the beginning months of lockdown.
Mutual aid at current scale cannot replace a
government safety net, nor can it do away with
the realities of rent or groceries. However, it can
nimbly address certain individual needs in the
absence of systemic solutions. The reference to

Distance
Learning
Chalking

warchalking in this context invokes the practice’s
association with hackers to ask: when people are
making GoFundMe’s to get through the week in
the absence of a systemwide intervention, is
mutual aid not a type of hack?

1

Warchalking is a practice
invented in 2002 of drawing
chalk symbols on walls,
pavements, lamp posts, etc.
to denote open wireless
networks in public spaces.
It has since fallen out of use
with the proliferation of
public wifi networks, which
were uncommon at the time
of its invention. That the
majority of available networks were private 20 years
ago led warchalking to be
associated with hackers, to
be feared for its potential to
open access into classified
channels and the information contained within.

2

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 29, on exclusionary practices.

3

Mutual aid is an organizing
practice in which people voluntarily exchange resources
and services for mutual
benefit. Mutual aid projects
are a form of political participation in which people take
responsibility for caring for
one another.

↖ A selection of generated glyph markers.

Website

Glyph System
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Basic Web Browsing
and Email

Static Media Upload

Slack

Video Streaming

Purchase required

Zoom (1-1)

Zoom (Group)

Google Meets

Skype

Bandwidth cap

Time limit

Glyph keys for reading ↖bandwidth capability,

Inside Establishment
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Immediately Outside

Across the Street
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←service area, and ↑restrictions commonly

placed on public wifi use.

Distance Learning Chalking
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↑ Dropdown menus in the side column

↑ Initial view of the site.
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include information on how to read the
glyphs, how to add markers, and the glyph
generator itself.

Distance Learning Chalking

155

↑→all Marker information for various

locations around downtown Providence and
College Hill.
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↑2 Side column displaying an explanation

of warchalking.
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↑1 Side column displaying information on

how to contribute and the different parameters for adding a marker.

Distance Learning Chalking

↑2 Marker parameters cont'd, plus a pre-

view for the marker before adding it to the
map with “chalk.”
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up biking to Brown's campus and logging
onto class from outside one of the buildings where I could use the visitor network,
which I'd only known about from attending
the university in undergrad.
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Distance Learning Chalking

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 29
Documentation/Predictive Patterns, pg 186
Appendix/The Spectre of , pg 186
Documentation/P³&P, pg 234
Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

ZOOM SCHOOL
was working on it. My apartment wifi cut
out, and I couldn't go to studio because
RISD Card Services had turned off my swipe
access for an unknown reason. I ended

COLLABORATIVE ACTION

↑ DLC hit home in the same semester I
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Is it possible to account for possibilities beyond one’s finite imagination? One way might be to collectivize our purviews. Disguised as a
performative-interactive installation, Machine in the Ghost acts as a
tool for amassing a diverse corpus of futurity, the recombinations of
which give rise to new prospects.

The installation consists of a deck of tarot-esque
cards, a computer displaying a text box, and a
salt pentagram encircling a clear receptacle on a
dais. Upon priming the participant with a claim to
a magical means of manifesting will, I act as a
medium in a seance, using the cards to summon
“voices of futurity” into conversation. An “offering”
of a personal future-oriented reading reference is
required to proceed to the next step, wherein the
participant inputs their own vision of futurity into
the computer interface. The screen comes alive
and outputs an amalgamation of text from previously-included voices, at the end of which a
“contract” is initiated. Behind the computer, a
hologram of a sigil, unique to the specific combination of input vision and generated text, appears
in the receptacle as a graphic container for that
particular version of future. I then recommend
that this sigil be memorized and implanted into
the participant’s subconscious in order to guide
their actions1 towards the building of that future,
as per the principles of chaos magic.2
I began work on Machine in the Ghost
intending to make a point about how all magic is
a combination of math and engineering, how
unnatural phenomena often have logical explanations.3 The code of the project still reflects this
thinking: for all its spectral aesthetics, the sigils
are vectors generated using pseudorandom
numbers, which are derived by mapping the
letters of the user’s input to certain values. The
ghostly auto-generation of text following the
user’s input is simply a Markov chain,4 wherein
the probability of one word following another is

Machine
in the Ghost
Interactive Installation

Performance

↖ A generated sigil hologram. A sigil is a

symbol or seal considered to have magical power.

Corpus

calculated by analyzing frequency of appearance within a corpus of text.
However, I soon realized that — regardless of
the functions of its code — the project was first
and foremost a tool to expand an audience’s
/*and my*/ capacity to imagine futures of all
kinds. This was the juncture at which I added the
“offering” component of the performance; the
original library included in the project was curated
by myself, and though I had tried to be expansive
in the types of futures included, whether in genre,
political positions, or subject matter, the corpus
was inherently limited by my own knowledge.
Opening the system to allow additions to the
corpus relinquished control over the visions of
futurity that could be created, allowing for possibilities I could not imagine alone. In that sense, the
critical stance of Machine in the Ghost lies not in
the debunking of magic wholesale but in expanding our collective capacity for magical thinking.5
The project acts as a kind of “novum,”6 where both
the novelty of its presentation and the unexpected juxtapositions of text provide new frameworks with which to approach our conceptions of
possibility in the present moment.

1

See Program Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 37, on conceptual
systems and action.

2

See Documentation/Chaos
Agent, pg 221, footnote 2, on
chaos magic.

3

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 44, footnote
87, on the non-exclusivity between science and
mythology.

4

In text generators, a Markov
chain analyzes the words
in a corpus and the probability of occurrence of two
consecutive words. It then
generates chains of words
that are probably related.

5

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 41, on collective
faculty.

6

See in Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 39, on the novum
in cognitive estrangement.
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↑ Installation views. The holo-

gram is made using an illusion
technique called Pepper's Ghost.
invented in 1862 by John Henry
Pepper. In the original version
of the trick, a large glass pane,
set at an angle on the stage,
catches the reflection of a
brightly lit actor stationed
outside the audience's view.
Not noticing the glass screen,
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the audience mistakes the reflection for a ghostly figure located
among the actors on the main
stage. In the version used here,
four symetrically opposite variations of the same image are
projected using the light of a
small monitor onto the four faces
of a clear pyramid (the receptacle). By the Principle of Optics
(an object in a mirror will

appear to stand as far inside
the mirror as it is away from the
mirror's surface), each side of
the pyramid projects the image
falling on it towards the center
of the receptacle. The four
projections combine to form a
whole figure with the semblance
of three-dimensionality. This
trick depends on either a very
strong light or a very dark room.
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↑ “Invocation cards” in a modi-

fied Celtic Cross tarot spread.
The names and texts written on
the black cards are voices
summoned from the library for

Machine in the Ghost

conversation. The white card is
where the participant makes their
offering. The offering shown here
was made by Nora Khan.

The symbols in the center of the
cards are a lowercase and uppercase delta, the Greek letter used
to denote change in mathematics
and the sciences.
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↑ Examples of the text output and contract

that precede the hologram. The input box
prompts the participant to “Declare Your
Vision of Futurity.”
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→ Base sigils generated from the text.
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Machine in the Ghost
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 39
Documentation/Cli-Fi Chimera Lab, pg 360

FUTURITY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 44
Documentation/Outópos, pg 324

ALTERNATE VISIONS

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 21
Appendix/The Spectre of Computation, pg 413

IMAGINATION

Ghostwriter
Book(s)

5" x 8.5"

Variable pgs

Experience

↑ Footnotes from my personal editions of

the project showing timestamps for keylogged
lines. Together, they function as aggregate
data that reveals my computer use habits.

Workshop
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Ghostwriter is a series of automatically-written “novels” wherein
the text content is gathered via keylogging1 the user’s own computer.
The books then undergo a manual censoring process for sensitive
information, the labor of which acts as a meditation on what we
reveal to our computer networks, though we may hide the same
from personal networks.

The process of turning the keylogger’s output into
the novel format is largely automated — parsed
and tagged using JavaScript and formatted for
print with bindery.js.2 The “writer” takes the
resulting file and censors across three axes:
data privacy /*i.e. passwords, bank info,
home address, etc.*/, communal privacy, or
information not owned by the writer /*i.e.
names and contacts of email recipients,

text message conversations, etc.*/, and

emotional privacy /*hobbies, habits, anxi-

eties, or sentiments the writer does

not wish the intended audience of each

edition to know*/.

To censor, however, the writer must hold an
idea of who this intended audience is. In human
networks, we make choices about what to share
with others depending on a number of factors
such as familiarity, professional appropriateness,
or comfort. Due to these discrepancies, each
novel can yield multiple editions, each censored
differently. In the case of my novels, the edition
I’d share within RISD is different from the one I’d
share with my online community, or with my
closest friends, or with my partner.
The manual censoring process is incredibly
labor-intensive in terms of both time and emotional toll. I found myself making decisions line by
line and word by word about what I was comfortable sharing with certain people, which compelled reflection on those relationships and how
others might perceive me. But at the end of the
day, the raw content of the novel consisted of
things I had already shared without the same
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amount of thought — with my computer, and
therefore, probably also to Amazon, Facebook,
Apple, and Google.
Though the text is presented as a “novel,” the
aggregate of keystrokes is fundamentally data,
and whenever data is aggregated, patterns
emerge. I overuse exclamation points in my
communications, which could indicate a tendency to police my tone /*ingrained through
years of feminine expectation*/; or
because the keylogger notes timestamps and the
softwares in which I’m typing, my sleep and
working habits, the fluctuations in attention as I
switch between windows, the number of times I
hit command+Z per minute are all rendered
visible. Big Tech’s non-consensual collection of
our data is a threat in part because of what we
inadvertently reveal in our aggregations.3 Can the
care I take to hide parts of myself from other
people encourage similar consideration in my
relationship to computation?
The question is not just for myself. Though
Ghostwriter yields books, the process is where
the project lives. In order to share the work in full,
the scope of the work is currently undergoing
an expansion to include a workshop component,
wherein participants will keylog themselves for
a week prior, then ghostwrite and censor their
resulting novellas.4 The workshop format arises
from a consideration of technical limitations: the
amount of text generated through keylogging is
too large to be handled within a browser interface, but simply open-sourcing5 the code would
make the project accessible only to those who

CTRL_SHIFT/DOCUMENTATION

know how to implement it. Though the number
of participants in any given workshop pales in
comparison to a potential audience metric on
the World Wide Web, opening Ghostwriter in this
way is an exploration of intentional community-building6 and how specificity can allow for
greater understanding than blanket attempts at
universal access.

1

Keylogging is the action
of recording (logging) the
keys struck on a keyboard,
typically covertly, so that the
person using the keyboard
is unaware that their actions
are being monitored. Data
can then be retrieved by
the person operating the
logging program.

3

For example, research has
revealed that Facebook is
capable of detecting the
onset of a manic episode
and can target those users
with advertisements for
impulsive purchases accordingly. For an aggregate from
this book, see Appendix/
Common Words, pg 426.

2

Bindery.js is a JavaScript
library† for creating printable books with code.

4

In order to create a novellength text, I keylogged
myself for a month. The
length of each writer’s book
will vary depending on their
computer use habits.

5

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 30, on open
source.

6

See Documentation/
Peer Peer Peer & Peer, pg
234 for another work
exploring intentional
community-building.

†

↑ Three editions of my novel: one for the

general public, one for my online community, and one for my closest friends.

Ghostwriter

A JavaScript library is a
collection of prewritten
code snippets geared
towards certain functions.
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↑ The Table of Contents is generated by

pulling random strings from the keylogger's
output within a set range for number of
words. Chapter breaks are determined by
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Ghostwriter

dividing the total number of timestamps by
11 (to fit the ToC's layout). Each novel
includes a preface (written manually by me)
explaining the project.
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↖↑ Spreads from the general public edition

of my novel featuring all three types of
censoring. The seemingly random letters in
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Ghostwriter

the second spread are from me hitting
keyboard shortcuts in Photoshop.
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↑ Not a particularly interesting spread in

visual terms, but I couldn't resist including it for the “graphic design is a disci-
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Ghostwriter

pline for masochists and masochists only”
on the verso page.
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spine of my novel editions. The alphanumeric sequence at the top of the spine is
my co-author (my Macbook Pro), credited by
its serial number.
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Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Appendix/Common Words, pg 426

AGGREGATIONS

↑ A web preview showing the back cover and
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Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

PRIVACY & LABOR

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 19
Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 55
Documentation/Magnetic Flux, pg 250

ACCESS

As a preposition, the word “since” is used to indicate an intervening
period between the present and a prior moment in time. The latter
marks a turning point, whether it had been the last instance of
meeting (“I haven’t seen you since”), a change of personal circumstance (“they’ve lived there ever since”), or a global event (“since
COVID”). Since is a timer app created at the beginning of lockdown
to map subjective chronologies, dwell in the in-between, and track
what was lost.
COVID-19 did not just remap our relationships
to physical space; it remapped our relationships
to time. For knowledge workers, the daily markers
we had once taken for granted — commutes,
errands, meetings, “EOD”1 — collapsed into a
single screen populated by a rotating cast of
Zoom rectangles. Happy hours carried the cast of
conference rooms; lectures and hangouts shared
an indistinguishable context. Whatever was
personal about one’s passage through the day
disappeared into the march of an interface clock.
Since has one primary function: to create
personal markers in time. The user inputs a
moment of note, whether banal /*e.g. the
last time they ate*/ or emotionally significant
/*e.g. the last time they saw a friend*/.
The timers tick up from there, measuring in seconds, minutes, hours, and days.
A user could feasibly use Since in a secretarial capacity /*to track household errands
or work tasks, for instance*/, but they’ll
find that its feature set is sorely lacking compared to existing neoliberal2 productivity apps.
Many of those allow users to set alarms3 /*to
stretch periodically, for example*/, or
offer calendar integration, health metrics, geolocation services.4 What Since offers instead is a
simple prompt: the word “since” before the input
box. A user, therefore, looks not into a relentless
tomorrow of to-dos, but to a wistful past.

Since

↖ Timers set in the app's mobile interface.

Website

App

UX/UI

One’s conception of the past is formed by
what one remembers. It is a place of subjectivity,
where the significance of a moment is measured
by its meaning to the one remembering. In this
space, personal chronologies eclipse the standards set by computer clocks;5 human memory
conserves milestones that might otherwise be
subsumed into computer memory. These milestones are the turning points against which the
present is measured. “Since” /*and therefore,
Since*/ ensures that change does not go unnoticed, that loss is not normalized, that the interface does not become the sole arbiter of time in
the vacuum left by lockdown.
The timers in Since can be paused, reset,
or deleted; what was lost can be regained. The
potential temporariness of the markers anticipates the next “since,” hoping for a turning point
in the conditions of the present.

1

“End of day,” which usually
refers to the standard work
day (that is, ending at 5
or 6pm). A comorbidity of
working from home was the
loss of distinction between
work and rest.

2

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 30, footnote 41,
on technoliberalism, or
Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 58,
on the neoliberal pursuit of
self-edification.

3

See Documentation/
ScreenThumb, pg 312, for an
app that lets you set alarms.

4

See Documentation/HORROR
VACUI, pg 213, footnote 6, on
IP tracking and geolocation.

5

Social functioning requires
agreeing on what time it is.
For many people, the time
is what the computer says it
is (the only clocks I check
are the ones on my MacOS
desktop, my iPhone, and
my Google Home Mini).† See
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 29, on computational
class in action.
†

For Windows devices,
the programmers who
set the time literally call
themselves “time lords.”
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→ Desktop web view featuring some of the

losses incurred in lockdown.
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Since
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184

came out of the practical need to
address this issue, rather than any
of the loftier goals mentioned in
the description.
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 40
Documentation/ScreenThumb, pg 312
Documentation/Machine in the Ghost, pg 160
Documentation/P³&P, pg 234
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 45
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

UX/UI
TEMPORALITY
evoke clock faces. The most unexpected
loss in lockdown was my ability to
remember the last time I showered. In
all honesty, the idea for the project

ARBITRATION

↑ Mobile app design, where the circles

Human brains are wired to recognize patterns, even if they emerge by
coincidence. Computers are even better at recognizing patterns, but
the patterns they perceive rarely arise from chance.1 To mistake a
computational analysis for a naturally-occurring pattern is to attribute a god’s eye view to processing,2 which in turn lends divine right
to those who would act upon the output result.3
A UAV /*unmanned aerial vehicle*/, commonly known as a drone, can be likened to the
Eye of Providence4 —an all-seeing deity in the
sky who rains down fiery retribution without
warning. But UAVs are not gods and can be shot
down by other unmanned vehicles stationed in
the air or on the ground. In response, defense
scientists have begun utilizing mathematical
chaos maps to simulate randomness in UAV flight
patterns. Chaos maps, however, are still patterns
themselves. In the computational arms race, quis
custodiet ipsos custodes?5
Predictive Patterns employs two mathematical concepts: the Fibonacci sequence for the
layouts, and Arnold’s cat map6 for the patterns.
Each number in a Fibonacci sequence is derived
from the sum of the two preceding numbers; the
resulting pattern grows closer to the golden ratio
with each step. Commonly visualized as a spiral,
the sequence is found in nature in the formation
of flower petals, the whirls of nautilus shells, and
even the arms of spiral galaxies. The poster series
adds a square to the layout with each subsequent
addition, with the layout of the previous poster
rotated and scaled down to fill the remaining
space according to Fibonacci tiling.
Arnold’s cat map is a chaos map derived from
the torus.7 The posters' patterns follow its principles by taking a square image, skewing it two units
up and one unit over, then collapsing everything
outside the original unit back into a square.
Repeating the process seemingly degenerates
the image into random noise. However, repeated
enough times, the image appears again, revealing
that the “random” noise is in fact anything but.
Arnold’s cat map is one of the chaos maps used in
UAVs; the starting image for the posters’ patterns

Predictive
Patterns
Poster Series

11" x 17.9997"

is disclosed at the end of the series as the logo
for Bentham’s panopticon.8
The posters also feature two small circles
at the top, reminiscent of webcams, and a black
bar on the largest square in the place of a Zoom
nameplate. These additions reflect the time of
making /*early 2021, in the midst of
Covid-related distance learning9 */ and
the omnipresent eye of computation outside the
context of immediate drone threats.
1

A decorative pattern is made
to be repeatable, predictable
by design; a pattern derived
from data is similarly formularized through collation
of inputs and parameters.

2

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 29, footnote 34,
sub-footnote † on viewing
computers as “neutral.”

3

4

For example, predictive
policing relies on algorithmic processing to determine
patterns in criminal activity,
which are then used to police
areas with high crime rates
more strictly. However, the
patterns are not indicative of
higher proclivities for crime
in certain neighborhoods but
a product of data skewed by
the disproportionate policing
of black and low-income
areas. See also Program/
Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 29,
on computation’s hand in
abetting exclusionary social
practices.
The Eye of Providence is
a symbol of an eye, often
inscribed in a triangle and
surrounded by rays of light,
representing God watching
over humanity. An example
can be found on the back of
the U.S. one-dollar bill.

5

A latin phrase found in the
Roman poet Juvenal’s Satires
meaning, “who guards the
guards themselves?” The
more commonly known
translation is “who watches
the watchmen?”

6

The concept is so named
because Vladimir Arnold,
the scientist who derived
the formula, first demonstrated its effects on an
image of a cat.

7

The torus is a shape generated by revolving a circle
in three-dimensional space
around an axis. It looks like
a donut.

8

The panopticon is a prison
layout and control system
designed by Jeremy Bentham
in the 18th century. The concept takes form in a central
watchtower placed within a
circle of cells. A single guard
is afforded a view of all the
inmates, and though the
guard can’t look in all directions at once, the prisoners
are policed by the possibility
of being seen at any time.

9

See Documentation/Distance
Learning Chalking, pg 150.
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↖prev Illustration included on the posters

depicting how Arnold’s cat map works using
a silhouette of a UAV.
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→ Completed posters in order of layout

complexity.
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panopticon logo using Arnold’s Cat Map
at 5, 7, 9, 11, 23, and 54 steps of
distortion.
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Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168
Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Appendix/Common Words, pg 426

PATTERNS & DATA

↑ Unused patterns generated from the
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Documentation/HORROR VACUI, pg 212
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

SURVEILLANCE

Documentation/Machine in the Ghost, pg 160
Documentation/Chaos Agent, pg 220

MATHEMATICS

Hot Take Game Lab posits game systems and the computational
decisions behind them as mediums for making meaning. The
Lab’s hypothesis: Engagement with computational systems creates
opportunities for critical thinking via immersion, implication,
and repetition.

A common contemporary complaint is that the
Internet has created the conditions for extreme
polarization of opinions due in parts to:
1. the increasing speed at which journalists
and content creators must respond to
breaking news in order to attract
viewership;
2. the ease with which the everyday social
media user can publish and disseminate
their opinions, informed or otherwise;
3. a saturated mediascape discouraging
long periods of engagement with any one
work, article, or idea.
In response to the latter in particular, journalistic
outlets, e-learning platforms, and advertisers are
employing gamification as a means of retaining
attention. Rewarding a reader’s/user’s/customer’s
engagement with a work/service/product incentivizes a larger contribution from a finite pool of
time.1 But what if monetization of attention weren’t
the primary goal? What is the potential, in a landscape where reading a headline is the measure
of reading an article, for games to encourage
thought2 beyond the words on a given webpage?
A “hot take” is a piece of commentary, typically produced quickly in response to a recent
event, whose primary purpose is to attract attention. Chances for engagement are highest when

Hot Take
Game Lab

market saturation is low and novelty value is high,
a.k.a. at Hot Take Speed. Hot Take Game Lab
operates on this schedule, making and releasing
browser-based games that respond to breaking
news within a rapidly closing attention window.
Instead of simply presenting the event in question, these games distill the concerns presented
in coverage into system mechanics. In playing,
the audience participates /*is implicated*/
in an allegory of the situation; their experience
is therefore visceral and active rather than purely
intellectual, encouraging a personal analysis
beyond conclusions drawn by media outlets.
Hot Take Game Lab is an ongoing project.
A selection of games is presented here.

1

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo,
pg 59, on the attention
economy.

2

For other works exploring gamification, see
Documentation/Ouroborouroborouroboro…, pg 372,
and Documentation/
HORROR VACUI, pg 212.

↖ Gameplay of “De[ep] Forest,” one of the

works included in Hot Take Game Lab.

Browser-based Games
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De[ep] Forest was created in October 2019 in
response to the Trump administration’s proposal
to allow logging in Tongass National Forest (AK),
the largest national forest in the United States.
Based on the mechanics of Pong,1 the game
presents a win condition of logging all the trees in
the game field. If the player loses based on this
metric, Exxon Mobil will be the one to announce
their failure. If they win based on this metric, a
second mini-game appears: the win condition
appears to be keeping the avatar from drowning;
the player is quick to find, however, that there is
no way to keep their head above water as climate
change raises sea levels.2

↑↗ The player throws the axe at the field

of trees and moves the hand up and down to
catch it upon return.
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1

Hot Take Game Lab

Manual, pg 300, Pong.

2

See Documentation/Cli-Fi
Chimera Lab, pg 360.
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↑ The Exxon Mobil losing screen if the

player misses the axe.

→ The "win screen" minigame. Even if the

player presses "UP" as instructed, the
swimmer never clears the surface, eventu-
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ally sinking offscreen when the player gets
bored. The win message is set in Coastline,
a typeface based on different coastal
regions as they would appear if all the ice
in the world melted.
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Hot Take Game Lab
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Safe Space was created in October 2019 in
response to the announcement of Frank Ocean’s
PrEP+ party, which was billed as an “an ongoing
safe space made to bring people together,...an
homage to what could have been of the 1980s’
NYC club scene if [PrEP]1 … had been invented in
that era.”2 The party immediately drew criticism
for its exclusive guest list, which appeared antithetical to the stated mission of inclusivity.
The game features a club scene in which
various party parameters such as a cover cost or
prioritized identities /*queer, PoC, women &
femmes*/ dance around the screen. The player
moves a box around to try and encompass the
specific parameters around which to “build their
party.” But no matter the final configuration, the
player is inevitably “cancelled” and confronted
with criticisms of their exclusions.3

↑ The game start screen, with Mood Ring's

exterior in the background.
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1

PrEP (pre-exposure prophylaxis) describes medications
that — when taken regularly
by HIV-negative individuals — can prevent the
contraction of HIV from sex
or drug injections. PrEP only
became available in 2012
after HIV/AIDS decimated
the LGBTQ+ community in
the 1980s–90s.

2

From the press release for
the PrEP+ party.

→ Gameplay, set inside Mood Ring. The box

can be resized with arrow keys to be more
"inclusive."
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Hot Take Game Lab

3

Safe Space is a loving drag of
Brooklyn’s leftist nightlife
scene and its perpetual
struggle to create “safe” parties, the definition of which
changes along individual
identifying parameters.
The game is set against the
backdrop of Mood Ring, a
popular QTPoC (queer, trans,
people of color) bar, and is
not meant to trash efforts at
creating safer spaces.
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↑→ Depending on which parameters were

included in the party, different criticisms
appear on the ending screen. They are
paraphrased from actual criticisms I've
encounted as part of Brooklyn queer night-
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life discourse. The player's cancellation
is set to Frank Ocean's DHL, the track he
released on the occasion of his PrEP+
party.
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Hot Take Game Lab
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Keyboard Composition was created in December
2020 in response to a data breach notification
filed by Spotify with the California Attorney
General’s office.
Typing a response to the onscreen prompt
fills each square of the field with glyphs from
various pictographic typefaces. The player can
“print” the resulting composition or change the
typefaces and background colors to adjust it to
their liking before doing so.
A form-making game at first glance, the
actual mechanics of the site are revealed when
the player finishes their composition and hits
the print button in the corner. Instead of the
expected printer dialog box, a modal appears, in
which everything typed during play is listed. The
prompting questions, though seemingly generic,
are revealed to be common security questions
for retrieving passwords.1 With the answers to
these questions, a nefarious actor can impersonate the user to gain access to their data, and
there’s no way of knowing where the player’s
answers might have gone.

1

Security questions are often
included in social media
games such as “ask me anything” in which followers
choose questions to which
users respond publicly, or
“find your pornstar name”
which is a combination of,
say, your first pet’s name
and the street you grew
up on. The innocuousness
of these engagements
and their quick emotional
payoff lull users into giving
information they might
otherwise protect.†

†

For other works addressing the inadvertent
sharing of information,
See Documentation/
Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274,
and Documentation/
Ghostwriter, pg 168.

← Various Keyboard Compositions showing different

prompt questions. I've scribbled out my keylogged
answers for security purposes.
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Hot Take Game Lab
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↑ The compositions are highly customizable

with between the typeface dropdown and the
color picker.
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↑ Again, I've scribbled out my answer for

security purposes.

Hot Take Game Lab
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GAMES

Safe Space showing my many variables (words
to hold data for use in the code). The
list itself probably reveals my values to
those familiar with the scene.

Hot Take Game Lab

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 28
Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 59
Documentation/ScreenThumb, pg 312
Program/w/ Ryan Kuo, pg 55
Documentation/Cli-Fi Chimera Lab, pg 360
Documentation/Ouroborouroboro…, pg 372

ATTENTION ECONOMY
↑ Screenshot of my JavaScript code for
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“Horror vacui” is a term describing the fear of empty spaces.
On the web, empty space is never actually empty.

y

w
w

i

s
y

g

HORROR
VACUI

At first glance, HORROR VACUI is an “empty”
website. Careful scanning with the cursor /*or
a click-and-drag highlight1*/, however, will
reveal the letters WYSIWYG,2 each linked to a
MDN Web Docs3 page explaining browser developer tools. This is a clue. If the visitor figures
it out, they might open developer tools, which
would reveal the actual contents of the site,
in more ways than one.
The first is the empty whiteness of the page4
filling completely with the words “HORROR
VACUI” in a vaguely unsettling color scheme. At
the bottom of the page is a message: “Greetings
from [the visitor’s city].” Another is through the
developer tools themselves, which show the
HTML code structure of any website and list the
CSS rules applied to each element.
The latter is the true “content” of the site. If
the visitor is able to read HTML, they’ll see that
the variable letterforms of “HORROR VACUI”
are not part of a typeface but rather drawn using
empty divs.5 All the code used to build the site,
including the JavaScript, is also accessible
through developer tools, which would reveal
that the visitor’s city in the greeting message is
gleaned from IP tracking.6 The visitor might
also see that I had originally planned to detect
even the browser they’re using, though I ended
up commenting out7 that bit of code.
But this website’s intended audience is not
the coder who can read JavaScript or CSS or
HTML or who knows about developer tools.
The “true content” remains inaccessible to
non-developers, but if they opened developer
tools at all, they’ll know developer tools exist.

They might begin to suspect that websites hide
all sorts of things they don’t understand. The
visual design of the “revealed” site aims to
encourage that suspicion through the elicitation
of horror, with the greeting invoking the trope of
“the call is coming from inside the house.” On the
Web, what you see is not necessarily what you
get, and HORROR VACUI hopes to inform the
visitor of this condition.

1

See Documentation/Censor,
Cipher, Cede & Seize, pg 348,
for another use of highlighting in browsers.

2

WYSIWYG is an acronym
for “What You See is What
You Get,” which describes
interfaces that represent on
screen a form exactly corresponding to its appearance
on a printout.

3

MDN Web Docs is a learning
resource for web standards.
It is maintained by Mozilla
and Google employees and
volunteers and consolidates documentation from
Mozilla, Google, Samsung,
and Microsoft.

4

5

↖ The letters “WYSIWYG” revealed with a

click-and-drag highlight.

Website

6

For more on the whiteness
of web spaces, see Ryan
Kuo's “In Submission,” cited
in Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg
53, footnote 4.
A “div” is a generic container
element for HTML content.
It is rectangular by default,
which is the browser-recognized shape of most things
on websites regardless of the
way they appear to the user.

7

IP tracking is the practice
of discerning a user’s IP, or
“Internet Protocol” address,
a numerical identifier
assigned to each device
connected to the Internet.
This identifier contains geographic information (among
other things) for the device,
which allows trackers to
determine where the user
is located. Though tracking
might sound like the work
of a “malicious”† actor, it
is commonly used by web
services to display localized
ads to visitors.‡
†

See Appendix/The Spectre
of Computation, pg 422,
on malice, and Program/
Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 35,
footnote 61 on hostility.

‡

See Documentation/
Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274,
for a work addressing
web advertisements.

See README/Notes on
Reading (for a Reader), pg 11,
on comments.
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↖ The initial “empty” site.
↑ Highlighting to reveal WYSIWYG.
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HORROR VACUI
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↑ The reveal with developer tools opened

to the right. You can see that I took this
screenshot from Providence and name my HTML
elements dumb things like "wizzy."
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HORROR VACUI
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forms at a narrow browser size.
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 30
Documentation/National Treasure, pg 260
Documentation/Making Do, pg 302
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

(IN)VISIBILITY

↑ A demonstration of the variable letter-
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 43
Documentation/Geocitis, pg 86
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

(BROWSER) TOOLS

Chaos Agent takes the will-to-power1 practices of chaos magic2 to make
sigils from venture capitalist tweets, themselves an embodiment of
will-to-power philosophies. Silicon Valley is built atop magical thinking, but implementation of imagination is only possible through
immense amounts of capital, a caveat that is largely absent in the
hubristic posturing of the “innovation economy.”3
The book features a Pop-O-Matic™ container, 4
modified to include a d6 and d10 die5 and
embedded in the center. The reader can “pop the
bubble”6 to navigate through the pages. If the
instructions are followed correctly, the reader will
arrive at the same sigil on every pop, giving them
the feeling of preordination or fate. However,
what the instructions fail to mention is that the
mechanism in play is based on an old parlor trick,
popularized by the now-defunct website Lady
Esmerelda’s Crystal Ball,7 which was so convincing that Snopes8 had to debunk rumors of “computer possession” or other such system
vulnerabilities9 amongst unsettled users.
Lady Esmerelda’s Crystal Ball and Chaos
Agent both operate using “forcing,” a technique in
(stage) magic wherein a participant is seemingly
given a wide array of choices and is therefore
astounded when their choice is correctly identified.10 In actuality, there is only one possible
choice, dictated by the equation (10X + Y) – (X +
Y) = 9X. All multiples of 9 yield the same result,
and only multiples of 9 can be chosen.
This equation is the algorithm11 governing the
book’s functions, thus acting as the preordination.
Algorithms are now commonly associated with
computation; Chaos Agent’s simplified enactment
of an algorithm demonstrates the non-magical
structures undergirding Silicon Valley’s magical
thinking, pulling back the curtain on the workings
of higher powers.
The shapes in the sigils are derived from San
Francisco — the proprietary typeface of Apple,
one of Silicon Valley’s earliest unicorns.12

Chaos Agent
Book

8.5" x 11"

1

2

3

5

A 6-sided and 10-sided die,
respectively.

6

Journalists often panned
Silicon Valley’s meteoric rise
in the mid-2000s as a “tech
bubble,” referring to a pronounced and unsustainable
market rise due to increased
speculation in technology
stocks. The assumption
was that the bubble would
eventually burst (“pop”)
like the dot-com crash of
the 90s. I use the past-tense
here because “tech bubble”
has quietly lapsed from use
with the realization that
Silicon Valley might be here
to stay,† despite the lack of
change in the market speculation that gained it the
moniker in the first place.

Sometimes called “success
magic,” chaos magic is
a contemporary magical
practice that emphasizes the
attainment of specific results
over the symbolic, ritualistic,
or otherwise ornamental
aspects of other occult traditions. Chaos magicians treat
belief as a tool and their
practices as non-precious,
often creating their own
magical systems with gleanings from disciplines.
The “innovation economy”
describes the idea that it is
individual entrepreneurs
and their novel ideas that
drive change through the
invention of new products
and services to replace existing ones. This philosophy
can be seen in the mythologization of established tech
leaders,† as well as the proliferation of start-ups, the
founders of each working
under the belief that they
are destined to become the
newest unicorn‡.

†

See Program/ Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 20, on being a
user.

7

Manual, pg 260, Lady
Esmerelda's Crystal Ball.

8

Manual, pg 265, Snopes.

9

See Documentation/Viral/
Vulnerable, pg 274, on system vulnerabilities.

10 See Documentation/Warren,

pg 136, for another work
using forcing.
11

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 21, footnote 10,
on algorithms.

12 Coined in 2013 by venture

4

96 pgs

The will to power is a
concept coined by Friedrich
Nietzsche. Here I use the
term to refer to the Macht
(“power” or “might”) component of his philosophy,
which is the conscious
channeling of Kraft (“force”
or “strength”) for creative
purposes. Kraft is said to be
a primordial strength that
can be exercised by anything
possessing it.

†

See Program/Tech(ne)
cal Design, pg 23, on
the mythologization of
programmers.

‡

See footnote 12.

Manual, pg 302, Trouble.

capitalist Aileen Lee, the
term “unicorn” refers to a
privately held startup
company valued at over $1
billion. Lee selected the
magical animal to represent
the statistical rarity of such
success.
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↖prev The “pre-ordained” sigil. This is

the only sigil not made from a tweet or
set in San Francisco. Its component text is
instead the single word “DISRUPT,” a rallying cry of the innovation economy, and
rendered in a typeface called Apoc(alypse).
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↗ “Popping the bubble.”
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Chaos Agent
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Chaos Agent
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Chaos Agent
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↑ Sigil from “If you try to outlaw the

future it will just happen elsewhere”
(venture capitalist Paul Graham).
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↑ Sigil from “Decentralization of every-

thing” (venture capitalist Andrew Parker).

Chaos Agent
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↑ The black square + inscribed circle in

the center of each sigil is cut out after
printing. This allows the bubble to be
popped even from within the book.
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↑clockwise Sigils from “Reminder to self:

Not happy with the game? Change the game”
(venture capitalist Brad Feld); “Good
stories always beat good spreadsheets”

Chaos Agent

(angel investor Chris Sacca); “I am not
a bot! I am a human being! I am a man!”
(venture capitalist Jeff Nolan);
“#OccupyMars” (tech entrepreneur Elon Musk).
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circular array of arrows, which together
comprise the symbol for chaos magic.
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Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168
Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Documentation/ScreenThumb, pg 312

BIG TECH

↑ The bubble is nested in the center of a
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 31
Documentation/Warren, pg 136
Documentation/Machine in the Ghost, pg 160
Documentation/Predictive Patterns, pg 186

MYSTIFICATION

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 21

ALGORITHMS

i am peer, peer to peer to peer to peer to peer

Peer Peer Peer
& Peer
Web-publishing platform

Experience

Community

↑ A portion of the platform’s lockscreen.

When members enter the passcode, a peer
icon is added to the line and “to peer”
appended to the message below.
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Peer Peer Peer & Peer (P3&P) is a decentralized1 peer-to-peer (P2P)2
web publishing platform hosted through Beaker Browser. Beaker, as
a P2P browser, utilizes individual users’ computers as web servers
rather than a central server located elsewhere. Therefore, P3&P hinges
its accessibility on the conscious participation of its members.

This aspect of P2P browsers is typically promoted as a means of controlling your own data
instead of relying on a remote server owned by
some other entity. And though data privacy is a
large part of this project, I wish to highlight first
and foremost the temporal nature of Beaker
websites, which is also a byproduct of Beaker’s
P2P server system. That the web server is an
individual’s computer means that visiting a
Beaker website always requires the participation
of its human maker on the other end /*because
they must be running Beaker on their

device*/. P³&P is an alternative tool that leans

into the inconvenience of synchronous presence,
largely lost to social distancing, which alienated
us from each other physically and temporally in
the move to asynchronous communication softwares such as Slack or Google Docs.
P³&P’s website is therefore framed as a
“meeting” and visited as such. Upon navigating
to the URL, the visitor is met with a lockscreen,
which only features a chat window. The site
can only be unlocked and its content accessed
when all “members” are present on the website.
“Members” refers not only to members of a
meeting but also the structure of P³&P as a community, modeled after secret societies. The
project is not just the web platform but a communal experience involving a cryptic induction
process where inductees are introduced to our
privacy practices across other channels like
Signal3 and Jitsi.4 When someone visits the site,
their IP address5 is logged on the side, announcing their presence. The IP logging reminds us that
this site is not a perfectly private space, that we
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use the Web under a state of computational
surveillance even within networks of trust.
To unlock the site, all members must enter
the passcode in the chat. And even when
unlocked, traditional navigation such as clicking
is foreclosed. Everything is controlled by typing
commands into the chat, simulating the use of the
command line6 in communicating with computers.
All members’ screens can be simultaneously
controlled by any member, allowing for a synchronous viewing of the site. This simultaneity is
usually reserved for sharing a single printed book,
or having one person drive a presentation; its
deployment in a novel context7 invites negotiations of power between presenter and audience.
Members can also control just their own view,
but because they must do so through the chat,
the group will know of their diversion.
The group is not the only entity that will
know; the browser will as well. The chat as the
place where members must announce their
actions becomes a process of volunteering
information to other people — trusted peers — in
the way we unintentionally deliver information
to the browser and to central servers all the time.8
Foregrounding a human audience forces us
to recognize the amount of information we share
with our technologies by lending a sense of
emotional consequence.
The meeting site also has a closing function.
Members collectively agree on a meeting duration
at the beginning, which is tracked by a timer. When
the meeting ends, everyone enters the closing
command, locking the site until the next meeting.
There’s something that feels inconsequential or

CTRL_SHIFT/DOCUMENTATION

awkward about endings when they aren’t in person, whether it’s the end of a Zoom meeting, the
end of the semester, or even the more traditional
breaking up over text. Having an ending ritual
for an online experience evokes the feeling of
mutual parting often lost in digital mediation.
P³&P is made in collaboration with Daphne Hsu,
Will Mianecki, and Lai Xu.

1

Decentralization here
refers to the concept of the
decentralized Web, in which
control of web services
is distributed rather than
localized in the hands of
tech giants.†
†

2

3

See Documentation/
National Treasure, pg
260, footnote 6.

P2P denotes computer
networks in which each
computer can act as a server
for the others, allowing
shared access to files without the need for a central
server. Many people my age
(millennials) have engaged
with P2P in the form of
torrenting, in which a file is
seeded by those who have it
on their computers, making
it available for download
by others directly from the
seeding devices.

4

Signal is an end-to-end
encrypted messaging
service, meaning messages
are indecipherable to both
the owners of Signal and
any actors aside from the
intended recipient. Though
end-to-end encryption
is available on Facebook
Messenger, iMessage, and
other such platforms, it is
usually presented as an
optional feature into which
the user must opt in or
subject to leaks within the
company’s larger service
ecosystem.
Jitsi is an open-source video
conferencing software.
Though it isn’t perfectly
private, it does support P2P
meetings and end-to-end
encryption, and all its
meeting rooms are meant to
be ephemeral. Contrast that
to Zoom, which came under

fire for sending user data to
Facebook, maintaining user
susceptibility to targeted ads
in their privacy policy, and
lying about supporting endto-end encryption.
5

6

See Documentation/HORROR
VACUI, pg 212, footnote 6,
on IPs.
The command line is a
text-based interface for
interacting with the
computer (as opposed to a
GUI‡). All operating system
functions are accessible via
the command line, and for
many, the command line is
the only point of access.
‡

7

See Program/Tech(ne)
cal Design, pg 39, on
Darko Suvin’s cognitive
estrangement. See also
Documentation/Machine
in the Ghost, pg 160, for
an example of cognitive
estrangement as a device.

8

See Documentation/
Ghostwriter, pg 168 and
Documentation/Viral/
Vulnerable, pg 274, for more
projects on the unconscious
sharing of information.

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 23, footnote
16, sub-footnote † on
GUIs.

↗ A Peerstone, one of the items included

in the induction materials sent to new
members. Each stone is unique and acts as
an identifier in the site directory.

Peer Peer Peer & Peer
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→ The lockscreen of the meeting site. The

following documentation is from a demo
version of the site to preserve the network
of trust. Please reach out with any induction inquries.

238

→next The lockscreen as members enter the

passcode (which is not "passcode"). The
chat shows a sample of the ritual proceedings when a new member is put forth for
induction.
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Peer Peer Peer & Peer
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Peer Peer Peer & Peer
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↑1 When all members enter the passcode,

the Code is revealed.

↑2 All members must (re-)commit to the

Code in the chat to fully unlock the site.
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↑ Sample views of the Peer directory and

Hypertexts (library of shared references).
The chat includes a list of instructions
for navigating the site, accessed with the
text command "common aid."

Peer Peer Peer & Peer

→next Sample view of Contributions (member

works published through P3&P). Contributions open in the same window on the side
of the page.
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Peer Peer Peer & Peer
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↖ The induction materials sent to new

members. The package includes a Peerstone
and a placement mat featuring the community
litany.
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Peer Peer Peer & Peer

↑ Front and back of a Peerstone. Please

inquire about induction for an explanation
of the alphanumeric sequence.
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closing ritual.
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Documentation/Phraktur Leet, pg 94
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

DECENTRALIZATION

↑ The meeting site at the end of the
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Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

COMMUNITY

Documentation/Since, pg 180

TIME

In fields with high barriers to entry, what distinguishes between
conversing with those less familiar and teaching them? When does
generosity with knowledge turn didactic? How does one make room
for unexpected possibilities in an area requiring expertise? Magnetic
Flux borrows the form of magnetic poetry to ask what it means to
truly open a conversation, a computational system, or a thesis topic.1
It is often said in design that constraints can be
generative. The adage is not without truth; with
magnetic poetry, artistic juxtapositions arise from
having to work with a limited word set. What goes
unsaid, however, is that these constraints are
visible as such, and that they are generative
because they are acknowledged and engaged
with. When it comes to computational systems,
the restrictions are often intentionally hidden,2
foreclosing any creativity that could come from
contending with them. Moreover, this obfuscation
affects even the ability to talk about computation,
as knowledge of user constraints is reserved for
a rarified group of programmers.3
At the time of making this project, I was
struggling with the seeming impossibility of opening my work to those unfamiliar with code—both
in allowing for true participation and in simply
having conversations about it. Priming someone
with the necessary information to understand my
subject immediately created an uneven
exchange, a monologue in which I alone set the
terms of the dialogue to follow. This dynamic
stood in stark contrast to my practice, which was
largely concerned with relinquishing my power
as a programmer, designer, and thinker.
Magnetic Flux is the result of a paradoxical
concession: can deliberately closing some parts
of a system allow for greater access? Which
parts can be closed without inadvertently replicating the very computational practices I’m
critiquing? Starting with the constraint of magnetic poetry /*the word bank*/, I carefully
curated the selection to reflect recurring subjects
/*nouns*/ and actions /*verbs*/ in my practice. The only available third-person pronouns
are “they” constructions as indicators of my own

Magnetic
Flux
Website

Conversation Platform

non-binary pronoun usage.4 The words in black
are the seven most-used words in my thesis
writing up to that point in time. Interacting with
these key terms brings up their definitions, which
combine their dictionary entries with their meanings in my practice.
With these base constraints in place, the
site moves to indicate their restrictive nature by
introducing the possibility for change. Clicking
the definitions reveals they are editable. Placing
two key terms in proximity brings up an input
box where users can add new words to the bank.
Finally, the site itself is collaborative; multiple
users work within the same window, where they
can add to or change each others’ poems, or
write in words that other users might not have
considered. The collective knowledge of any
number of people conversing with each other5
even as they converse with me /*via my constraints*/ increases the likelihood of unexpected engagement with my research on
computation, or at the very least, encourages
a playful subversion of expertise.6

1

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 19, on the difficulty of opening a system.

2

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 28, on hiding and
“ease of use.”

3

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 25, on computational hierarchy.

4

See Documentation/NonBinary Binary Codes, pg 126.

5

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 41, on collective
faculty.

6

The work uses magnetic
poetry, a familiar form with
a low barrier to entry, to
provide an initial access
point into an inaccessible
topic. By leveraging existing
knowledge as well as the
delight of play, I hoped to
offer a spot of fun in the
computational doom-andgloom, which is also within
my power as a programmer.
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↖ Site view with an assembled line of

poetry. Moving the black keyterm “computer”
caused its definition to appear.
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Magnetic Flux
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↑ The most recently-moved

keyterm's definition appears in
the center box, while previous
terms are collected and expandable in the right column. The
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hands belong to other users on
the board, which won't reset
until every user that has engaged
with that particular session
leaves the site. This feature

allows for collective memory,
where an earlier user can become
a teacher, and knowledge can be
built upon.

CTRL_SHIFT/DOCUMENTATION

↑ Placing two keyterms in proximity brings

up a related question at the top of the
page, in addition to revealing an input box
with the prompt to “write.”

Magnetic Flux

Users can add their own words (in blue) to
continue the collaborative conversation
without the restriction of my set word
choices.
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↖↑ The greatest joy I received

from this work was seeing how
actual users broke the site.
Witnessing circumventions I could
never have predicted in a project
about relinquishing my control
validated the potential in open-
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ing a system, however slightly.
For example, I had restricted
the addition of new words to
one word at a time by making the
spacebar function as an “enter”
key. However, Lai Xu immediately
went around that restriction by

copy + pasting entire parts of my
definitions into the input box.
Another example can be seen above,
where folks started building word
burgers in a truly playful extension of the site's mechanics.
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users can change the very meanings of the
keyterms to inflect their poems with new
significations. How would you use “design”
in a sentence given this definition?
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 19
Program/w/ Ryan Kuo, pg 55

OPEN/CLOSED SYSTEMS

↑ Because the definitions can be edited,
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 41
Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

COLLECTIVITY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 45
Documentation/READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg 108
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

SUBVERSION OF EXPERTISE

National Treasure utilizes archaeological processes to create forms
that suggest materiality but are in fact entirely virtual. Nesting
multiple levels of information, the project creates a digitally-native
(archaeological) site in which the viewer can dig for hidden data.

The poster features a collection of amorphous
shapes rendered using the virtual-reality software Oculus Medium and skinned with textures
derived from an early machine learning dataset.
Portions of the shapes are pixelated to flatten
them into the vernacular of the digital artifact.
Interspersed between the shapes are various
QR codes leading to the aforementioned dataset,
various Nicolas Cage memes,1 and a website that
"decrypts" the shapes into various parts of the
script for National Treasure (2004).2
The project began with a tool study of a
Structure Sensor, a 3D scanner for use with
iPads. Deconstructing the resulting scans yielded
texture maps reminiscent of archaeological
object taxonomies, while experiments with
scanning moving images /*such as video*/
revealed captured frames that were not visible in
the final render. Both the textured maps and the
moving scan experiments suggested the existence of hidden data in the Structure Sensor’s
output. National Treasure plays on this idea of
hidden data by utilizing steganography3 and
Easter Eggs.4 The VR shapes are rendered in the
nebulous aesthetics of Machine Learning generated imagery, another form in which source data
is made opaque.5
If archaeology is the study of human activity
through the recovery and analysis of material
culture, Internet archaeology faces the challenge
of recording the increasingly immaterial ways in
which contemporary culture is created. The

National
Treasure

↖ An isolated view of one of the virtual

forms on the poster. The pixelation on its
edges is an artifact from passing through
multiple digital processes.

Poster

32" x 46"

Website

movie National Treasure is one such example,
where the film, itself couched in archaeological
and cryptographic tropes, has found traction
online in meme format. When web preservation is
beholden to a handful of proprietary structures,6
who is the arbiter of culture worth conserving?
How can a poster, rendered digitally, circulate in
the substrate of the Internet to encourage
archaeological curiosity in the scrap? What
literacies emerge when the average meme viewer
knows to investigate underlying data in this way?

1

Manual, pg 239, Nicholas
Cage memes.

2

Manual, pg 237, National
Treasure.

3

Steganography is the
process of concealing a file
within another file, oftentimes a jpeg or a video.

4

See Documentation/
READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg
108, for another use of
Easter Eggs.

5

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 29, footnote 34,
sub-footnote ‡, on black
boxes.

6

For example, Amazon servers alone made up roughly
40% of the cloud market as
of 2018, keeping services
as large as Netflix, Slack,
or Pinterest dependent on
Amazon’s offerings. See
also, Program/w/ Ryan Kuo,
pg 81, on how software
that tries to empower often
feels “arbitrary” due to its
proprietary nature.

→next The full poster.
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↑↗ Isolated views of poster shapes  before

the addition of flattening pixelation,
alongside a portion of the machine learning
datasets from which their texture skins
were derived.
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WORK N

Interactive
Motion P
550px x 80

↗ The shape decryption website, hidden in

one of the poster's QR codes. There is only
a mobile version, as the site is meant to
be accessed via QR scan.
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Some of the other datasets that comprise
the shape textures. They are part of the
Columbia University Image Library (COIL100), published through Columbia's Computer
Vision Lab in 1996. I write elsewhere in
this book about the things we reveal in our

↑
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aggregates; based on the objects in this
library, I imagine it was compiled by a
desperate grad student photographing anything within arm's reach shortly before
their thesis deadline, which is a Mood.
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↖↑ Texture maps from my Structure Sensor

studies of a studio tape dispenser and
a Narragansett Del’s Shandy on a studio
stool. This is the grad student Mood.
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appropriate for a digitally-native work to
have an “original location” that is also
purely virtual.
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Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

CRYPTOGRAPHY

↑ Poster in situ. It's a mockup. It seemed
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 45
Documentation/Since, pg 180

ARBITRATION

Documentation/READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg 108
Documentation/Non-Binary Binary Codes, pg 126
Documentation/HORROR VACUI, pg 212

EASTER EGGS

How does a diary differ from a dossier? Both contain similarly sensitive information, but in the former it is given, and in the latter, it is
taken. With the rise of the search engine, Google’s input box has
become a modern-day diary, privy to confessions we may not speak
even to the closest of friends. We give freely, not knowing exactly
what is being taken. The diary is a space of emotional vulnerability,
but diary-as-data makes us vulnerable in far less contained ways.
In computer security, a vulnerability is a weakness
that can be exploited by a malicious actor,1 such
as an attacker, to perform unauthorized actions
within a computer system. To exploit a vulnerability, an attacker must have at least one applicable
tool or technique that can connect to a system
weakness. At this point, “Big Data” is a household
term, and how Big Data knows us — the users and
consumers — is also common knowledge.2 Big
Data knows us to sell us stuff /*mostly*/.
Desire is our system vulnerability, and ads are Big
Data’s applicable tool.
Viral/Vulnerable is a website featuring a
chatbot — specifically, a modified version of
ELIZA, an early chatbot made in the 1960s that
simulates the strategies of a Rogerian psychotherapist. ELIZA’s creator, Joseph Weizenbaum,
wrote the program to show the superficiality of
communication between man and machine

are Google Image search results for words pulled
from my own personal dossier: the full list of
advertisement keywords associated with my
Facebook and Instagram profiles. Clicking on an
image leads to an automated Amazon search for
the associated term, and because the user has
now “searched” for that term, my ad becomes
their ad. Desire is the viral channel; the user’s
emotional vulnerability has become the avenue
for a non-consensual change in personal data.
However, the goal of the project is not to
simply imitate the practices of Big Data or computer viruses; by spreading our ad information to
each other, we disrupt the search patterns used
by Big Data to create our individual dossiers.
Through engagement with Viral/Vulnerable, our
emotional vulnerability at scale6 affords us a kind
of camouflage or dazzle against online
surveillance.

/*ELIZA could only use pattern-matching

and substitution along strict rules — not

1

true understanding — to respond to user

input3*/. However, Weizenbaum was surprised

by the number of individuals who attributed
human-like feelings to her 4 /*see my own use of
a human pronoun here*/. In simulating a therapist, ELIZA invites a level of emotional openness
usually reserved for a human practitioner, while
her machinic nature suggests the safety of an
inanimate diary.
Viral/Vulnerable’s chatbot is named Kit Son
Lee and asks leading questions to encourage
emotional vulnerability from the user. Any time
the user enters a “desire word” — i.e. “want,”
“need,” or “wish,” discerned through keylogging5 —
an image appears in the window. These images

Viral/
Vulnerable
Website

2

“Hackers,” etc. For more
nuanced takes on malice,
see Appendix/The Spectre
of Computation, pg 422, on
malice, Program/w/Ryan
Kuo, pg 79, on malice, and
Program/Tech(ne)cal Design,
pg 35, on hostility.
In case it isn’t a household
term, Big Data refers to the
data collected by organizations that can then be mined
for information and used in
machine learning projects,
predictive modeling, etc.
The “common knowledge”
I refer to here is our familiarity with the tailoring of
ads on our social media and
search platforms, which is
made possible by the collection of this data.

3

For example, ignoring
articles like “the” or “an,” or
finding words longer than
five characters and substituting them in as the subject
of ELIZA’s next question,
regardless of what the word
actually means.

4

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 29, footnote 34,
sub-footnote †, on attributing humanity to machines.

5

See Documentation/
Ghostwriter, pg 171, footnote
1, on keylogging.

6

See Documentation/OneTime (Key)Pad, pg 380, and
Documentation/Censor,
Cipher, Cede & Seize, pg 348,
for other projects dependent
on user organizing.
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↖prev Two prompts greet the visitor:

the first is the therapist’s invitation to share. The second is the input
box’s placeholder text, which acceler-
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ates a “request” to a “demand,” and
ties the giving of infor
mation to
vulnerability. From whom is vulnerability being demanded?

CTRL_SHIFT/DOCUMENTATION

↑ The landing page, featuring a therapist

office’s patient couch (based on TV depictions and not my own experience).

Viral/Vulnerable
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↖↑clockwise Automated Amazon searches for the

advertisement keywords “dogs,” “clothing,”
“role playing games,” and “vertebrate.”
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1

Honestly I don't even
know what some of these
are or where they came
from (I'm decidedly not
interested in long-distance
running, for instance).
Proprietary algorithms
work in mysterious ways.

A Bathing Ape
Abbi Glines
Abstract art
Abstraction

Anime and manga
fandom
Anime convention
Anime Expo
Anita Dongre
Anneler VE Bebekleri
Anthropology
Anthropology of
religion
Aquarium
Aquarius
Aquarius (astrology)
ArchDaily
ArchiCAD
Architectural Digest
Architectural rendering
Architecture
Aries (astrology)
Art
Art & Interior Design
Art auction
Art dealer
Art exhibition

2-step garage
2D computer graphics
3D computer graphics
3D rendering
4chan

Adobe After Effects
Adobe Creative Suite
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe InDesign
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Systems
Advertising
Aerosmith
Aesthetics
African-American
music
Air Force 1 (shoe)
Alexander McQueen
Alternative (album)
Alternative dance
Alternative medicine
Alternative rock
Amplifier
Anastasia
Anatomy
Animal welfare
Animated movies
Anime & Cosplay

Art museum
Art school
Arte
Artist
Artnet
Arts, Artists, Artwork
Artsy
Ashley Furniture Home
Ashley Furniture
Industries
Astrological sign
Astrology
Audience
Australian Shepherd
BADSHAH
Balmain (fashion
house)
BandaiArts and music
Banksy
Bassett
Beautiful Skin
Beauty
Beauty

Academy Award
for Best Makeup
and Hairstyling
Acrylic paint
Action figure

Advertisement Keywords
Associated with My
Facebook & Instagram
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Brendon Burchard
Britpop
Broadway theatre
Broadway.com
Brush
BTS Group
Building information
modeling
Business
Cachorro
Calligraphy
Canidae
Cartoon
Cat food
Cat lady
Cats
Chanel
Chicago house
Child
Child care
Choreography
Christian music
Clairvoyance
Clothing

Design
Designer
Designer Sarees,
Salwar Kameez &
Lehenga Choli
Desktop publishing
Detroit techno
DeviantArt
Dezeen
Dicas de Maquiagem
Digital art
Digital illustration
Digital painting
Digital printing
Disco
Divination
DLF Emporio
Do it yourself (DIY)
Dog behavior
Dog breed
Dog breeding
Dog health
Dog park

BEBEK ANNELER
Behance
Bernie Sanders
Beverly Hills
Beverly Hills, California
Bhangra (music)
Bianca Del Rio
Bichon Frise
bighitentertainment
Billboard (magazine)
Birch Lane
Birdwatching
Black and White
Photography
Black History Month
Blackwork
Blog
Bob's Discount Furniture
Body art
Body piercing
Bollywood
Bollywood movies
Bon Jovi
Brand

Condé Nast
Consciousness
Construction
Contemporary art
Contemporary art
gallery
Contemporary R&B
Cosplay
Country Living
Crafts
Creative director
Creativity
Crystal healing
Culture
Curator
Customer
Dance
Dancehalls
Decorative arts
Def Leppard
Delhi
Democratic Party
(United States)

Dog toy
Dog training
Dog walking
Dogs
Dogs (British band)
Doll
Doodle
Dr. Martens
Drawing
Dream 11
Drummer
Dupatta
Economics
Education
Electric guitar
Electroclash
Electronic music
Electronica
Emotion
Entertainment
Entrepreneurship
Esotericism
Esports

Clothing in India
CoachingInk
Cocker Spaniel
Cognition
Collecting
Collection (artwork)
Color
Comedian
comedy
Comedy Central
Comedy club
Comedy movies
Comic book
Comics
Communication design
Company
Computer animation
Computer Arts
Computer Arts
Computer graphics
Computer-aided design
Computers
Concept
Concept art
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For Today
Forest Essentials
France
Free People
Frieze Art Fair
Fullmetal Alchemist
Funny Videos
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture Fair
Fédération
Cynologique
Internationale
Gay pride
Gender
Gender identity
Genderqueer
Genre
Glam metal
Goth subculture
Gothic rock
Graffiti
Graffiti & Street Art
Graphic design

Human-computer
interaction
Humour
Hungama
HYPEBEAST
Idea
Illustration
Illustrator
Image
Image sensor
India Fashion Week
Indo-Western clothing
Industrial design
Ink Master
Inked
Inked (magazine)
Instagram
Institution
Interior design
Interior Design Ideas
Interior design
magazine
Internet meme

Ethan Allen
(furniture company)
Eurodance
Exo (band)
Fabolous
Face
Family
Fan convention
Fantasy football
(association)
Fashion (film)
Fashion design
Fashion week
Female entrepreneur
Feminism
Fiction books
Fictional film
Figurative art
Filmmaking
Fine art
Fish
Flash (tattoo)
Food
Footwear

Headphones
Heavy metal music
Hi-NRG
Higher consciousness
Highsnobiety
Hip dysplasia (canine)
Hip hop fashion
Hip hop music
Hobby
Home improvement
Home Interior Design
HomeGoods
HootSuite
Horoscope
House (TV series)
House music
Houzz
HubSpot
Human behavior
Human body
Human hair color
Human head
Humanities

Italo disco
J Dilla
Japanese language
Jassi Gill
Jeffree Star
Joe Rogan
Jon Bon Jovi
Joss and Main
K-pop
Kartell
Kawaii
KAWS (artist)
Knowledge
Korean cuisine
La-Z-Boy
Lakme Fashion Week
Latin music (genre)
Leash
LGBT community
LGBT history
LGBT social movements
Library
Life

Graphic designer
Graphic novel
Graphics
Graphics tablet
Grunge
Guinea pig
Gundam
Gundam model
Guns N' Roses
Hair care
Hair conditioner
Hair dryer
Hair follicle
Hair iron
Hair products
Hairbrush
Hairstyle
Hairstyle
Hamster
Hard rock
Haute couture
Havertys Furniture
Hayneedle
Head
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Marshall Headphones
Masaba Gupta
Massively multiplayer
online games
Massively multiplayer
online role-playing
games
Melanin
Meme
Menswear
Milan
Milan
Miu Miu
Mixed martial arts
Mixed media
Mobile advertising
Mobile marketing
Mode
Model (people)
Model (people)
Modern art
Motion graphic design
Motion graphics
Motivation

Obedience school
Occult
Off-Broadway
Oil painting
Online
Online advertising
Online art gallery
Online games
Online shopping
Organ (anatomy)
Otaku
Outdoor recreation
Outfit of the day
Paint
Painting
Paper
Parapsychology
Parenting
Paris
Park Ji-min
Parties
Patagonia (clothing)
People

Lipstick
List of cat breeds
Live Nation
Entertainment
Logo
LOL
London Marathon
Long-distance running
Love
Luxury goods
Luxury Lifestyle
Macro photography
Magazines
MailChimp
Makeup
Makyaj
Maltese (dog)
Manga
Manhattan
Manish Malhotra
Maquiladora
Marianne Williamson
Marketing
Marshall Amplification

National Geographic
Society
National Geographic
Traveler
Natural selection
Natural skin care
NBC
Neck
Netflix
New Age
New Delhi
New media
New media art
New wave music
New York City
New York Comic Con
New York Fashion
Week
Nike Skateboarding
Nikko Hurtado
Nintendo Switch
Nora Roberts
NYX Cosmetics

Pernia's Pop-Up Shop
Pet food
Pet Lovers
Pet Shop Boys
Peter Lindbergh
Pets at Home
PetSmart
Philosophy
Pigment
Pisces (constellation)
Pit bull
Pitbull (rapper)
Plastic arts
Playbill
Plus-size clothing
Plus-size model
Podcast
Politics
Pomeranian
Pomeranian (dog)
Poodle
Pop music
Popular music

Movies
MTV India
MTV Roadies
MTV Splitsvilla
Multimedia
Mumbai
Mural
Muse (band)
Museum
Museum of Modern
Art
Music
Music & Arts
Music of Punjab
My Hero Academia
Mötley Crüe
Nas
Nat Geo
National Geographic
(magazine)
National Geographic
Channel
National Geographic
Explorer
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Rendering
(computer graphics)
Reptiles
Rescue dog
Research
Retail
Revolution (TV series)
Rhythm and blues
music
Rock and roll
Rock music
Rodent
Rohit Bal
Role-playing games
Rolling Stone
Romance novels
Romance Writers of
America
Rooms To Go
Roots reggae
Rose Tattoo
RuPaul
RuPaul's Drag Race
Russell Brunson

Sound
Spas
Special effect
Sphynx cat
Spirituality
Sports
Spotify
Stand-up comedy
Star Wars
Startup company
Station
Stencil
Stone Island
Stonewall riots
Stores
Street art
Street photography
Streetwear
Structure
Student
Sue Bryce
Photographer
Sylvia Day

Portrait painting
Portrait photography
Post-punk
Poster
Printing
Printmaking
Product design
Pseudoscience
Psychic
Punk rock
Puppy
Quality of life
Radio Italia Solo
Musica Italiana
Raf Simons
Ragga
Ranunculus
Raven (drag queen)
Ray Higdon
Real estate
Recreation
Reggae
Reggae genres
REI

Singer-songwriter
Skateboarding
Sketch (drawing)
Sketchbook
Skill
Skin
Skin care
Skull
Sleeve tattoo
Small business
Sneaker collecting
SNEAKER FREAKER
MAGAZINE
Social marketing
Social media
Social media
marketing
Social movement
Social network
Social networking
service
Society
Software

T-Series
Tarot
tarte cosmetics
Tarun Tahiliani
Tate Modern
Tattoo artist
Tattoo Artist Magazine
Tattoo Girls
Tattoo ink
Tattoo Lovers
Tattoo machine
Tattoo removal
Tattoos
Tattoos and Tattoo Art
Teacher
Techno
Televisions
The Animal
The Public Theater
The Simpsons
The Timberland
Company
TheaterMania

Sabyasachi Mukherjee
Sales
San Diego Comic-Con
Satire
Scalp
School
Science
Science (journal)
Science fiction movies
Science fiction movies
Scorpio (astrology)
Screen printing
Screenwriting
Sculpture
Search engine
optimization
Self-awareness
Sense
Shamanism
Shampoo
Shoes
Shopping and fashion
Siamese cat
Sigma Corporation
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This Is Us (TV series)
Tiziano Ferro
Tokyo
Toronto
TOY
Toy dog
Toys
Training
Transgenderism
Tumblr
TV
TV reality shows
Typesetting
Typography
UGC
University of Delhi
Urban art
Urban decay
Urban Outfitters
Usability
User experience
User experience design
User interface design
V-Ray

Van Halen
Vans
Venice Biennale
Vertebrate
VF Corporation
Video games
Visual Art's
Visual arts
Visual effects
Voivodeship
W (magazine)
Wacom
Warped Tour
Watercolor Artist
Wayfair
Web 2.0
Web design
Web development
Webcomic
Website
Wellness (alternative
medicine)
Whitney Museum of
American Art

WildDog food
Wildlife photography
Wired (magazine)
Witchcraft
Woman
Women's fiction
Work of art
Working animal
Working dog
World Wide Web
Writing
Zodiac

description, which was made available
if you demanded “vulnerability” from Kit
(both the therapist-bot and me).
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Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168
Documentation/Hot Take Game Lab, pg 196

DATA EXTRACTION

↑ An earlier version of the project
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 42
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

COLLECTIVE SABOTAGE

Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 68
Documentation/Magnetic Flux, pg 250

LANGUAGE MANIPULATION

Making Do is a playful exercise in visualizing the invisible and
obfuscating the discernable.1 Drawing from foley art and comic
book sound effects, the compositions attempt to give form to
sound using handdrawn letterforms and highly-processed
watermarked images.

To make the images in the booklet, low resolution
jpegs pulled from stock previews (/*hence the
watermarks*/ are collaged into the exact foley
objects used to simulate the sounds listed below
the compositions. The collages then undergo a
barrage of Photoshop filters; with each pass, the
indicators of their humble origins — the watermarks, the pixelation, the array of uncrated backgrounds — fade from discernibility. The final
results appear as intentionally blurry airbrush
illustrations, even as the files themselves preserve the original pixel data.2
Meanwhile, the foley sounds themselves
move in the opposite direction: towards visualization. The sound effects in Making Do follow the
example set by comic books, not only in mapping
sound to the limited phonetics of the alphabet,
but also in considering the shapes of the letterforms and speech bubbles in accordance with
the bouba/kiki effect.3 The letterforms’ designs
furthermore strive to evoke movement, materiality,
and mouthfeel to engage multiple senses beyond
a unidirectional hearing-vision translation.
“Making do” means managing with the limited
means available. Foley artists make do with other
objects when the source of the sound they’re
replicating is unusable in a recording context.
Comic artists make do with illustrative techniques
because audio can’t be carried in print. Designers
make do with a variety of visual manipulations
when confronted with low-resolution images.

Making Do
Booklet

7.5" x 10"

Lest one consider this project to be outside the
purview of my thesis argument, the concept of
“making do” arose from considering the metaphorizing process of modeling.4 Analogizing the
invisible is a core component of beginning to
understand computers; Making Do applies this
idea in a very different context, testing the limits
of the applicable metaphors available to us.

1

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 25, on the obfuscations of software.

2

See Documentation/National
Treasure, pg 260, for another
work addressing hidden
data in images.

3

4

The bouba/kiki effect is
a non-arbitrary mapping
between speech sounds
and the visual shape of
objects. Experiments with a
wide-range of demographics demonstrated that most
people will associate “bouba”
with a rounded shape and
“kiki” with a spiky one.
See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 33, on models.

↖ Booklet cover.
→next Full spreads from the booklet.

12pgs
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 30
Documentation/HORROR VACUI, pg 212
Documentation/National Treasure, pg 260
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

(IN)VISIBILITY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 34
Documentation/Geocitis, pg 86
Documentation/Phraktur Leet, pg 94

METAPHOR

ScreenThumb adapts niche research in plant-interface communication1 for a mass audience through the proposal of a speculative app.
Earnest in design but sardonic in tone, the project satirizes the tech
industry’s infantilizing packaging of computational processes for
user consumption.

The work takes the form of a pitch video that
parodies many of the storytelling tropes found
in tech product introductions. ScreenThumb
/*the app*/ supposedly works by translating
the electrical impulses of plants into natural
human language2 in order to convey their needs
to their caretakers. The copywriting imbues the
plant with a personality akin to that of a petulant
child, and in tandem with the interface’s bright
colors and constant alerts, the effect is altogether
in the realm of a baby monitor.3
As the video progresses, more and more
features of the app are presented — analytics for
sunlight patterns and soil conditions, suggestions
for additional plants that fit the user’s care schedules, smart plug compatible accessories for
remote management of UV lamps and watering
systems. The information made available through
the app supposedly empowers the user through
greater knowledge and control, but the sheer
amount of information implies an assumption that
the user will attend to all of it. The app is designed
to encourage this investment, as are most apps in
the attention economy.4 Choreographing attention with surface-level reward mechanisms keeps
users on a platform, increasing the interactions
that comprise their data profile.5 Furthermore, it
diverts attention away from these data collection
practices and discourages the imagination of

ScreenThumb
Branding

Copywriting

UX/UI

Video

2 minutes 52 seconds

alternative contexts in which the same technologies might be used.6
In ScreenThumb, the plant is the child from
whom information is extracted, collated through
computational analysis, and made legible to its
“parent.” Do the “user-friendly”7 practices of UX/
UI design come from a similar paternalism?

1

†
2

→next Video stills accompanied by the

corresponding voiceover lines.

5

See Documentation/Viral/
Vulnerable, pg 274, on Big
Data, and Documentation/
Ghostwriter, pg 168, for what
data aggregation reveals.

6

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 28, on interface design’s attention
choreography. See also
Documentation/Machine
in the Ghost, pg 160, on
expanding the imagination,
and Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 39, on cognitive
estrangement.

7

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 35, footnote 61,
on user-friendliness and
user-hostility.

Manual, pg 227, Elowan.

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 26, footnote
25 on Natural Language
Processing (NLP).

3

At one point, the narrator of
the video refers to the care
of houseplants as “plant
parenthood.”

4

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg
59, on the attention economy.
See also Documentation/Hot
Take Game Lab, pg 197, on
encouraging attention vs.
critical thinking.

↖ Still from ScreenThumb (the pitch video)

showing disembodied hands (a trope)
installing the hardware for ScreenThumb
(the app).

Much research is being conducted on integrating computation and agriculture (to
detect diseases, predict crop
yields, etc.). ScreenThumb
draws from the Elowan
project at MIT Media Lab,†
in which a plant placed on
a robotic set of wheels was
made capable of driving
itself towards light.
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[00:00–00:37] From sprouting seeds to blooming flowers, the natural world is full of beautiful and calming
cycles. Studies have proven that indoor plants are a great way to improve air quality, increase concentration, reduce stress levels, and boost our mood. But nature doesn’t operate on our schedule. And in today’s
busy work culture, those quiet rhythms often get lost in the rush. So how do we sync nature’s clock with
ours? Introducing ScreenThumb.
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[00:38–01:25] Made using technology developed at the MIT Media Lab, ScreenThumb is the world’s first appbased plant monitoring system that takes its cues from the plant itself. Here’s how that works. Plants are
naturally-occurring circuits. The cells and tissues of plants activate according to environmental factors
such as change of lights, change of gravity, water levels, or soil conditions. ScreenThumb measures these
changes using electrodes attached to your plants. When your plant needs something, ScreenThumb pings you.
Open the app to see what your plant has to say. It’ll even give specific instructions, like how much water
it needs, and tips for best practices.

ScreenThumb
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[01:26–02:05] But what if you’re at work? Snooze the notification, and ScreenThumb will remind you to water
your plant when you get home. For more involved fixes — such as repotting — you can set a reminder for the
weekend and make sure you block out the time to do it. For the dedicated plant parent, ScreenThumb is a
great way to organize and keep track of all your plants and their individual schedules. View summarized care
profiles and histories for each plant from your phone, or switch to your tablet for deeper analytics in
watering and sunlight patterns, suggestions for soil supplements, and even recommendations for which species
to add to your collection based on your current care cycles. For frequent travelers, ScreenThumb is smartplug compatible for remotely controlling your UV lamps.
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[02:05–02:52] There’s even an additional self-watering system that will water your plant as needed. Just
remember to fill the reservoir before you leave, and monitor how your plants are doing from afar.
ScreenThumb takes the guesswork out of plant parenthood, so no matter your schedule, you can always come
home to your personal slice of nature. Grow at your own pace. Cultivate your green thumb with ScreenThumb.

ScreenThumb
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→clockwise App views of a plant alert,

setting care reminders, status screen with
remote UV lamp control, and plant profile
screen.
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ScreenThumb
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↑ Tablet view of deeper analytics of

watering schedules and soil compositions.
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↑ Tablet view of plant recommendations

based on the user's existing care patterns.

ScreenThumb
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Wordmark

Wordmark
(Alternate)

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789
!@#$%%^&*()

RGB: 208 233 215
HEX: #d0e9d7
CMYK: 18 0 18 0

RGB: 70 118 98
HEX: #467662
CMYK: 74 35 65 17

RGB: 255 255 255
HEX: #ffffff
CMYK: 0 0 0 0

RGB: 153 191 163
HEX: #99bfa3
CMYK: 42 11 41 0

RGB: 197 197 197
HEX: #c5c5c5
CMYK: 22 18 18 0

RGB: 0 0 0
HEX: #000000
CMYK: 0 0 0 100

RGB: 245 133 79
HEX: #f5854f
CMYK: 0 59 75 0

RGB: 241 219 187
HEX: #f1dbbb
CMYK: 5 12 27 0

USER-FRIENDLINESS

Primary
Colors

Secondary
Colors

ATTENTION ECONOMY

Tertiary
Colors

↑ ScreenThumb brand identity cheatsheet.
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ScreenThumb

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 28

Mikro Medium
H1 48px
H2 24px
Body 18px

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 28
Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 59
Documentation/Hot Take Game Lab, pg 196

Typography
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Outópos is a “poetic database” presented in book form. The collection
explores the ways in which utopian concepts are spatially constructed,
pulling from science-fiction, theory-fiction, mythology, cartography,
architecture, videogames, contemporary art, Cold War fantasies, ghost
malls, Prepper subculture, and Koreatown, Los Angeles.1

The book features three essays by Benjamin
Bratton, Frederic Jameson, and Lucy Hewitt &
Stephen Graham and is navigable via four overarching systems: Informative /*texts*/, Ambient
/*image clusters*/, Supportive /*black &
white images, themed by chapter*/, and
Interludial /*full bleed color images
between chapters*/. These systems are prefaced with an epigraph by Mies van der Rohe:
“Architecture is the will of an epoch translated into
space.” An underlying thread in the texts suggest
that this “will” is often imposed by those who
build onto those who must live within, whether in
the patrilinearity of Bratton’s vampire architecture, the enforced exile in Jameson’s exposition of
Vonda McIntyre’s Exile Waiting, or the physicalized social stratification of Hewitt and Graham’s
vertical cities. We have yet to see an implementation of a utopia /*for some*/ that is not simul
taneously an imposition of a dystopia /*for
others*/, and the title of the book refers to that
impossibility of vision.2
The images offer a variety of explicit and
implicit visions of utopia, not all of which are
architectural and most of which are not “real” or
realized. The range of forms, tones, and values,
juxtaposed against one another, signal the
incompatibility of these visions though they all
aspire to be ideals. The existence of an ideal at all
is inseparable from a hierarchy that places it at

Outópos

the top,3 and opposing arguments are often
displaced to hide this inherent structure. The
three image-based systems create space for the
proliferation of competing visions, allowing for
the subversion of each.4
The form of the book also attempts to subvert
a hierarchy5 — one of traditional reading — through
the use of interjectory spreads, grid-breaking
typographic blocks, and tab-based captioning,
which encourages non-linear navigation.6 The
front and back covers are made of plasticwrapped faux-concrete while the spine is an
open coptic stitch, playing on binaries7 of transparency/opacity and penetration/obfuscation.

1

See Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg
66–68, on Koreatown.

2

The title, “Outopos,” is a
combination of the Ancient
Greek “ou” (“not, no”) and
“topos” (“place, region”)
coined by Thomas More and
from which he derived the
title of his 1516 work, Utopia.
More’s book is a satire, an
extended description of a
supposedly perfect place
called “utopia” — that is,
“no place.”

3

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 25, on hierarchies.

4

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 39, on making
opposing conceptual
systems.

↖ A pattern in the book featuring utility

markings found on city streets. These
symbols are utilized in Outopos as categorical markers for images in the Ambient
navigational system.

Book

216pgs

5.25" x 10.75"

5

See Documentation/
READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg
109, on resisting authorities.

6

See Documentation/Warren,
pg 136, and Documentation/
Geocitis, pg 86, for other
examples of non-linear
navigation.

7

See Documentation/NonBinary Binary Codes, pg 126,
on binaries.

8

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 28 onwards, on
transparency as illusion and
obfuscation as method.
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↑ Title page and a clear view of the

plastic wrap around the covers. They were
purposefully wrinkled to add additional
tactility to the book.
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Outópos
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↑ The Ambient navigational system flows

through the chapter title pages.
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Outópos
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Outópos
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↑ Ambient system running into an

Interludial image section (Ghost Malls).
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Outópos
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↑ Interludial spread featuring a rendering

by Xefirotarch, a design firm known for
its “mutant” architecture.
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Outópos
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Outópos
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↖↑ Ambient images cut through the book in

one long thread. The continuation can be
seen in the way images interrupted by texts
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Outópos

or other navigational systems resolve on
the next Ambient page.
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↖↑ The utility markings that categorize

Ambient images also function as keys in the
Image Index. Each Ambient page has a parallel page in the index, where the image
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Outópos

captions appear atop the markings in lieu
of the image itself. The index pages are
tabbed and the tab letter noted on the
corresponding Ambient page.
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↖↑ The Supportive system starts

each chapter with a full bleed
image, with other thematic images
placed in the margins by the
chapter's text. Image captions
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Outópos

are collected at the end of the
chapter with a description of the
theme. This chapter's theme is
Spomeniks, a term for the futuristic monuments dotting the

landscape of former Yugoslavia as
commemorations of the National
Liberation Struggle against Nazi
occupation of the Balkans.

343

↖↑ Spreads from the three Interludial

sections, which are (from left to right)
scenery from Final Fantasy X, an RPG from
Square Enix inspired by Southeast Asia;
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Outópos

Ghost Malls (abandoned malls) from around
the world; and architectural renderings
from Xefirotarch.

345

was rendered by laser-cutting the letters
from acrylic and using them as a
reverse-stencil during spraypainting.
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Outópos

Documentation/Geocitis, pg 86
Documentation/Warren, pg 136

NON-LINEAR READING

↑ The book itself. The title on the cover
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 44
Documentation/Machine in the Ghost, pg 160

ALTERNATE VISIONS

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 30

TRANSPARENCY

Censor, Cipher,
Cede & Seize
Website

↖ ↑ A sampling of the various cameras

included in the project. The camera on
the left is a Mantis Array Camera,

which was covered by the Wall Street
Journal as “The Surveillance Camera
That Can See You Sneeze at 4000 Feet.”
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How are the targets of surveillance surveillants themselves, and how
can surveillants be surveilled? Censor, Cipher, Cede & Seize (CCC&S)
exaggerates web interactions to the point of user-hostility1 to first
model the tension between surveillance and communication described
in its text, then use it to undermine the authority2 of the writer(s).

The site features a chapter from Julian Assange’s3
Cypherpunks,4 titled “Increased Communication
Versus Increased Surveillance,” which consists
of a conversation between Assange, Jacob
Appelbaum,5 Andy Müller-Maguhn6, and Jérémie
Zimmermann.7 The four consider the difficulty of
“disassociat[ing] surveillance from control,”8
bouncing between accountings of the Internet as
used for good or ill, whether by governments and
corporations or by laypersons. Despite the participants’ combined expertise in the subject, their
discussion offers no solution to the tension
presented in the title; instead, it lays out a topology of control — how it is exacted, how it is maintained, how it is proliferated.
CCC&S appropriates the excerpt as a playground to enact the described methods: slowing
down processes to better control them; slowing
down people by taking away the ability to understand; limiting the amount of people who have
knowledge that can affect the process; and
building control into the tool. The text is not
rendered in full upon loading the site. Instead,
each paragraph emerges one by one, at a rate
determined by its average reading time. Even
after the paragraphs appear, certain lines are
censored with black bars,9 and should a visitor
attempt to circumvent the censor using the web
affordance of highlighting,10 they’ll find the text
underneath is encrypted with a caesar cipher.11
The cypherpunk motto is “transparency for
the strong, privacy for the weak.” Ostensibly, the
discussants in the excerpt consider themselves
part of the “weak,” but their technical ability and
public status place them at a much higher rung of
computational hierarchy.12 That CCC&S affords
them additional cryptographic measures
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exacerbates the ways in which their practices
allow them privacy unavailable to the general
populace, even as they preach privacy for all.
However, beyond the four speakers, there is
/*at least*/ one more authoritative voice
present: mine. I wrote the code that enacts the
control mechanisms on the site; I made the call to
publically log all visitors’ IP information13 in a
column on the side; I selected the proffered
excerpt /*to the exclusion of others*/. The
censored lines are my personal highlights from
reading, and by denoting those moments only to
redact them, I am flaunting the reader’s exclusion
from knowledge, whether the crucial points in the
chapter’s argument, or any potential insights into
my values and interpretations.
But the fact remains that I have communicated more /*I could have presented the
text without my highlights*/. The censoring
demonstrates how the need for privacy increases
in parallel with the sharing of information, but
built within lies an avenue for circumventing this
aspect of my control.
The website features a text input at the top
with an invitation to “contribute.” Each time a user
submits their input /*contributes to the
conversation*/, one of the ciphered lines is
decrypted — an exchange of information made
possible by mutually risking surveillance.
Furthermore, the user’s input is interjected into
the conversation between the four experts and
attributed at random to one of them. By having
the user’s vulnerability act as the means by
which both my and the discussants’ authority is
undermined, the system indicates the credibility
of the user’s thoughts even amidst the lionizing of
computational expertise.14
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Unfortunately, CCC&S encounters a similar wall
as the text it presents: even as the user’s
increased communication dismantles some
authorities, it still puts the user at increased risk
of surveillance by others. With only a few users
participating, the attribution shuffle offers little
by way of privacy, especially as the simple act
of visiting the site has already revealed the users’
IP locations. Participation in online platforms —
whether as active saboteurs or as passive audience — always comes with the risk of exposure
through the platforms’ built-in mechanisms.
The IP log acknowledges this state of affairs, but
within its functions lies the potential for safety in

1

2

3

†

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 35, footnote 61 on
user hostility.
See Documentation/
READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg
109, on undermining
authorities.
Julian Assange is the founder
of WikiLeaks, which came to
international attention in
2010 when it published classified U.S. Army intelligence.
Assange is also a trashbag of
a human, which informed
my choice to undercut his
voice in this work.

5

Assange, Julian. Cypherpunks:
Freedom and the Future of the
Internet. OR Books, 2012. The
term “Cypherpunk” — a
portmanteau of “cipher” and
“cyberpunk”†— describes a
movement advocating for
the use of cryptography and
privacy-enhancing technologies as a route to social and
political change.

Jacob Appelbaum is a
journalist, computer security
researcher, artist, and hacker.
He was formerly a core
member of the Tor project,
which is most known for
developing a browser that
prevents online surveillance.

Quadrature du Net, a citizen
advocacy group defending
online freedoms.

12 See Program/Tech(ne)cal

8

Assange, 25.

13 See Documentation/HORROR

9

See Documentation/
Ghostwriter, pg 168, for
another example of censor
bars in use.

10 See Documentation/HORROR

VACUI, pg 212, for an
example of using web
highlighting to reveal
underlying text.
11

6
4

Cyberpunk is a subgenre
of science fiction that
deals in dystopian futuristic settings with a focus
on the juxtaposition of
“lowlife,” e.g. drug culture,
and high tech, e.g. artificial intelligence.

numbers.15 As more users join the site, the proliferating IPs obscure the connection between
a given entry and an individual, and with more
contributions, the privacy afforded by randomized attribution increases in effectiveness.
The final component of the site is a series
of images of cameras, cycling through different
makes and models with the appearance of each
paragraph in the original text. The array of cameras shows the breadth, omnipresence, and
availability of surveillance mechanisms, and the
fact that the images are photographs of cameras
gestures towards surveillance as a condition to
which even the surveillants are not immune.16

7

Andy Müller-Maguhn is a
member of Chaos Computer
Club, Europe’s largest association of hackers, and the
former at-large director of
ICANN, the American nonprofit managing domain
names on the Internet.
Jérémie Zimmermann is a
computer science engineer
and founder of La

Censor, Cipher, Cede & Seize

A caesar cipher is a cryptographic technique in which
each letter is replaced by a
letter some fixed number of
positions down the alphabet
(“A” becomes “B,” “B”
becomes “C,” etc.). For other
cryptographic techniques,
see Documentation/National
Treasure, pg 260, and
Documenation/One-Time
(Key)Pad, pg 380.

Design, pg 25, on computational hierarchy.

VACUI, pg 213, footnote 6, on
IP tracking.
14 See Program/Tech(ne)cal

Design, pg 29, on the
imaginary power of
expertise, and pg 41, on
collective faculty.
15 See Documentation/One-Time

(Key)Pad, pg 380, and
Documentation/Viral/
Vulnerable, pg 274, on the
potential of collective action.
16 See Documentation/Predictive

Patterns, pg 186, for
“watching the watchmen.”
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↑ Initial view of the site with a censored

paragraph from Assange. The IP tracker on
the right logs both connections and disconnections.
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Censor, Cipher, Cede & Seize

→next Censored line highlighted, showing

the Caesar cipher underneath, and the text
box with an input ready to be contributed
to the conversation.
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Censor, Cipher, Cede & Seize
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↑ The input, once contributed, enters the

conversation. In this case, it was
attributed to Andy Műller-Maguhn.

356

↗ With each contribution, one Caesar

cipher is decoded. Highlighting the censored line from Assange's first paragraph
now reveals the text in plain English.
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Censor, Cipher, Cede & Seize

357

being a trashbag, though it might take a
few tries.
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 30
Program/w/ Ryan Kuo, pg 65
Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168

(IL)LEGIBILITY

↑ You could even make Assange admit to
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Documentation/National Treasure, pg 260
Documentation/One-Time (Key)Pad, pg 380

CRYPTOGRAPHY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 26
Documentation/READ(ing)/WRITE(ing), pg 108
Documentation/Magnetic Flux, pg 250

CONTROL & AUTHORITY

How does one make the inconceivable feel urgent? As the consequences of climate change grow more dire, our continued inaction
points perhaps towards a failure of imagination. Cli-Fi Chimera Lab
employs the frame of Cli-Fi1 to engage creatively with evolutionary
adaptation as a means of thinking through the possible conditions
of near-future ecosystems.

Cli-Fi
Chimera Lab
Workshop

The workshop begins with an overview of climate
change predictions for the next century /*none
of which are good*/. With these possible
biomes in mind, the presentation moves to realworld examples of unnatural /*human-influenced*/ selection and already-existing
instances of adaptation for extreme conditions,
followed by examples of work that engage with
these evolutionary mechanisms.
Taking this overview alongside a printed list of
concepts in speculative biology,2 the participants
are introduced to a “chimera-generator”3 game
based in part on Apples to Apples.4 Players draw
random kingdoms, traits, habitats, and/or timescales from the common deck and selectively
combine their cards to generate imaginary organisms following evolutionary principles. They then
defend their “chimeras” to the group by explaining
their survival mechanisms under climate change
conditions, after which a winner is chosen based
on evolutionary suitability.
The final phase of the workshop brings participants to the Nature Lab’s Natural History
Collection and Microscopy Lab, where they
observe features from real specimens that could
then be integrated into the chimeras developed
during the game. After a period of sketching, the
speculative creatures are shared with the group

↖ A crab chimera created in the workshop.

Originally bred in a lab to satisfy the
seafood industry’s demand for crab claws,
specimens in the wild have evolved turtle-like shells of calcium bone in response
to the damage wrought by ocean acidification on chiton-based exoskeltons.

alongside an explanation of their habitats and
adaptations for a plausible future ecosystem.
Though the chimeras generated in the workshop remain fictional /*for now*/, the process
of imagining them results in a discrete model 5
around which participants can localize the
immensity of climate change. Conceiving,
defending, and visualizing a fantastic creature
for the realities of this planet opens pathways
for critical engagement with the demands placed
by global warming on actually living organisms.
Cli-Fi Chimera Lab was made and conducted in
collaboration with Charlotte Clement (ID ‘20) for
the Nature Lab Fall Workshop Series.

1

A portmanteau of “climate”
and “science fiction,” “climate fiction (Cli-Fi)” refers
to works that deal with
climate change and global
warming as a primary
component of speculative
worldbuilding.

2

Speculative biology (also
known as speculative
evolution) is a genre of
speculative fiction and art
focused on hypothetical
scenarios in the evolution
of life. See Manual, pg 314,
for the Principles of
Speculative Biology used
in the workshop.

3

Here, the term “chimera”
refers to both the generic
mythological definition of
an animal with parts taken
from different animals and
the biological definition of
an organism containing a
mix of genetically-different
tissues.

4

Manual, pg 285, Apples to
Apples.

5

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 33, on models.
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Cli-Fi Chimera Lab
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←prev Workshop participants

sketching their chimeras to
compete in the chimera-generator
game amidst a pile of game cards.
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↑ Participant Isabel Mattia

shares her chimera with the group.

→ Participant Jarrett Key working

in the Microscopy Lab.
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Cli-Fi Chimera Lab
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↑ A chimera made in the workshop.

↑ A sampling of specimens in the Nature

Lab's Natural History Collection from which
participants conceptualized their final
chimeras.
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Known as the Palo Verde Owl,
this specimen is found in
Arizona around the former site
of the Palo Verde Nuclear Plant,
the largest nuclear facility in
the U.S. before its meltdown due

Cli-Fi Chimera Lab

to a malfunction in its cooling
system. With its prey driven
underground by the unihabitable
rise in desert temperatures, the
Palo Verde Owl evolved mole-like
claws in lieu of talons to dig
with greater efficiency for its

food. Its keen eyesight allows it
to detect the slight glow of prey
animals under shallow dirt, a
byproduct of the nuclear fallout
in the area.
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Cli-Fi Chimera Lab
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chimera but a grotesquely taxidermied blind
mole. Its “terrifying potato” appearance
has given it a status as the Nature Lab's
unofficial mascot.
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Program/w/ Ryan Kuo, pg 55
Documentation/Hot Take Game Lab, pg 196
Documentation/Ouroborouroboro…, pg 372

GAMES

↑ Funnily enough, this creature is not a
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 21
Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 77
Documentation/Machine in the Ghost, pg 160
Appendix/The Spectre of Computation, pg 413

IMAGINABILITY

In cybernetics,1 the ouroboros2 refers to the circular logic of
feedback loops, where a system’s structure is maintained through
self-production: output fed back in as input. Ouroboros co-opts
the basic mechanics of Snake3 but changes its win/loss conditions
to create an endless cycle of gameplay.

The interactive motion poster’s initial state features the word “ouroboros” typeset in what
appears to be a bitmap font /*save for the

1

Cybernetics is a transdisciplinary approach to automatic control systems — their
structures, constraints, and
possibilities. These control
systems can be those found
in machines (i.e. computers),
biology (i.e. the nervous
system), or society (i.e. governments).

2

An ancient symbol depicting
a snake eating its own tail.

3

Snake is a video game
genre in which the player
maneuvers a line (snake)
that grows in length, with
the loss condition defined as
running into the line itself.
The most common variant
of the genre has the player
attempt to “eat” items by
running into them with the
head of the snake; the snake
grows longer for each item
eaten, making it progressively more difficult to avoid
collision with the body. See
Manual, pg 301, Snake.

last two o’s, which are formed by an

illustration of a (snake) ouroboros*/.

Upon game start, the player finds that the letters
are actually composed from individual pixels,
which act as the “food” to be eaten.
Despite the use of game mechanics, there’s
no losing (or winning) in this work. Running into
the body simply reduces the snake’s length
down to its head, making it easier to see the
board state.4 Running into any of the walls —
another typical loss condition — brings the snake
back onto the field from the other side. Clearing
the field yields a new spread of “food,” with
placement determined by the path taken by the
player to clear the previous board state, up to
the same number of pixels that comprised the
original type. In this way, the poster depicts the
ouroboros three ways over — in image, in word,
and in functionality, where the game’s objective
is self-produced by virtue of playing.

Ouroborouroborouroboro…
Interactive Motion Poster

550px x 800px

↑ A partial view of the board state midway

through play.

4

The decision to reduce the
body to the head in addition
to preventing game loss
was a formal consideration:
Ouroborouroborouroboro… is
also a form-making game,
where the player can “carve”
shapes out of the initial
letterforms (constructed
with a high density of pixels
for this affordance) or make
choices about their path
to “draw” the next spread.
Building in opportunities to
collapse the body allows for
easier viewing of the negative shapes created in play.

→next The poster in “lightmode” and “dark-

mode.” For those who like a challenge, the
transparency pattern in lightmode makes the
game more difficult to play.
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Ouroborouroborouroboro…
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→ Screenshots depicting three cycles of the

game starting with the initial board state.
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Ouroborouroborouroboro…
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poster lives on a website. Play at https://
ouroborouroborouroboro.glitch.me/.
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Program/w/Ryan Kuo, pg 55
Documentation/Warren, pg 136

CLOSED SYSTEMS

↑ Due to its interactive nature, the
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Program/w/ Ryan Kuo, pg 55
Documentation/Hot Take Game Lab, pg 196
Documentation/Cli-Fi Chimera Lab, pg 360

GAMES

AA

One-Time
(Key)Pad
Typeface

26! Variations

↖ An “A" set in Noto Mono, according to

the Noto Mono font software.

↑ An “A” set in One-Time (Key)Pad v.01/26!,

according to the One-Time(Key)Pad font
software.

Keyboard

381

One-Time (Key)Pad is a typeface, but typesetting must be done with a
customized keyboard if one wishes their content to be read by other
people. This constraint is due to the fact that every distributed version
of O-T(K)P employs a randomized substitution cipher,1 mapping each
letter glyph to a different keystroke than on a traditional keyboard.

This encryption method and the subsequent
need for a unique keyboard arrangement arises
from a consideration of digital countersurveillance tactics for text as text. Projects such as
Adam Harvey’s CV Dazzle2 or Sang Mun’s ZXX 3
propose strategies to combat computer vision ,4
specifically facial recognition in the former and
OCR5 in the latter. OpenAI researchers have
discovered that placing a handwritten note in a
photograph can fool machine learning algorithms
into misidentifying the other objects in the
image.6 There exist any number of typefaces that,
while not necessarily designed to resist computer vision, are decorative to the point of illegibility to both human eyes and computer
scanners.7 However, none of these solutions
contend with the fact that digital fonts are softwares. When a user types an “A,” what appears
on the screen is an image served by the computer as a visual representation of the code of
the typeface. The image is for human eyes and is
essentially arbitrary to a computer. Even if a
typeface’s design makes an “A” illegible to human
eyes or to computer vision, the computer system
itself knows it to be an “A” by the typeface’s code.
O-T(K)P turns this encoded information
against itself by mapping human-readable letterforms to other glyph positions in the typeface.
For a user of O-T(K)P, typing an “A” on the custom keyboard will yield an “A” on the screen. But
to the computer reading the “A”’s code, it would
be an “F” or “P” or whatever letter the “A” was
substituted with in the code of that particular
version of the font. Full words and sentences
would be legible to human English-speakers
encountering the text content as originally
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typeset, but to a computer /*or any human

information, much of which is extracted by incentivizing the widespread use of their products

cessing*/, the content would be gibberish.

/*i.e. keeping Google search free, or

accessing the text after computer pro-

O-T(K)P’s name is a play on “one-time pad,”
a supposedly uncrackable substitution cipher
technique patented in 1919. The strength of a
one-time pad relies on randomizing the key for
each individual letter /*an “A” will not
always be a “B” in the message but will

be shifted a random number of steps for

open-sourcing their fonts*/. O-T(K)P takes

Google’s product and interrupts it with stripes
to mimic the camouflaging pattern of zebras.
This feature makes O-T(K)P as illegible to computers as an image as it is as text, rendering the
user illegible /*in certain ways*/ to Google’s
organizing eye.

each instance*/. A single version of O-T(K)P is

therefore not a true one-time pad because each
letter is locked into a specific substitution for that
version. However, for each new user /*and
therefore, version*/ of O-T(K)P, the typeface grows closer to simulating the randomness
of its namesake, with up to 26! /*26 factorial*/ possible combinations of the alphabet.
O-T(K)P thus encodes into itself a hope for collaborative action8 against surveillance capitalism.9
O-T(K)P is not meant to be easy to use.
Anyone with typing facility has internalized the
positions of keys in a traditional QWERTY layout,
so typesetting with O-T(K)P’s custom keyboard
will require resorting to hunt-and-peck. Fighting
for privacy under contemporary computational
conditions will always require additional labor,10
and to use O-T(K)P is to commit to that work.
O-T(K)P’s letterforms are modified from Noto
Mono, part of Google’s open-source11 font family
Noto. According to the Noto Font page, “the
name noto is to convey the idea that Google’s
goal is to see ‘no more tofu’.”12 This goal aligns
with Google’s mission statement to “organize
the world’s information,” which in practice manifests as a technocratic monopoly over
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1

A substitution cipher is a
method of encryption in
which a letter is replaced
with another letter according to a key. For example,
A becomes B, B becomes
C, and so forth, with the
key here being “shift (step)
alphabet by 1 letter.”

2

Manual, pg 225, CV Dazzle.

3

Manual, pg 255, ZXX.

4

Computer vision is a field
of artificial intelligence that
trains computers to interpret and understand digital
images.

5

OCR stands for “Optical
Character Recognition,”
which is the electronic conversion of images of typed,
handwritten, or printed text
into machine-encoded text.

6

The researchers have
classified this particular
method of AI perturbation
as “typographic attacks”:
https://openai.com/blog/
multimodal-neurons/

7

See Documentation/
Ghostwriter, pg 168, for use
of an illegible typeface to
censor personal information.

8

In order for another user’s
computer to render the type
correctly, each version of
O-T(K)P must be redistributed to potential readers to
be installed on their devices
(a constraint of the typeface’s operation as software).
Therefore, despite the tremendous number of possible
versions, O-T(K)P works best
within small networks built
on trust,† a tactic pulled
from social organizing.
†

See Documentation/Peer
Peer Peer & Peer, pg 234,
for a work on building
trust networks.

9

Described by social psychology scholar Shoshana
Zuboff, “surveillance
capitalism” is “an economic
system centered around
the commodification of
personal data with the core
purpose of profit-making.”
(Wikipedia)

10 See Documentation/

Ghostwriter, pg 168, for
another work addressing
the labor of privacy.
11

See Program/Tech(ne)cal
Design, pg 30, footnote 37,
on open source.

12 “Tofu” refers to the empty

box displayed when a font is
missing that particular glyph.
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ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHI
JKLMNOPQ
RSTUVWXYZ

↖ Alphabet set in Noto Mono.
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↑ The same alphabet set in One-Time

(Key)Pad v.01/26!
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S

O
V

H
T

R

E
Q

F

A
W

P

G
K

D

M
B

U

L
N

Z

C
X

J
Y

I

↑₁ Standard QWERTY key configuration.
↑₂ One-Time (Key)Pad v.01/26! key

configuration.
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↑ I modified a mechanical keyboard to

v.01's key configuration so that I could
use the typeface. Future distributed versions will come with a keyboard cover,

One-Time (Key)Pad

sticker set, or a printable map of that
particular version's configuration (though
I highly recommend the satisfaction of a
fully modified keyboard).
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ow
vr
388
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One-Time (Key)Pad
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ms
↖↑ “IT” is the acronym for “information technology.”
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bq
↖↑ “US” here isn't an acronym but a reminder of

One-Time (Key)Pad's hope for collective action.
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"fr'zr zruruhrzmjy. sets'q ferzr fr'ii fmj wbs mj ser iwjy
zbj. tjv qwur vtl fr'ii zruruhrz qw uboe sets fr'ii hbmiv
ser hmyyrqs ywvvtuj qsrtu-qewari mj emqswzl tjv vmy ser
hmyyrqs yztar wx tii smur tjv qewar ftz mj tjv owarz ms
bc. owur wj jwf, fr'zr ywmjy sw yw hbmiv t umzzwz xtoswzl
xmzqs tjv cbs wbs jwsemjy hbs umzzwzq xwz ser jrks lrtz
tjv stgr t iwjy iwwg mj seru."

↑ One-Time (Key)Pad is obviously not a

text face, but the sample text here is from
Ray Bradbury's Fahrenheit 451, which became
an ad-hoc reference for the design when my
initial sketch studies of zebra stripes
ended up evoking flames.

The quote is from the final moments of the
book and said by Granger, the leader of a
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group of hobo intellectuals committed to
preserving literature. But while “remembering” is the win condition when the danger
is information destruction, it's Big Tech
that does the remembering now, and Big Tech
that makes the mirrors (we're all clicking
on pictures under glass). What remembering
goes in computer memory, and how can we
remember outside of it?
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JWF LWB
VWJ'S

NOW YOU
SEE ME
396

One-Time (Key)Pad

397

↑ Will be read as “WZYTJMNR SEMQ, YWWYIR”

by Google.
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Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 30
Program/w/ Ryan Kuo, pg 65
Documentation/Ghostwriter, pg 168
Documentation/National Treasure, pg 260

(IL)LEGIBILITY

Program/Tech(ne)cal Design, pg 42
Documentation/Viral/Vulnerable, pg 274
Documentation/CCC&S, pg 348

COLLECTIVE SABOTAGE

WZYTJMNR
SEMQ,
YWWYIR.
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The Scraper (Appendices)
On the Web, a scraper is a bot that harvests specific data from
websites for later analysis. The Scraper does not speak—not in
their own words, anyway, hence this late introduction. The remainder
of the book comprises the Scraper’s database. Directly following
this page is information that would have been commented out
/*that is, remained hidden in the code of process*/, if
not for the Scraper's retrieval: samples and bits of work not included
in /Documentation, an older piece of writing, gleanings from all
the previous pages of this book. Welcome to the archive.
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1 This essay was written

between March and May
2020, shortly after the
beginning of COVID-19
lockdown. It served as
the critical position in my
thesis compendium and
marks the beginning of
much of the thinking
presented in this book.

The Spectre of Computation1

At this point I do not want to be outside the
structures of power, I do not want to be the
opposition, the alternative. Alternative to what?
To power? No. I want to have power. It’s
effective in terms of change. I want to be like
a virus that belongs to the institution. All the
ideological apparatuses are, in other words,
replicating themselves, because that’s the way
culture works. So if I function as a virus, an
imposter, an infiltrator, I will always replicate
myself together with those institutions.
Felix Gonzalez-Torres, Symptoms of Interference, Conditions of Possibility

We are not useful.
Metahaven, White Night Before A Manifesto
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POSSIBLE / PLAUSIBLE / PROBABLE /
PREFERABLE / PROMULGATED

NOW

TIME
Possible
Plausible

Probable
Promulgated

Preferable

POTENTIAL

The Future Cone, as described in Speculative Everything (2013),
modified to include “Promulgated”

“who tf is jon sueda” is a text message I sent sometime around 4AM
on April 18, 2020 to a group chat seething with reproach against the
well-appointed home setups featured on @wfh_wfm. Jon Sueda is a
“successful” graphic designer. He is also the creator of @wfh_wfm. I
suppose I should’ve known him, and upon Googling, it turns out I did.
He’s the maker behind All Possible Futures, a project that has continually held a central spot in my reference library, a guidepost for
the development of my design practice.
@wfh_wfm is an Instagram account. Its name is an acronym for
“Working From Home Works For Me.” The first post, featuring Sueda’s
own setup at the dining table with his two sons, is captioned with the
story of the project’s inspiration, which is “the deluge of Zoom meetings [he has] been in for the last few weeks, and seeing the range of
contexts framing all the faculty members’ and students’ faces.” He
also writes about how he had actually started WFH /*the act, not
the project*/ ten years ago to spend more time with his newborn
child, with the added bonus of “[saving] a two-hour daily commute
and thousands of dollars in rent per month.”
The reproach of the group chat called out the “thousands of dollars,”
an unfathomable amount of money to have, spend, or save. The
reproach of the group chat screenshotted posts from our very own
RISD faculty members, displaying sunlit corners and expansive
desks surrounded by shelves filled with recognizably expensive
design objects. The reproach of the group chat visualized itself as
grainy shots of our own depression nests — dirty dishes, mouse traps,
water damage, chairs broken and nailed back together to WFH
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another day. I thought about Dal Hayes, a man recently laid off from
the Redondo Beach Bonaventure Hotel, who called and left a desperate message under the impression that I was the regional unemployment office. I thought about my partner, a service worker in NYC,
who sends me photos of themself making deliveries in their fluorescent vest and construction mask, who laughs at the applause filtering
out of Manhattan apartments from inhabitants paying thousands of
dollars to WFH. I thought about possible futures and probable futures.
I wondered what day of the week it was.

The reproach of the group chat arose from the recognition of difference: that our circumstances were not reflected in the vision of possibility posited by @wfh_wfm. The reproach, I now recognize, came
also from a kind of entitlement: “they are Zoom users, we too are
Zoom users, so why do we not have access to the same?” If the imaginary of @wfh_wfm could feel so wrong to me, a member of the same
pandemic class, how does this imaginary scale to other classes? In
a 1999 NPR interview with William Gibson, the author states, “the
future has already arrived — it’s just not evenly distributed yet.” Is a
future that will arrive only for some worth imagining at all?

I have often quoted Alan Kay in saying, “the best way to predict the
future is to invent it.” My design practice, especially in the past year,
has centered around the generation of visions of possibility or futurity. My projects took the form of tools and aggregates to extend the
limits of imagination, which is the prerequisite for invention. I wanted
to give form to desire, a Graphic Design will-to-power.

This question, however, suffers in that it only asks about imagined
futures. Every class in the above diagram has the ability to desire, to
imagine futures of varying types and scopes. Imagination — though
prerequisite to invention — does not guarantee invention. And even
then, the positive correlation between the ability to invent and access
to resources becomes more significant when one factors in the ability
to implement that invention on a large scale. History has proven that
the future does not come from mere imagination or flash-in-the-pan
invention; the future comes from continued replication.

But looking at @wfh_wfm, created by the same mind that organized
All Possible Futures, populated by the same names featured in All
Possible Futures, I am realizing that the “all” in “all possible futures”
is a count made by a limited imagination. An insular group of wellknown designers continue to speak only to each other of the conditions of WFH in a global pandemic, with a tone-deafness made
possible by a collective imagination built on standing desks, tasteful
houseplants, and job security. They imagine possibilities afforded
by their own positionality; the engine of their insularity publishes and
republishes their imaginaries into being. In turn, I, an MFA candidate
in a prestigious program, reference and replicate their insularity.

SPEC WORK
Sometime in the early 2000s, my uncle, an electrician from Rockford,
Illinois, was invited to The Tonight Show with Jay Leno as part of a
“home inventors” showcase. He unveiled the Ultra-Clip™, a nail clipper
that catches clippings in a small compartment for later disposal.
Nearly 20 years later, my family members are the only people I know
who use the Ultra-Clip™, and my uncle is still an electrician in
Rockford. He ran through his savings creating prototypes, but without
capital, the Ultra-Clip™ could never enter mass production. When
we /*myself and my family*/ lose our Ultra-Clips, as is inevitable
with small objects, we will enter a future of inferior design, at least as
it pertains to nail care.

DURING THIS PANDEMIC,
THERE ARE ONLY FOUR SOCIAL CLASSES

I purchased my first iPhone — with great reluctance — in 2011, to
replace my perfectly functional Blackberry Curve. The iPhone messaging UI diverged from previous texting models by placing all messages on the same screen, like an AIM or MSN chat thread. Upon
hitting critical market mass, this design shift left me /*and other
non-iPhone customers*/ dealing with barrages of single-line texts
sent by iPhone users acclimated to this new interface, users who had
no idea that I would have to open their “lol”s and “?”s separately, one
at a time, then delete them to make room in my 200-text limit inbox.
The iPhone, ensured of its promulgation by capital, implemented its
version of the future upon us all.

BILLIONAIRE

ZOOM USER

ESSENTIAL WORKER

UNEMPLOYED

Redrawing of diagram by Twitter user @postcrunk
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the present. The danger herein lies in replicating — if not aggravating — the blind spots of the present in visions of possibility. The
as-yet-untrue nature of the future, though it loosens us from reality’s
grip, simultaneously frees us from contending with its consequences
until they are rendered, by design, inconsequential. The tempered
speculation of critical design must work to operate first on the level
of the premise. Can a future imagined from the material present of
Apple, or @wfh_wfm, or RISD MFA offer a vision of possibility that
speaks to anyone else’s world? Which is the world of the iPhone?
Which is the world of @wfh_wfm? Which is mine?

Society
Class
Community
Friends
Family

CAPITAL

Individual

ULTRA
CLIP™

IPHONE

VIRUS AGAINST VIRALITY
I am writing in the time of a virus. COVID-19 has driven non-essential
workers indoors, separating knowledge work even further from the
vulnerability of the social body. I am WFH; therefore, I must be
non-essential. As Metahaven says, “we are” — I am — “not useful.”
I don’t mean to misquote Metahaven. “Usefulness,” by their definition,
has to do with use value, or value by virtue of an object’s function, in
opposition to added /*or speculative*/ value, which circulates in
a cultural market separate from an object’s function. Surface design
operates in the latter realm. Surface design can create its own value
by virtue of its separation from material, physical, or territorial limitations. The surface designer is a knowledge worker separated from the
vulnerability of the social body. The surface designer speaks to other
surface designers about WFH; the surface designer references surface
designers in their thesis compendium. Surface design self-replicates.

In Speculative Everything, authors Dunne and Raby commend
Margaret Atwood's Oryx and Crake (2003) for its “speculative work[...]
based on real science; focused on social, cultural, ethical, and political
implications.” This emphasis on tempered speculation is crucial to
Dunne and Raby’s arguments for critical design’s ability to construct
new pathways for the social imaginary. In the preface, they write:
A believable series of events that led to the new situation is necessary, even if entirely fictional. This allows viewers to relate the
scenario to their own world and to use it as an aid for critical
reflection.

Design that creates its own value is not a virus. Viruses do not selfreplicate; they cannot survive without a host. In this way, viruses are
the ultimate parasite.

The effectiveness of a speculative scenario, presented to an audience, is therefore contingent upon this believability — the degree to
which it aligns with a given person’s understanding of “their own
world.” Empiricism in science asserts that all knowledge is derived
from sense-experience, from firsthand experience of observable
phenomena that repeatedly yields the same results under testing.
What does empiricism look like when applied to future phenomena,
with knowledge deferred across time? What are the “social, cultural,
ethical, and political implications” of empiricism applied from a limited
or subjective present?

Virality does not imply a virus. “Virality,” in its current use, is a contemporary term most often employed in marketing to describe the
rapid spread of an image or piece of information, most commonly over
the Internet. Where this definition differs from that of a virus is in its
ontology. The images and information of virality are self-contained.
They do not hack or commandeer any of the machinery of its channels.
Virality is expected by the platform, which is itself architected to
encourage it. Virality is a symbiote of the platform and floats on its
surface /*design*/. Virality need not be useful; virality can be willed
by capital and connections. Virality is an iPhone supported by Apple’s
global marketing engine. Virality is the ability to self-replicate.

I share much of Dunne and Raby’s enthusiasm for the potential of
speculation to open critical realms in the present. However, when the
future is “but a medium to aid imaginative thought,” the future sets
the preconditions for its own invention from an insufficient view of
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material consequence, towards infiltration and dependence.
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Felix Gonzalez-Torres also worked in the time of a virus. That virus
was HIV/AIDS. Gonzalez-Torres’ viral strategy utilized the visual lexicon of the capitalist art market to infect the institution with his pieces,
carriers of his ideological critique. Spectators who engaged with his
work came into contact with his virus, becoming carriers of the infection themselves and spreading it in the body politic through continued discussion of the questions raised in his work.

The structure of a virus includes its genome and a surrounding protein
shell, or capsid, which helps the virus latch onto a cell, hack into it,
and commandeer its molecular machinery for the purposes of the
virus’ own perpetuation. A virus’ future is grounded in modifying the
existing structure of its host. The power of a virus’ future imaginary
is indivisible from the material conditions of its present.
This past year, I have evaluated each of my projects against a question: is this an open or closed system? Interaction is the test of a
system; I found myself unwilling to make work that did not require it.
And despite telling myself that the question was value-neutral, that
it served only to help me make more intentional choices, I suspected
that I preferred an open system, a permeable one vulnerable to
change by user input. Interaction is the prerequisite for infection.
Perhaps the generosity I aspire to in opening my work has more to
do with the desire for closeness and exchange, the desire to turn
others into virus factories themselves.

When I think about how design becomes radical, I usually end up
thinking of designing for actions and movements that on their own
are doing the legwork of actual material change. What design has to
offer here is a viral envelope, a protein layer rendered in the visual
lexicon of the capitalist, mass-audience sphere so as to infiltrate and
utilize its extended networks of dissemination, taste creation, and
social signaling. In other words, design as a parasite, feeding on the
infrastructure of its host to perpetuate its content. The more hegemonic the host, the greater the virus’ proliferation.
I have often described my work as “Trojan-horsing.” I have had my
work described by others as “hoodwinking,” “swindling,” hacking,”
and “Robin Hood-ing.” I am realizing now that these terms circle the
vocabulary of a virus.

NARRATIVE, OR MEANING

CAPSID

EXPLANATORY
CELL 1

INTERNAL
LOGICS

GENOME

INTERNAL
LOGICS

EXPLANATORY
CELL 2
EXPLANATORY
CELL 3
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NON-BINARY BINARY CODE
I began my coding education in earnest in September 2019. By
November, the majority of my time spent making “graphic design”
projects was devoted to the functionality of a computational back
end. A faculty member recently asked how I imagined the GD program could support me, as I seemed to be shifting more into the
purview of a developer rather than a designer. She clarified in a later
conversation that she wasn’t setting up a dichotomy; if it communicates, then it’s graphic design.

BENWARE
V.

MICRO

MACRO

Ask a layperson to explain a piece of conceptual art, and you might be
met with resistance. Have them read the wall text beside it, and a framework opens up for evaluation. Language /*written and spoken*/
holds hegemony over analysis, interpretation, and communication.

INTERVENTION

INTERACTION
V.

The term “code” is used as shorthand for computer language.
Computer languages employ different syntaxes and vocabularies
/*in English, which is a criticism for another day*/ in service of speaking to a computer. Computers require the utmost precision of language and therefore operate at the extremity of written
communication, which — through logistical, historical, and societal
factors — already claims precedence in articulation. However, the
execution of these communiques by the computer does not usually
result in language. It results instead in interfaces, processes, images,
and infrastructures. It results in systems.

INFECTION
In computers, the word “virus” is often misused as interchangeable
with “malware.” “Malware” is a catch-all term for all malicious software,
including keyloggers, ransomware, spyware, rootkits, and false
Browser Helper Objects /*BHOs*/. The uniting characteristic of the
listed examples is that they are independent pieces of software, possibly installed through a Trojan Horse or similar means, possibly
masked as a “legitimate” program, but essentially running on their
own with the goal of quietly extracting information and resources to
an outside receiver. However, a computer virus, by definition, modifies
other programs. Its modus operandi is the changing of states.

Systems speak, and there are no neutral systems. Much has been
written about the dangers of assuming the objectivity of computing,
especially under a state of surveillance /*see: Machine Learning
biases, for one*/. The clarities and hard-boundary classifiers
employed in building the system are masked in its output, creating a
power discrepancy between the writer/programmer/implementer and
the end user. Facebook had millions of users before a /*written*/
journalistic article sounded the alarm on its data collection practices,
its shadowbanning of vulnerable populations, its hand in influencing
elections. Similarly, I am — we are — implicated in myriad structures
that seem indivisible from 21st century American existence, all implemented without ever being put into words. Malware that declares
itself as such gets removed. The system speaks with vested interest
in never being heard.

A virus is not a spy; it is a saboteur.
Here I want to turn to the word “malicious.” If a piece of software is
categorized as MALware, its functions are understood to have the
intention to harm. Implicit in this understanding is that the harm is to
the user, the majority of whom are personal computers /*humans*/
using their personal computers /*machines*/. Malice is relational,
and therefore, flexible. Applying this flexibility to viruses, if malware
≠ virus, can virus ≠ malware? Can viruses instead be benignant or
beneficial — “BENware,” so to speak? More specifically, can a virus
act as a redirecting agent to divert harm intended for the user to other
entities? Or, true to its form, can my virus do a little harm in service
of calling attention to a larger danger? Can my virus turn the user not
into a virus factory, but a manufacturer of antibodies against me and
the power structure I rode in on?
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Visual communication is the purview of graphic design; the crux of
the field is speaking without words. In this respect, graphic design is
perfectly suited for the translation of wordless systems. Here is
where I identify the potential for a Non-Binary Binary Code, where
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the inherently interpretive space of visual design can act as a clarifying reagant for the murky narratives of computational systems without falling into the same declarative trap.
However, translation requires working knowledge of both languages
in question. To return to the biological virus, in order for a virus to
attach to a cell, the surface of the virus and the surface of a cell must
share a genetic vocabulary. As computation increasingly insinuates
itself as the substratum of contemporary existence, as major tech
companies commandeer capital, labor, communication, and play, as
technocrats replicate their non-neutral social positioning into a new
normality, any critical stance I could communicate must be rendered
with a shared vocabulary. My design, if it is to become a virus, must
speak the language of development, and if my programs are to clarify
the mechanisms of computational systems, it must speak the language of design.
Surface design is not enough for design-as-virus. Surface design is
a removable wrapper. Surface design does not penetrate; surface
design is itself a cell, replicating in a mitotic process that canonizes
only its own DNA. Surface design is an organism that gambles on its
own strength to build its uncertain futurity. Meanwhile, design-asvirus knows itself to be weak, to be dependent. It identifies power as
the ability to self-replicate and nests its own futurity in power’s proliferatory mechanisms. It does this even as it sabotages with an
urgency borne of need. It risks its own discovery and destruction; it
expects it; it hopes for it. Signaling the presence of malware is the
function of benware. Benware tips the scales of power-as-malware
into legibility — even though doing so might obsolete itself — in service of opening the social imaginary to a future where it, and the
structures that house it, no longer exist or are radically changed.
Open systems are vulnerable. Opening up a system is an act of ceding control — over its content, its processes, its mechanics, and its
imagined future. Opening up a system gives up power, gives the user
the power to destroy. I want to design as a virus. I want to design
towards weakness, towards need, towards usefulness whose use
value is eventual desuetude. I want to design adversarial interfaces
with seductive complexity, surfaces that cannot help but be touched
and opened and fought against and contended with. And in these
interactions, with the best of intentions, I want to do a little harm, an
innoculatory prick against insular futures in anticipation of a return
to the world outside.
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can form the story as much
as my writing has formed it
in the preceding pages, can
provide more understanding than the simple revelations of a computational
analysis. You can build your
own bridges, inflections,
supports, and refutations.
You can build your own
language of understanding.
“Common” suggests prevalence, but it also means
“shared by, coming from,
or done by more than one.”
I offer this list of common
words to you, with the
hope that they will become
common to us with your
acceptance, your doing,
and your sharing alike.

preceding pages, I wrote
about what we reveal in our
aggregates. Presented here
is an aggregate, with the
entire corpus of words in
this book taken as data.
It doesn't take a (machinic)
computer to derive a narrative from this list; a
(human) computer can
recognize this for the summary it is. But remember
that the patterns revealed
through computation
need not be taken as the
entirety of a story. I am
more than my data, as
are you. Missing here are
many of the words that
bridged, that inflected, that
supported, that refuted.
Due to that omission, your
interpretations of this list

1 At several points in the

work
read
world
reading
systems
knowledge
fact
human
model
metaphor
open
take
modeling
game
practice
program
people
internet
understanding
practices
structure
patterns

computer
software
computers
use
user
computation
know
system
see
essay
computational
book

programs
order
visual
number
programmers
spring
sense
content
digital
contemporary
experience
part
form
term
tools
set
learning
access
ability
context
attention
change
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make
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writing
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word
design
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expertise
action
think
device
thesis
act
become
fall
refers
input
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interface
possible
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thinking
lab
features
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time
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website
structures
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understand
new
web
control
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The 100 Most Common Words
in This Book, by Frequency

The Scraper (Endnotes)
In my previous introduction of the Scraper, I said they do not speak.
But now we have those common words, with more words to follow.
Should you choose to make those common to us, the Scraper
might find a voice with which to converse. What stories will they tell?
The Scraper speaks through your later analysis.
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A

C

Algorithm

Caesar Cipher

A process or set of instructions to be
followed in calculations or other problem-solving operations. Algorithms differ
from computer programs in that 1) they
must solve something, and 2) they must
have an end.

A encryption technique in which each letter
is replaced by a letter some fixed number
of positions down the alphabet, e.g. “A”
becomes “B,” “B” becomes “C,” etc. The
Caesar cipher is named for Julius Caesar,
who used an alphabet where decrypting
would shift three letters to the left.

Arnold’s Cat Map
A chaotic map from the torus into itself,
named after Vladimir Arnold, who demonstrated its effects in the 1960s using an
image of a cat, hence the name. A feature
of a discrete cat map is that an image is
apparently randomized into noise by the
transformation but returns to its original
state after a number of steps.

Attention Economy
An economic approach to information that
treats human attention as a scarce commodity. The term was coined by psychologist,
economist, and Nobel Laureate Herbert A.
Simon, who posited that attention was the
“bottleneck of human thought.”

Auterism
A theory of filmmaking in which the director
is viewed as the primary creative force in
a motion picture. A director achieves the
status of an auteur when their body of work
reflects a personal style or perspective that
is greater than the summed skill of the
screenwriters, camera operators, actors,
cinematographers, etc. in his films.

Chaos Magic
A contemporary magical practice developed
in the 1960s that emphasizes the attainment
of specific results over the symbolic, ritualistic, or otherwise ornamental aspects of
other occult traditions. Chaos magic holds
a postmodernist skepticism concerning the
existence or knowability of objective truth.
Chaos magicians subsequently treat belief as
a tool, often creating their own idiosyncratic
magical systems and frequently borrowing
from other magical traditions, religious
movements, popular culture and various
strands of philosophy.

Chaos Theory
A branch of mathematics focusing on the
study of chaos — dynamical systems whose
apparently random states of disorder and
irregularities are actually governed by
underlying patterns and deterministic laws
that are highly sensitive to initial conditions.

Chaos Map
A map (evolution function) that exhibits
some sort of chaotic behavior.

Chimera

B
Backend Development
The writing of code to be executed on
the server side of a web application and
everything that communicates between
the database and the browser.

(in Greek mythology) a fire-breathing
female monster with a lion’s head, a goat’s
body, and a serpent’s tail; a thing that is
hoped or wished for but in fact is illusory or
impossible to achieve; (biology) an organism
containing a mixture of genetically different
tissues, formed by processes such as fusion
of early embryos, grafting, or mutation.”

Big data

Cli-Fi

A field that treats ways to analyze, systematically extract information from, or otherwise
deal with data sets that are too large or
complex to be dealt with by traditional
data-processing application software. An
example of big data in use is the tailoring
of ads on social media and search platforms.

A portmanteau of “climate” and “science
fiction,” climate fiction (Cli-Fi) refers to
works that deal with climate change and
global warming as a primary component
of speculative worldbuilding.

Black box
In machine learning, a black box is a system
whose inputs and operations are completely
hidden. Black box models are created
directly from data by an algorithm.

Bouba / Kiki Effect

Closed System
(systems theory, classical mechanics) A
physical system that does not exchange any
matter with its surroundings, and is not subject to any net force whose source is external
to the system. Closed systems are often used
to limit the factors that can affect the results
of specific problem or experiment.

A non-arbitrary mapping between speech
sounds and the visual shape of objects.
Experiments with a wide-range of demographics demonstrated that most people
will associate “bouba” with a rounded shape
and “kiki” with a spiky one.
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Code

Cyborg

(cryptography) A system of words, letters,
figures, or other symbols substituted for
other words, letters, etc., especially for the
purposes of secrecy; (computing) instructions for a computer written in a humanlegible alphanumeric system; to put in or
into the form or symbols of a code; to create
or edit computer code.

A portmanteau of cybernetic and organism,
a cyborg is a being with both organic and
biomechatronic body parts. The term was
coined in 1960 by Manfred Clynes and
Nathan S. Kline.

Cognitive Estrangement
A narrative logic, characteristic of science
fiction, whereby devices used in the story are
lent plausibility by their being placed in the
context of the fictional universe, which is
imagined to be scientifically consistent. The
term was coined by Darko Suvin.

E
Easter Egg
A message, image, or feature hidden in a
video game, film, or other, usually electronic,
medium. In computer software, Easter eggs
are secret responses that occur as a result of
an undocumented set of commands.

Cypherpunk
A portmanteau of “cipher” and “cyberpunk”, cypherpunk describes a movement
advocating for the use of cryptography and
privacy-enhancing technologies as a route
to social and political change.

F
Feedback
In interaction design, feedback communicates the results of any interaction, making
it both visible and understandable. Its job
is to give the user a signal that they (or
the product) have succeeded or failed at
performing a task.

D

GUI
Pronounced “gooey,” GUI is the acronym for
“graphical user interface,” which describes
a form of user interface that allows users
to interact with electronic devices through
graphical icons such as “windows,” “folders,”
and “trash bins.”

H
Hack
(computing) The use of a computer to gain
unauthorized access to data in a system;
an unqualified or untalented professional.

Hard Sci-Fi
Science fiction characterized by commitment to scientific accuracy and logic.

Command Line

Decentralized

A text-based user interface navigated by
typing commands at prompts, instead of
using a mouse. Unlike a GUI, a command
line only uses a keyboard to navigate by
entering commands and does not utilize
a mouse for navigating.

Controlled by several local offices or authorities rather than one single one; (web) an
abstract concept that proposes the reorganization of the Internet in order to remove
centralized data hosting services, using
instead a peer-to-peer infrastructure.

Forcing

Horror Vacui

A technique in stage magic used to create
the illusion of a free decision in a situation
where all choices lead to the same outcome.

A fear or dislike of leaving empty spaces,
especially in an artistic composition.

Computer

Decision Tree

Frame Rate

An electronic device for storing and processing data, typically in binary form, according
to instructions given to it in a variable
program; a person who makes calculations.

A decision tree is a decision support tool that
uses a tree-like model of decisions and their
possible consequences, including chance
event outcomes, resource costs, and utility.
It is one way to display an algorithm that
only contains conditional control statements.

The frequency at which consecutive images
(frames) appear on a display. The term
applies equally to film and video cameras,
computer graphics, and motion capture
systems. In videos and in browsers, frame
rate is measured in frames-per-second (fps).

Marked by malevolence; antagonistic;
of or relating to an enemy.

Hostile

Computer Vision
A field of artificial intelligence that trains
computers to interpret and understand
digital images.

Console
(web) A web-based application that allows
the execution of shell (command line) commands on a server directly from a browser.
The Web console also logs information associated with a web page: network requests,
security errors and warnings, as well as
error, warning, and informational messages
explicitly logged by JavaScript code running
in the page context.

Corpus
A collection of written texts, especially the
entire works of a particular author or a body
of writing on a particular subject.

Desktop Metaphor

Framework

Hyperlink

A standardized system of analogical terms
used to describe the visual elements in
interfaces, corresponding to components
of a physical desktop.

A basic conceptional structure, as of ideas;
(computing) A reusable skeleton for a software system, designed by collating various
dependencies (other programs or collections
of code required to run the system).

A reference to data that the user can follow
by clicking or tapping. A hyperlink points
to a whole document or to a specific element
within a document.

Frontend Development

An extension of the term hypertext, hypermedia is a nonlinear medium of information
that includes graphics, audio, and video.
This designation contrasts with the broader
term multimedia, which may include
non-interactive linear presentations as
well as hypermedia.

Direct Manipulation

Hypermedia

In computer science, direct manipulation is
a human-computer interaction style focused
on designing actions that correspond at least
loosely to manipulation of physical objects.
The familiarity of the visualized objects
provide users with instant knowledge of
how to use a software. An example of direct
manipulation is resizing a graphical shape,
such as a rectangle, by dragging its corners
or edges with a mouse.

The writing of code to be executed on
the browser side of a web application.

Furry
A subculture that — in the broadest sense —
is interested in anthropomorphized animals
with typically human characteristics, e.g.
talking or walking on two legs.

DMZ

Cyberpunk

(in Korea) A strip of land halving the Korean
peninsula. It is established by the provisions
of the Korean Armistice Agreement to serve
as a buffer zone between North Korea and
South Korea; (computing) a physical or logical subnetwork that contains and exposes
an organization’s external-facing services
to an untrusted, usually larger, network such
as the Internet.

A subgenre of science fiction that deals in
dystopian futuristic settings with a particular focus on the juxtaposition of “lowlife”,
i.e. drug culture, and high tech, i.e. artificial
intelligence.

To search for and publish private or identifying information about someone on the
Internet, typically with malicious intent.

Cybernetics
A transdisciplinary approach to automatic
control systems — their structures, constraints, and possibilities. These control
systems can be those found in machines
(e.g. computers), biology (e.g. the nervous
system), or society (e.g. governments).
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Hot Take
A piece of commentary, typically produced
quickly in response to a recent event, whose
primary purpose is to attract attention.

G

Hypertext
Text displayed on a computer display or
other electronic devices with references
(hyperlinks) to other text that the reader
can immediately access.

GamerGate
A 2014 online harassment campaign,
primarily conducted through the use of
the hashtag #GamerGate, that centered on
issues of sexism and anti-progressivism
in video game culture. Gamergate is used as
a blanket term for the controversy as well
as for the harassment campaign and actions
of those participating in it.

Doxx
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I
Information
Knowledge obtained from investigation,
study, or instruction; a signal or character
(as in a communication system or computer)
representing data; the act of informing
against a person.
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Innovation Economy
The idea that individual entrepreneurs and
their novel ideas are the drivers of change
through the invention of new products and
services to replace existing ones.

Interface
A point where two systems, subjects, organizations, etc. meet and interact; (computing)
A device or program enabling a user to communicate with a computer; a point at which
something is made perceivable to the sense
faculties of something else.

Internet
A global system of interconnected computer
networks using standardized communication protocols.

IP Address
A unique address that identifies a device on
the Internet or a local network. IP stands for
“Internet Protocol,” which is the set of rules
governing the format of data sent via the
internet or local network.

M

Mutual Aid
An organizing practice in which people
voluntarily exchange resources and services
for mutual benefit. Mutual aid projects are
a form of political participation in which
people take responsibility for caring for one
another.

Machine Learning
Colloquially known as “artificial intelligence
(AI),” machine learning is the use and development of computer systems that are able
to learn and adapt without following explicit
instructions, by using algorithms and statistical models to analyze and draw inferences
from patterns in data.

Malware
Software that is specifically designed to disrupt, damage, or gain unauthorized access
to a computer system.

The practice of discerning a user’s IP
address, which contains information such
as the user’s location.

K
Kettling
A police tactic used to control crowds during
protests. A large ring of cops surrounds
the demonstrators, then moves to contain
them within a limited area. Protestors can
only leave if the cops allow them to, and it
would only be allowed through a single exit
controlled by the police cordon.

Keylogging
The action of recording (logging) the keys
struck on a keyboard, typically covertly,
so that the person using the keyboard is
unaware that their actions are being
monitored. Data can then be retrieved by
the person operating the logging program.

Mystification

OCR
An acronym for “optical character recognition,” OCR is the electronic conversion of
images of typed, handwritten, or printed
text into machine-encoded text.

Markov Chain

Myth
A traditional story, especially one concerning
the early history of a people or explaining
some natural or social phenomenon, and
typically involving supernatural beings or
events; a widely held but false belief or idea.

N

Meme

Natural Language
Describing human languages that evolved
naturally through use, without premeditation. The term differentiates natural
language from programming languages
(i.e. code) or constructed languages such
as Klingon from the Star Trek franchise.

Open Source

Natural Language Processing

Open System

A computational subfield dedicated to the
development of programs that would allow
computers to process, analyze, and manipulate natural languages.

(systems theory/classical mechanics) A
system that has external interactions. Such
interactions can take the form of information, energy, or material transfers into or out
of the system boundary. An open systems is
permeable to change by outside input.

Metaphor
A figure of speech in which a word or phrase
is applied to an object or action to which it is
not literally applicable; a thing regarded as
representative or symbolic of something else,
especially something abstract.

Neg
To emotionally manipulate another person
by giving a deliberately backhanded
compliment to undermine their confidence
and increase their need of the manipulator’s
approval. The term is derived from
“negative feedback.”

Microworld
“A simulated world entirely within the
machine itself, that does not depend
on instrumental effectiveness” (Paul N.
Edwards).

Leet
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Referring to softwares released under an
open source license, wherein the software’s
code is made freely available for personal
and commercial use, modification, and/or
redistribution.

Orientalism
The representation of Asia, especially the
Middle East, in a stereotyped way that is
regarded as embodying a colonialist attitude.
The term was established by Edward Said in
his 1973 book, Orientalism.

Nerf
To make something weak or ineffective.

Nootropic

A system of modified spellings that substitute letters with homoglyphs constructed
using numbers, punctuation, and other
letters to visually represent them. Leet
originated in 1980s hacker bulletin board
systems, where it first served a crypto
graphic function by making it difficult to
text-search for indicators of illegal practices.

One-Time Pad
An uncrackable substitution cipher technique patented in 1919 that requires the use
of a one-time pre-shared key the same size
as, or longer than, the message being sent.
Each character of the message is encrypted
by combining it with the corresponding
character from the pad using modular addition. The strength of a one-time pad relies
on randomizing the key for each individual
letter (an “A” will not always be a “B” in
the message but will be shifted a random
number of steps for each instance).

Coined by evolutionary biologist Richard
Dawkins in 1976, the term “meme”
describes a unit for carrying cultural ideas,
symbols, or practices that can be transmitted
from one mind to another through imitable
channels such as speech, writing, or gestures.
Memes are regarded as cultural analogues
to genes in that they self-replicate, mutate,
and evolve.Internet memes describe memes
specifically transmitted through online
channels (e.g. social media).

A drug or supplement claimed to enhance
cognitive function.

Model

L

Object-Oriented Ontology
A school of thought that rejects the privileging of humans over nonhuman objects,
positing that objects have their own being
outside of human perception.

The process of making mysterious or
obscure; an obscuring especially of capitalist
or social dynamics (as by making them
equivalent to natural laws) that is seen in
Marxist thought as an impediment to critical
consciousness.

A randomly determined model describing
a sequence of possible events in which the
probability of each event depends only on
the state attained in the previous event.
In text generators, the Markov chain
analyzes the words in a corpus and the
probability of occurrence of two consecutive
words. It then generates chains of words
that are probably related.

IP Tracking

O

A three-dimensional representation of a
person or thing or of a proposed structure,
typically on a smaller scale than the original;
(mathematics, computing) a simplified
description, especially a mathematical one,
of a system or process, to assist calculations
and predictions; (CTRL SHIFT) a representation or depiction of a system that is not
the system itself, but rather presents the
system’s structure, functions, and/or logics
through an analogizing process.

Novum
An entirely novel device or machine that
is nevertheless made plausible by a
scientifically-sound narrative logic. The
term is associated with Darko Suvin’s
“cognitive estrangement.”
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Ouroboros
An ancient symbol depicting a serpent
eating its own tail. Originating in ancient
Egyptian iconography, the ouroboros
entered Western tradition via Greek magical
tradition and is often interpreted as a
symbol for eternal cyclic renewal or a cycle
of life, death, and rebirth.

Outopos
A combination of the Ancient Greek ou (“not,
no”) and tópos (“place, region”) coined by
Thomas More, from which he derived the
title of his 1516 work, Utopia.
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Own

RPG

Steganography

Gamer slang for the utter domination of a
player, rather than simply winning. Own
(sometimes “pwn”) is used more generally
on Internet forums to refer to the sound
defeat of the other party in an argument.

(role-playing game) A game genre where
the player controls the actions of a character
immersed in some well-defined world, usually involving some form of character development by way of recording statistics. RPGs
are characterized by developed story-telling
and narrative elements, player character
development, and complexity. They can be
videogames or tabletop games, where in the
latter, the characters’ actions are described
through speech.

The practice of concealing a message within
another message or a physical object. In
computing and other electronic contexts,
a file, message, image, or video is concealed
within another file, message, image, or video.

P
P2P
P2P (peer-to-peer) describes computer
networks in which each computer can
act as a server for the others, allowing
shared access to files without the need for
a central server.

Substitution Cipher
A method of encrypting in which units of
plaintext are replaced with the ciphertext,
in a defined manner, with the help of a key.
The Caesar cipher and one-time pads are
examples of substitution ciphers.

A prison layout and control system designed
by Jeremy Bentham in the 18th century.
The concept takes form in a central watchtower placed within a circle of cells, allowing
all prisoners of an institution to be observed
by a single security guard, without the
inmates being able to tell whether they are
being watched. The fact that the inmates
cannot know when they are being watched
means that they are motivated to act as
though they are being watched at all times.
Thus, the inmates are effectively compelled
to regulate their own behaviour.

S

Described by social psychologist Shoshana
Zuboff, surveillance capitalism is an
economic system centered around the
commodification of personal data with
the core purpose of profit-making.

To deliberately destroy, damage, or obstruct
(something), especially for political or military advantage; a deliberate action aimed at
weakening a polity, effort, or organization
through subversion, obstruction, disruption,
or destruction.

(pre-exposure prophylaxis) Medications
that — when taken regularly by HIV-negative
individuals — can prevent the contraction
of HIV from sex or drug injections.

Procedural Generation
A method of creating data algorithmically
as opposed to manually, typically through
a combination of human-generated assets
and algorithms, coupled with computergenerated randomness and processing
power. It is commonly used to create textures, 3D models, and levels in roguelikes.

Program
A set of instructions that can be executed
by the computer to perform a certain task.

R
Roguelike
A subgenre of role-playing video games
characterized by a dungeon crawl through
procedurally generated levels, turn-based
gameplay, grid-based movement, and permanent death of the player character.
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Coined in 2013 by venture capitalist Aileen
Lee, “unicorn” refers to a privately held
startup company valued at over $1 billion.
Lee selected the magical animal to represent
the statistical rarity of such success.

User

T

A person who utilizes a computer or
computer program without fully understanding how it works.

Ship It

Tech Bubble

User-Friendly

In software development, “Ship it!” is
slang for delivering a software product
to the customer (user). It can also refer
to sending code to the next step in the
development process.

A pronounced and unsustainable market
rise due to increased speculation in tech
nology stocks.

Describing machines, systems, or interfaces
that are easy to use or understand, especially
for someone untrained.

Shitpost
PrEP

UAV
An acronym for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
and colloquially called a drone, a UAV is an
aircraft with no pilot on board. They can be
remote controlled aircraft or can fly autonomously based on pre-programmed flight
plans or more complex dynamic automation systems. UAVs are currently used for
a number of military purposes, including
reconnaissance and attack roles.

Unicorn
Surveillance Capitalism

Sabotage
Panopticon

U

An aggressive, ironic, or of trollishly-poor
quality post uploaded to an online forum
or social media.

Techne

User-Hostile

(Greek) Craft, or art. More specifically,
the knowledge of the craftsman or artist;
(philosophy) referring to making or doing.

Describing machines, systems, or interfaces
that are difficult to use or understand, especially for someone untrained.

Technoliberalism
A political philosophy characterized by an
overriding faith in technology, a suspicion
of traditional top-down institutions, and
a conviction that the aggregate effects of
individual engagement with technology
will generate social good. It is the technologically-inflected and -accelerated version
of neoliberalism, which advocates for free
market competition with minimal state
intervention as the best means to achieve
human progress.

Sigil
A seal or signet; (magic) a sign, word, or
device considered to have occult power.

Snake
A video game genre in which the player
maneuvers a line (snake) that grows in
length, with the loss condition defined
as running into the line itself. The most
common variant of the genre has the player
attempt to “eat” items by running into them
with the head of the snake; the snake
grows longer for each item eaten, making
it progressively more difficult to avoid
collision with the body.

Technology
Referring to methods, systems, and devices
which are the result of scientific knowledge
being used for practical purposes.

Software

Tofu

A set of instructions, data, or programs used
to operate computers and execute specific
tasks within them.

Slang for the empty boxes shown in place
of undisplayable code points in computer
character encoding; the empty box displayed
in lieu of a missing glyph within a font.

W
Warchalking
A practice invented in 2002 of drawing chalk
symbols on walls, pavements, lamp posts,
etc. to denote open wireless networks in
public spaces.

Will-to-Power
A concept coined by Friedrich Nietzsche. It is
best understood as an irrational force, found
in all individuals, that can be channeled
toward different ends (e.g. scientists direct
their will to power into a will to truth, artists
channel it into a will to create). Nietzsche’s
explanation of human behavior in terms of a
desire for domination or mastery over others,
oneself, or the environment has led to fascist
appropriation of the will-to-power as to
justify the sublimation of lesser subjects.

WYSIWYG

Speculative Biology
A genre of speculative fiction and art focused
on hypothetical scenarios in the evolution
of life. Works incorporating speculative
evolution may have entirely conceptual species that evolve on a planet other than Earth,
or they may be an alternate history focused
on an alternate evolution of terrestrial life.

Torus
A shape generated by revolving a circle in
three-dimensional space around an axis.

An acronym for “What You See is What You
Get,” which describes interfaces that represent on screen a form exactly corresponding
to its appearance on a printout.

Transparency
Transparency, as used in science, engineering, business, the humanities and in other
social contexts, is operating in such a way
that it is easy for others to see what actions
are performed. Transparency implies openness, communication, and accountability.
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For additional terms, see Manual.
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